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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1 Theories of cancer persistence

Cancer is a major public health burden: it is the second leading cause of death in the United States, with

1,958,310 new cases and 609,820 cancer deaths projected for 2023 [2]. Nearly 50 years ago, Peter Nowell

characterized cancer as an evolutionary process, undergoing Darwinian selection where a mutation in one

cell leads to a fitter tumor subclone—better able to withstand nutrient-poor conditions and immune pres-

sures—that expands to populate a large portion, if not majority, of the tumor population [3, 4]. Treatment

based on mutations, successful in some situations, was thought to fail when tumors included multiple sub-

clones and a fitter subclone, unaffected by drug, continued to grow during and after treatment. In the ensuing

years, two views were built upon: the view of phenotypic rather than genetic heterogeneity - a fitter phenotype

if not genotype that could continue to grow despite treatment; and the cancer stem cell (CSC) theory - where

a multipotent cancer cell could repopulate an entire tumor if not eradicated [5, 6]. Phenotypic heterogeneity

and the CSC view were considered analogous to cell behavior in organism development and upkeep, where

less-differentiated cells populate a tissue with more-differentiated and tissue-specific cells, and tissues are

made up of multiple phenotypes.

Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer death among men and women in the United States, with

small cell lung cancer (SCLC) the most aggressive subtype. SCLC on its own is the 8th leading cause of

cancer death, with a projected 35,751 cases and 19,060 deaths in the United States in 2023 [7, 2]. Nearly all

SCLC tumors have somatic mutations inactivating TP53 and RB1, [8] yet the knowledge of this relatively

homogeneous mutational landscape did not lead to improved treatment options. SCLC has been determined

to be phenotypically heterogeneous across tumors, with varying phenotypic subtypes that may exist singly

or as multiple phenotypes within the tumor [9]. This heterogeneity, and phenotypic transitions and trophic

support between subtypes, [10, 11] is thought to underlie typical SCLC behavior. Initial therapy overall

response rates are high at 80%, yet, the vast majority of SCLC cases recur and lead to death within 2 years of

diagnosis [12].

1.2 Mechanistic modeling applied to cancer

Mechanistic modeling has improved our understanding of cancer dynamics. In 2011, Gupta and colleagues

[13] found that breast cancer cells they had characterized as non-stem were able to grow to recapitulate in vitro

equilibrium populations that included CSCs - indicating de-differentiation activity. Their model predicted un-
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expected cell growth dynamics during the growth process from the sorted, single-phenotype population to the

equilibrium population, which they validated experimentally [13]. These results indicated that the hierarchi-

cal view of the CSC and more-differentiated tumor cell phenotypes that can arise from it was not accurate:

any cell in the tumor population could undergo a phenotypic transition not only into the less-differentiated

CSC, but into any of the phenotypes present in the population at equilibrium. Others continued to model

heterogeneous populations and their return to equilibrium after perturbation, [14, 15, 16] or adaptation to a

new equilibrium given a prolonged insult [17, 18, 19]. Paudel and colleagues [20] investigated, quantified,

and modeled equilibrium populations and growth-dynamics phenotypes, evaluating transitions between these

phenotypes in the presence and absence of drug. They found that the treated population re-equilibrates to a

new phenotypic composition, and suggest the development of concurrent or sequential treatment with drug

combinations to move the population from one equilibrium to another, and then take advantage of sensitivities

in the new equilibrium (“targeted landscaping”) [20].

Considering mathematical modeling’s contributions to understanding tumor cell population heterogene-

ity, its potential for non-hierarchical differentiation via phenotypic transitions, and the tendency to return to

treated or untreated population equilibrium, I aimed to apply these principles to SCLC. Evaluating the pheno-

typic landscape of SCLC and what kind of phenotypic transitions or cell-cell interactions support the tumor’s

phenotypic equilibrium during development, or after a seemingly successful treatment, could shed new light

on this disease.

1.3 Mechanistic model generation and evaluation

A mathematical model should be interconnected with experimental results, whether experiments are designed

specifically with the mathematical model in mind, or if results are drawn from the literature or related exper-

iments (Figure 1.1A). After building the mathematical model (see below), the investigator will implement

it computationally and run model simulations [21]. Next, the investigator will examine simulation results,

(experiment in silico) and based on these results, will potentially revisit the assumptions used to encode the

model or even collect more data. The investigator will then make predictions based on the in silico data, to be

validated (or refuted) experimentally. Once such experiments are performed, experimental behavior can be

compared to model behavior. Whether or not the model behavior was validated or refuted, the experimental

data improves the model: if predictions were not correct, the model can be changed to more accurately reflect

what occurs experimentally, and if they were correct, more features can be added to the model or a tighter

concordance between data and simulations can be encoded.

One common way to build a mathematical model is to review literature and data related to the system of

interest, whether published data or one’s own generated data, and use this review to elucidate model variables
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(for example, cells of a particular phenotype) and the ways in which they act and interact within the system

(for example, cell division or trophic interactions) [21]. However, mathematical models by design require

the specification of precise relationships within a biological system [22] and unless the data to be used for

modeling was generated specifically with the mathematical model in mind, historical data is unlikely to

provide the precision required. This can be as simple as literature not addressing whether or not two cell

phenotypes in a population interact, and the modeler must decide whether the lack of evidence means a

correct model will not include such an interaction. In a more complicated example, if one finding from an

experimental model for a disease includes evidence for a model variable or action/interaction, but another

finding from a different experimental model of the same disease did not find evidence for that variable or

action, the modeler must determine whether to include or exclude the model variable or action.

Despite these potential pitfalls, the precision of relationships between biological variables in a model and

their actions [22] enables a modeler to hypothesize, and subsequently test, the existence of these relationships

through modeling. Model variables and their actions or interactions in a model can be considered hypotheses:

if it is not clear whether a biological process occurs in the system of interest, including the mathematical rep-

resentation of the process in the model represents the hypothesis that it does occur in that system. Comparing

models with and without this process represented, and how well each model recapitulates experimental data,

is a test of the hypothesis that such a process is present in the system from which the data was derived.

1.4 Model selection and model averaging

Model selection in biology typically involves building a set of plausible models and evaluating each candidate

relative to a given experimental dataset. The goal is most often to identify the “best” model of the set - that

with the highest result of a scoring function comparing it to the dataset of interest. This particular approach

has a significant limitation in that there may not be one top model, and instead a (potentially large) group of

models with similarly high scores. In this case, the investigator may compare the features common to the

high-scoring group of models. This challenge has been addressed in several ways in biology. Investigators

have noted the proportion of top-scoring models containing each possible model interaction [23]. Parameter

importance analysis, where candidate model scores are transformed into probabilities and summed according

to the presence of model variables or actions/interactions, is frequently used in conjunction with Akaike

Information Criterion (AIC) or Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC), information theoretic model selection

methods [24, 25]. However, in recent years, parameter importance analysis has been noted to have several

flaws [1, 26].

Bayesian model averaging describes model uncertainty, enabling calculation of Bayesian posterior dis-

tributions for model parameters as well as models themselves [27]. Investigating model probability in the
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context of Bayesian inference, and by extension probability of model variables and actions, requires that the

model selection method used return a likelihood for use in Bayes’ Theorem. As above, most model selec-

tion investigations in biology use information theoretic approaches like AIC, however, the nested sampling

method developed by Skilling [28] and employed in astronomy and astrophysics, provides the Bayesian evi-

dence, or marginal likelihood, per model. The implementation of nested sampling via Multinest [29, 30, 31]

enables a Bayesian approach to model selection problems in biology, and in the case of this dissertation,

SCLC.
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Figure 1.1: Model building and comparison to data

A To develop and use a model, the model should be built based on gathered data, simulated, then its
results evaluated experimentally. The completion of each step may require revisiting the previous
step. Whatever the experimental outcome, the data it provides can be used to improve the model.

B The development of a model can be built upon using Bayesian multimodel inference, engaging
with the biological hypotheses to be represented in the model and building a candidate set with
combinations of features representing these hypotheses. The probabilistic outcome of this process
can be used to determine what model features to move forward with in the process or to test
predictions of which model features or actions are present.

1.5 Using Bayesian inference and computational tools to evaluate biological systems, including small

cell lung cancer

Given that features of models can stand as biological hypotheses to be tested computationally, here I move

beyond the process of model selection and model averaging to consider the biologically processes repre-

sented in a set of candidate models. In developing this multimodel inference approach, I not only investigate

Bayesian inference as it relates to model selection, (Chapter 5) but make predictions about processes in

SCLC (Chapter 6). SCLC has multiple experimental model systems, and even the canonically recognized

phenotypic subtypes that can be singly or multiply present in human tumors were determined using differ-
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ent model systems per subtype (Rudin 2019). This is often the case in the research of a particular tumor,

and the questions investigated about SCLC in this dissertation – differentiation hierarchy, phenotypic plastic-

ity, trophic or other cell-cell interactions – are applicable to many cancer types. This multimodel inference

methodology can be used to build models using experimental data not specifically designed for those models,

or using data from multiple experimental systems; this process can be incorporated into the first step of the

systems biology model-experiment cycle (Figure 1.1B).

In this dissertation, I aim to address both mechanistic modeling, and tumor features that must be con-

tended with before optimal treatments can be designed. The optimal data for evaluating the aforementioned

tumor features are measurements of the same tumor cells over time. This dissertation includes assessment of

the same SCLC patient-derived xenograft tumors sampled over time with or without human-relevant treat-

ment, (Chapter 7) from which I can also learn about phenotypic changes and tumor evolution over time.

Without visualizing a phenotypic change, tumor behavior can be suggested rather than conclusively deter-

mined, and I put forward a means for visualizing predictions from my multimodel inference approach (Ap-

pendix A) to draw conclusions. With these various efforts, I enable a move toward better understanding

features of SCLC and potentially cancer in general.
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CHAPTER 2

Phenotypic plasticity and population equilibrium in tumors

2.1 The epigenetic landscape and non-genetic tumor evolution

Tumor development and response to therapy – often an incomplete response, or a response followed by recur-

rence – are still incompletely understood. Cancer has long been known as a dynamic process, where a tumor

evolves over time, responding to and evading treatment. While this evolution encompasses the accumulation

of genetic mutations, non-genetic evolution within tumors has been recognized as an important driver of the

dynamics enabling tumors to withstand treatment [5]. Phenotypic plasticity, the ability of cells to transition

between phenotypes without undergoing genetic changes, is an important part of this dynamic process. Plas-

ticity allows tumor cells to maintain the phenotypic equilibrium within a tumor during growth, and maintain

or develop new equilibria in response to treatment. Understanding the dynamics of these processes and the

molecular mechanisms involved will be crucial for developing new treatment strategies to prevent cancer

resistance and recurrence.
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Figure 2.1: Phenotypes as basins in a quasi-potential energy landscape

A Gene expression levels (above) determine cell phenotype, which can be visualized as a basin in a quasi-potential-
energy landscape (below)

B Cancer stem cell hypothesis represented as a landscape: shallow basin with few cells populates remaining basins;
cells in these basins cannot transition back to the stem cell basin.

C Depleting cells of one phenotype results in re-equilibration of cells in the population

D Treatment changes the landscape, and removal after a short time changes it back.

E Landscape change under continuous treatment lasts long enough for rare cells to populate a previously inaccessible
basin. This results in ”acquired resistance”, where cells populate a new, deep well and are able to remain there
regardless of treatment presence or absence.
Adapted from Fig. 1 in [32].
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Equilibrium within tumors can be conceptualized as an “epigenetic landscape”, initially described by

Waddington [33]. An epigenetic landscape represents distinct stable states – phenotypes – by “basins” of

attraction, wells in the quasi-potential energy landscape where cells reside (Figure 2.1A). Within this land-

scape, transitions may occur between basins across “barriers”: this represents cellular phenotype transitions

[32]. The basins and barriers comprising the landscape are fundamentally based on molecular networks that

regulate gene expression, generating transcriptional profiles representing each phenotype in a cell population

[34]. Gene expression “noise” enables cells to stochastically transition between basins, thereby undergoing

phenotypic transitions [35]. Thus, for a given cell population, “equilibrium” is the result of complex inter-

actions between these gene regulatory networks, intracellular and extracellular signals, and gene expression

noise. At equilibrium, these interactions maintain the phenotypic proportions within the cell population. If

perturbations deplete a certain phenotype, cells will transition across basins to re-equilibrate within the land-

scape. Drug treatment alters molecular interactions and thus modifies the landscape, causing re-equilibration

to the altered topography.

2.2 Cancer stem cells

Within a developing organism, embryonic stem cells have identical DNA, but are responsible for generating

all the cells of different tissues, such that the adult organism contains cells of many different phenotypes. In

adults, rare adult stem cells reside in tissue compartments and participate in tissue upkeep. Stem cells are

the apex of a hierarchical lineage, where they generate increasingly differentiated cells. Stem cells maintain

homeostasis, the phenotypic population equilibrium of tissues [36].

The cancer stem cell (CSC) hypothesis posits that tumors are arranged in a hierarchy similar to normal

tissues, with CSCs at the apex, generating differentiated tumor cells. Several studies showed that even when

tumor cells arise from the same genomic clone, only rare tumor cells – the CSCs – have the capacity to

regenerate a tumor in an animal model [37]. By extension, CSCs are responsible for maintaining the tumor

– including its phenotypic population equilibrium [37]. Taking this view, the epigenetic landscape of CSCs

could resemble Figure 2.1B. CSCs occupy a shallow basin with high quasi-potential energy, accommodating

only rare cells. This enables proliferating cells to transition to other basins and generate all phenotypes within

the population. It is not possible for cells in the other basins to overcome the barrier height and transition into

CSCs.

Several different signaling pathways have been characterized as responsible for the CSC phenotype, in-

cluding Wnt, Notch, and JAK/STAT, implicating these networks in maintaining the CSC landscape [38]. For

a more complete description of CSCs and current research, the reader is directed to [39].

More recently, it has been shown that phenotypic plasticity as it relates to tumor cell lineage is not limited
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to CSCs, but that differentiated tumor cells are able to “de-differentiate”. The fact that a transition toward the

CSC phenotype exists indicates that the transition to the CSC basin is possible, and that the landscape may

not be as specialized as Figure 2.1B. Studies investigating the transition toward CSCs will be addressed here.

2.3 Phenotypic plasticity and equilibrium during tumor growth

The cancer stem cell hypothesis postulates that the CSC initiates a tumor, generating different phenotypes,

maintaining equilibrium within the tumor landscape. Yet in melanoma, researchers found that cells of dif-

ferent phenotypes – slowly-proliferating tumorigenic (“invasive”), or, highly proliferative – can each singly

initiate tumors that, at steady state, include both phenotypes [40, 41]. This occurs through modulation of

the Notch pathway [41]. Notch maintains stemness, indicating that one of these subpopulations is stem-like

[42]. Another melanoma study found that sorted, non-stem cells are as likely to initiate tumors in vivo as

sorted CSCs [43]. That each subpopulation can generate both phenotypes indicates that CSCs are not the

only tumor-initiating cells (as the CSC hypothesis states). In the epigenetic landscape, sorting populations

such that only one basin is filled nevertheless results in re-equilibration (Figure 2.1C), filling the remaining

basin(s) such that the tumor maintains both phenotypes.

The transition to a CSC phenotype has since been studied in other tumors. In transformed human mam-

mary epithelial cells, sorted differentiated cells generate populations of both differentiated and stem-like cells

in vitro and in vivo [44]. Colorectal cancer cells transition from differentiated cells into CSCs, and sorted pop-

ulations of CSCs or non-stem cells always achieve the same proportions after several weeks [45]. Colorectal

cancer cell transition into CSCs is mediated by Wnt and NFKB signaling [46, 47]. In glioblastoma (GBM),

cells without neurosphere-forming ability (non-CSCs) can gain this ability, transitioning into a population

that includes CSCs [48]. SOX2 drives this ability [47]. In contrast to the former studies [46, 47], SOX2’s

silencing of the Wnt pathway enables the transition to CSCs in GBM [49].

The dynamics of the transition to CSCs from non-stem cells include an “overshoot.” In a population of

sorted non-stem cells, a stem cell proportion emerges and increases rapidly, then decreases to steady-state

[16]. This indicates a feedback mechanism maintaining stem and non-stem population equilibrium, likely

the result of extracellular signaling between these cells [50]. In melanoma, CSC return to steady-state is

mediated by microRNAs targeting the Wnt signaling pathway [16].

In some tumor systems, cells generate populations of supportive cells through transdifferentiation, phe-

notypic transitions across cellular lineages. Glioblastoma stem cells (GSCs) have been shown to transdiffer-

entiate into endothelial cells to enable tumor neovascularization in vitro [51] and in vivo [52]. The transition

to endothelial progenitors is mediated by Notch [51]. GSC-derived angiogenesis is essential for tumor sur-

vival, indicating the necessity for transdifferentiation in this tumor [52]. In small-cell lung cancer (SCLC),
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a neuroendocrine, tumor-propagating cell subpopulation generates all other SCLC subpopulations in mice

[53]. Neuroendocrine SCLC cells can transition into non-neuroendocrine cells via Notch signaling, where-

upon non-neuroendocrine cells provide trophic support [10]. Though these transitions occur between cells

of different lineages, they represent transitions between basins in a landscape representing the tumor and

supportive cell population.

2.4 Response to treatment: drug tolerance

Application of drug changes the epigenetic landscape, altering barriers along with basins. Tumor cells are

depleted by treatment, but the remaining population will re-equilibrate within the new landscape. In several

tumors, treatment response – re-equilibration – is a transition toward the CSC phenotype. Leukemia cells

develop a drug-tolerant, stem-like phenotype after radiation [54]. Pisco et al. [15] showed that after vin-

cristine treatment, cultured leukemia cells shift toward a stem-like population where drug is rapidly effluxed.

This transition is dependent on Wnt signaling [15]. Sorted hepatocellular carcinoma non-stem cells generate

spheroids upon radiation treatment, indicative of a transition to CSCs [55]. This is mediated by SOX2 and

OCT4 [55]. Androgen deprivation induces a CSC phenotype in prostate adenocarcinoma cells, through acti-

vation of STAT3 [56]. In GBM, treatment with PDGFR inhibitors induces a small proportion of GBM cells

to transition to a reversible, slow-cycling, drug persister state [57]. These cells have increased expression of

stemness genes and are dependent on Notch signaling [57]. These treatments shift the landscape and create

a new equilibrium where a stem-like state is prevalent, perhaps by decreasing the height of the barriers and

deepening the CSC basin (Figure 2.1D).

The ability to tolerate drug application is not always the result of transitions toward a stem-like state,

but instead transition toward other drug-tolerant states. In contrast to [57], treatment of a GBM stem-cell-

enriched population with an alkylating agent shifts the tumor proportion from a mostly stem-like phenotype

to a differentiated phenotype that can survive in the presence of this treatment; treatment removal causes the

population to shift back to its former composition [58]. Comparing [57] and [58], it is likely that the different

treatment modes result in different effects on GBM cells. In pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma, tumor cells

tolerate KRAS-inhibition via enhanced focal adhesion kinase signaling, which returns to normal levels when

KRAS-inhibition is ceased [59]. Risom et al. [60] showed that cell-state transitions in breast cancer between

different phenotypes – luminal, basal, mesenchymal – occur upon treatment, and when drug is removed

the tumor reverts to its drug-naive composition. The authors confirm that these transitions are the major

driver of drug tolerance [60]. These observations cannot be ignored, given efforts to supersede tolerance by

developing CSC-targeting therapies. Such therapies would not affect a population whose continued survival

does not depend on transitions toward CSC phenotypes.
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Up to this point, observed treatment tolerance is reversible. It is likely that treatment depletes cells in

particular basins while altering the landscape, and the remaining cells populate basins representing drug-

tolerant phenotype(s). When treatment is removed, the landscape reverts to its status pre-drug, and cells

re-equilibrate back to their original phenotypic proportions within the population (Figure 2.1D). Importantly,

phenotypic proportions will be the same as pre-treatment, but absolute cell number will be lower. This is the

basis for the “drug holiday,” where treatment is stopped for a period of time, the tumor is “re-sensitized” in

its absence, and further treatment has an observable effect [61].

However, there is a time-dependence to treatment reversibility: with continuous treatment, irreversible

tolerance occurs. A subpopulation in non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) achieves a negligible growth

state for several weeks under treatment, eventually developing stable tolerance [62]. These “drug-tolerant

persisters” go on to develop irreversible tolerance via several mechanisms, including genetic changes [63, 64]

and non-genetic changes [62]. In melanoma, “sporadic [high] expression” of resistance genes enables rare

cells to survive a single treatment application [65]. Without further treatment, these cells repopulate the

tumor with a similar proportion of tolerant and non-tolerant cells as the treatment-naive tumor. However,

with continuous treatment, the tolerant cells develop a stably changed transcriptome and repopulate the tumor

[65]. In the epigenetic landscape, this may indicate that treatment lowers a formerly impossibly high barrier

to a height that cells may now overcome. The rate of transitions across this barrier into a new basin will

be low; thus, over short treatment time, a transition will not occur. Stopping treatment will again raise the

barrier (Figure 2.1D). With continuous treatment, transition(s) will occur, and cells populate the new, drug-

tolerant basin. Treatment removal at this time will raise the barrier, and cells will remain in the new basin

(Figure 2.1E).

2.5 Response to treatment: transdifferentiation

In contrast to the former studies, where cells achieved stemness properties or changed behaviors due to treat-

ment, some tumor types have been shown to undergo phenotypic transitions across lineages, or transdiffer-

entiation. As in [51, 52, 53, 10], these transitions between lineages are yet more cases of transitions between

basins in an epigenetic landscape. While small cell lung cancer (SCLC) cells undergo phenotypic transitions

at baseline, treatment increases transitions from neuroendocrine to non-neuroendocrine phenotypes [53, 10].

Chemotherapy in mice leads to an increased proportion of non-neuroendocrine cells, suggesting that the

SCLC phenotypic landscape shifts toward these cells under stress [10]. In oral squamous cell carcinoma,

cisplatin causes epithelial cells to transition into mesenchymal cells, inducing cisplatin resistance [66]. Ep-

ithelial cells express SOX2 before their transition, but in the mesenchymal state they lose SOX2 and gain

SOX9 expression [66]. Advanced prostate adenocarcinoma cells with TP53 and Rb1 loss have been shown to
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transdifferentiate from a luminal cell phenotype into a neuroendocrine phenotype upon anti-androgen treat-

ment [67]. Loss of these proteins activates SOX2 and thereby increases the lineage plasticity of tumor cells

with this alteration [68]. This plasticity enables cells to transdifferentiate into a neuroendocrine phenotype

when challenged with antiandrogen treatment [68, 69].

Studies are still revealing the processes driving these transitions. Prostate adenocarcinoma cells transi-

tion through a stem-like state between the luminal phenotype and the neuroendocrine phenotype, with in-

creased expression of SOX9. These neural stem-like cells are enriched at nadir in prostate cancer xenografts

treated with androgen deprivation, indicating that cells such as these eventually repopulate the tumor [70]. In

melanoma, long-term BRAF inhibition causes cells to transition from melanocytic differentiation, through a

slow-cycling state with neural crest-like gene expression, to a more proliferative phenotype with mesenchy-

mal gene expression [19]. The transitions between lineages in these examples have the common feature of

transitioning to a stem-like state, and then to a new, drug-tolerant phenotype. Thus, the epigenetic landscape

may be arranged in such a way that the stem-like basin is between the basins of different lineages.

2.6 Modeling phenotypic plasticity

The complex behaviors described in this review are best understood via mathematical modeling. Modeling

enables researchers to synthesize observed results and behaviors, and probe the system to confirm knowledge

or make additional predictions. Several types of models have been used to represent cellular dynamics in

cancer, including differential equations [71], Boolean modeling [72], agent-based modeling [73], stochastic

modeling [71], and combinations of these as multi-scale models [74].

Mathematical models improve characterization of the tumor system and confirm understanding of the

processes that occur. Several studies compared mathematical models of tumor cell populations with and

without transitions from non-stem cells to CSCs. Only models with this transition toward CSCs match ob-

served tumor population dynamics [75, 14]. Zhou et al. [76] further characterized the transition toward CSCs:

their model exhibits a negative correlation between self-renewal of CSCs and dedifferentiation of non-stem

cells, suggesting a “balancing mechanism” in maintaining equilibrium [76]. This is in agreement with the

hypothesis that feedback mechanisms play a role in CSC subpopulations returning to steady state [16, 50].

Modeling enables calculation of relative features of the epigenetic landscape itself. Paudel et al. [20]

characterize “basins” in the melanoma epigenetic landscape and the likelihood of transitions between states.

Such a system could model treatments that change the landscape favorably, for example those that cause

transitions into a single, treatment-sensitive state [20].

Models are especially useful in predicting cell behavior, either to tailor experimental design or lead to

additional investigations. Gupta et al. [13] used mathematical modeling and experiments to characterize
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phenotypic transitions in breast cancer cells. Their model predicted that differentiated cell types, luminal

and basal, were able to transition to stem cell types, which they confirmed in vivo [13]. This prediction

and subsequent validation altered the fundamental understanding of cancer stem cells. Goldman et al. [18]

developed a model representing their observation that in breast cancer, chemotherapy induces a phenotypic

transition to a therapy-tolerant state that is not stem-like. To confirm model predictions, depleting CSCs

with a small molecule inhibitor had no effect on the development of drug-tolerant cells when treatment was

applied [18]. Both of these studies have important implications for clinical practice; CSC-targeted agents are

currently in trials, [39] yet these models and validating experiments indicate that such treatment would be

ineffective.

Mathematical models can also be used to predict treatment response. Chapman et al. [17] developed a

computational model of transitions between triple-negative breast cancer phenotypes based on time-course

measurements with and without treatment. The model predicted which phenotypic transitions occur given

particular treatments, and which states will be present in the tumor after drug. The knowledge gained from

this model could be used to design treatment strategies: the first treatment can induce cells to transition into

a particular phenotype, then a second can be applied to effectively manage tumor growth [17]. This will be

extremely important as treatments are developed to prevent tumor recurrence: these treatments must either

prevent phenotypic plasticity and prevent transitions, or make use of transitions as a strategy.

2.7 The epigenetic landscape could be used to evaluate treatment options

The epigenetic landscape enables researchers to envision heterogeneity and drug tolerance outside of the

Darwinian selection paradigm, where pre-existing genetic mutations enable subpopulations to survive and

then expand. Nongenetic means enable small tumor subpopulations to tolerate drug, and thereby survive for

an extended time; eventually, enough time and divisions pass for these cells to undergo a genetic mutation

towards drug tolerance. Treating a tumor based on its epigenetic landscape can target tumor subpopulations

before they develop genetic resistance. However, the epigenetic landscape remains an underused conceptual

paradigm. Transitions between basins are based on quasi-potential energy, which is calculated on a two-

dimensional landscape (as in Fig 1). In terms of gene expression, the state space where cells exist is 20,000-

dimensions (one axis per gene), and information is lost as these dimensions are reduced into two. Due

to lost information, quasi-potential energy cannot be measured directly and as such a landscape from one

study cannot be compared to another. It is currently unknown how all molecular networks in the cell make

different phenotypes available, and thus the gene expression underlying each possible basin is unknown.

This is a feature of the current state of research into cellular signaling pathways and molecular interactions:

investigations in this area are active and ongoing. Further development in both areas can bring the epigenetic
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landscape into use with regard to treatment decisions. More optimal means of dimensionality reduction could

enable generation of more robust landscapes with potentially universal quasi-potential energy measurements

that can be compared across studies. Additional characterization of the molecular networks available to cells

as they develop drug tolerance will give information about transcriptional activity underlying each basin.

Together, these will enable us to target the landscape features directly in order to manage tumors.
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CHAPTER 3

Modeling heterogeneous tumor growth dynamics and cell–cell interactions at single-cell and

cell-population resolution 1

3.1 Introduction

Population dynamics

Movement
if i,j+1 == 
empty:
   move 1 vertical
else:
   remain

Proliferation
if mitosis == True:
   if i+1,j == empty:
      copy and place daughter 
       in i+1, j
   else:
      remain

Death
if age > 40:
   remove from i,j
age += 1

Agent-based

Pr
op

or
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time

time

Time courses

Figure 3.1: Mathematical models of tumor growth dynamics

Tumors are comprised of a heterogeneous mix of cell subpopulations with common traits and heritable

phenotypes [77, 5] (e.g. morphological, proliferative, tumorigenic, transcriptional) that compete for resources

and interact with each other and with noncancer cells in complex ways [3, 4]. Tumor heterogeneity has been

implicated as a source of therapeutic resistance and treatment failure and is seen both across tumors (among

patients and between primary and metastatic sites within patients) and within individual tumors [77, 5].

Factors contributing to intertumoral heterogeneity include genomic and epigenomic alterations, intrinsic dif-

ferences between individuals, cell type of origin, and microenvironmental differences across anatomical (pri-

mary and secondary) sites. Intratumoral heterogeneity (Figure 3.2) is driven by a complex mix of genomic

instability, cellular plasticity, regional differences in the microenvironment (e.g. oxygen availability), cell-cell

interactions, and intrinsic fluctuations in cell fate and gene expression.

The complex nature of tumor heterogeneity can be understood within the framework of ‘epigenetic land-

scapes,’ first proposed by Waddington [33] as a conceptual tool for understanding cellular differentiation

during development. More recently, it has been applied to tumors, where ‘stem-like’ cells have the capacity

to differentiate into multiple phenotypes and seed tumor growth. Viewing tumor heterogeneity through the

1This chapter is adapted from ‘Modeling heterogeneous tumor growth dynamics and cell–cell interactions at single-cell and cell-
population resolution’ published in Current Opinion in Systems Biology and has been reproduced with the permission of the publisher
and my co-authors, Leonard A. Harris, Patricia M. M. Ozawa, Lizandra Jimenez, and Alissa M. Weaver.
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lens of epigenetic landscapes may serve as a means for better understanding tumor dynamics and therapy

response [5]. Borrowing ideas from physical chemistry, an epigenetic landscape is a quasi-potential energy

surface where local minima, or ‘basins of attraction,’ correspond to cellular phenotypes [78, 79]. The genetic

state of a cell sets the topography of the landscape, and genetic mutations can modify it, for example, by

changing the depths of the basins (Figure 3.2). Cells can transition among these phenotypes at rates de-

pendent on the heights of the barriers separating basins (Figure 3.2). Fluctuations in intrinsic (e.g. gene

expression [80]) and/ or extrinsic (e.g. secreted factors [81], intracellular protein concentrations [82], oxy-

gen production [83]) processes may serve as sources of noise that drive these transitions. This combination

of epigenetic landscape heterogeneity and intrinsic/extrinsic stochasticity, together with genomic diversity

(either acquired during normal tumor progression or over the course of therapy), results in a highly heteroge-

neous tumor (Figure 3.2). This view of tumor heterogeneity is consistent with both known genetic clonality

of tumors [84] and a growing body of literature on nongenetic (epigenetic) inheritance in cancer cells. The

latter includes the cancer stem cell (CSC) hypothesis, which posits that phenotypically distinct tumorigenic

subpopulations sit atop a hierarchy of nontumorigenic progeny [85], as well as reports of stem-like cancer

cells that are not organized in a classical hierarchy but are metastable and can reversibly shift phenotypes

[13, 53]. Notably, stem cells are known to function within niches, and interactions between stem-like and

niche-like cells may govern tumor dynamics in an analogous manner to their tissue of origin. These cell-cell

interactions may also influence switching between epigenetic basins in response to tumor therapy.

In light of this confluence of genetic, epigenetic, and stochastic factors that underlie tumor heterogeneity,

it is no surprise that durable anticancer therapies remain elusive. To tackle this complexity, a systems biology

approach is required and has been steadily growing in popularity [86]. By combining high-throughput exper-

imentation, ‘Big Data’ analysis, and mathematical modeling with in vitro and in vivo validation experiments,

cancer systems biologists aim to disentangle the complex web of interactions, feedbacks, and dysregulated

control mechanisms that has stymied clinical progress [77, 5]. Mathematical models are essential to this en-

deavor because they can predict behaviors outside the range of the experimental conditions on which they are

based and can explore the effects of drug dosing, scheduling, and changes in the microenvironment on tumor

response [87]. Moreover, mathematical models can explicitly account for both intertumoral and intratumoral

heterogeneity by varying model structure and parameter values. Intertumoral heterogeneity, for example, can

be captured by creating variants of a model with different cellular and/or molecular species or by varying the

values of rate parameters to account for genetic or microenvironmental differences across individuals or dis-

ease sites. Intratumoral heterogeneity can be accounted for by including multiple cell subtypes, interactions

through physical contact or secreted factors, and by including spatial inhomogeneity of biological factors,

such as oxygen, over the computational domain. In the following sections, we provide a brief review of
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Figure 3.2: Three sources of intratumoral heterogeneity
Genetic clones are cells with common origin but genetically diversified by mutations that either pre-exist or are
acquired during the course of therapy [77, 5]. Each genetic clone can be envisioned as existing along a ‘mutational
axis’ and having an associated ‘epigenetic landscape,’ i.e. a quasi-potential energy surface where local minima, or
‘basins of attraction,’ correspond to cellular subtypes [33]. From a molecular perspective, the epigenetic landscape
is the consequence of the complex biochemical interaction networks that underlie cell fate decisions [78, 79].
Thus, gene expression noise [80] and other sources of intrinsic (e.g. fluctuations in the production and contents
of secreted factors) and extrinsic stochasticity can drive transitions between subtypes (thick arrows represent fast
transitions, and vice versa). Altogether, at any point in time, the subtype composition of a tumor will depend on the
genetic clones present within the tumor, the topographies (depths of basins and heights of barriers) of the associated
epigenetic landscapes, and the magnitudes of intracellular fluctuations within individual cells.

recent approaches for modeling tumor heterogeneity, followed by a short example from our own work.

3.2 Mathematical formalisms for modeling tumor growth

3.2.1 Agent-based models

At the resolution of single cells, agent-based models (ABMs) aim to capture complex and emergent behaviors

of cell populations through simple and intuitive rules [88]. ABMs are particularly useful when detailed

mechanisms of cell behavior are not known but there is a qualitative understanding of the conditions under

which certain cellular behaviors are observed. The simplest type of ABM is the cellular automaton [73], in
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which cells are organized in a regular grid and can take on one of a finite number of discrete states. Cell states

change based on user-defined rules that account for the current state value of a cell and those of its neighbors.

These updates can be performed synchronously or asynchronously (i.e. stochastically). Modern ABMs

extend the basic cellular automaton by permitting cells to have multiple properties (e.g. age, phenotypic state,

mutation), with discrete or continuous state values, and allowing rules to be either deterministic (occurring

if a certain condition is met) or probabilistic (occurring with some probability if the condition is met) [89].

An example of a rule governing cell death based on the age of a cell and its phenotypic state is as follows

(ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/models/Tumor).

i f ( n o t s tem ? ) and ( n o t m e t a s t a t i c ? ) and ( age > 20)

[ d i e ]

i f ( n o t s tem ? ) and m e t a s t a t i c ? and ( age > 4)

[ d i e ]

ABMs can also be on-lattice (i.e., grid-based) or off-lattice. On-lattice models are often used to model

cell movement within a tumor microenvironment [90, 75, 91, 92, 93, 94]. Off-lattice models can be beneficial

for modeling cells as clusters or functional units, such as colon crypts [73, 95, 96, 97]. ABMs can also be

nonspatial, where the cell state is informed by its environment and the states of other cells but not by location

or distance from other cells [98, 99, 100]. ABMs can be implemented in custom computer code or using one

of numerous publicly available software packages [101, 102, 103, 104].

Examples of ABMs applied in cancer include that of Enderling and Hahnfeldt [90], who constructed

an on-lattice ABM of CSCs and non-CSCs, including crowding effects, and predicted that low proliferative

capacity and a high rate of spontaneous cell death – which might be expected to keep tumor growth and

metastasis in check – actually leads to a less densely seeded tumor where CSCs have the physical space to

divide, produce progeny, and eventually escape and seed metastasis. Stichel et al. [95] developed an off-

lattice ABM that includes displacement of cells in response to external forces from neighboring cells (e.g.

repulsive forces at close cell-cell distances) and a vector-valued velocity term based on these forces. The

model was able to reproduce diverse in vitro cell speed dynamics and migratory behaviors, such as straight

cell fronts and the formation of cellular bridges.

3.2.2 Population dynamics models

In contrast to ABMs, population dynamics models do not track individual cells over time but rather the size

of the cell population [71]. The classic model of population growth is as follows:
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Cell k−→ 2Cell (3.1)

which, if one assumes continuous and deterministic dynamics, gives the exponential growth equation:

N(t) = N(0)ekt (3.2)

where N(t) is the cell count at time t and the growth rate constant k can be positive or negative. Since

its inception, numerous extensions to the exponential growth model have been proposed, including adding an

upper limit on the population size (‘carrying capacity’) to account for nutrient consumption (e.g. logistic and

Monod kinetics) [105] and reducing growth rates at small population sizes to account for the positive effects

of cell-cell interactions on growth (e.g. the Allee effect) [106]. Models explicitly accounting for progression

through the cell cycle, the apoptotic program, and entry into quiescence/senescence have also been developed

[107, 108]. Spatial heterogeneity can be accounted for by including cell diffusion and migration over either a

continuous or discrete domain [109], and the inherent randomness of cell fate decisions can be modeled using

stochastic methods, such as the chemical Master Equation or the Gillespie algorithm [110]. A variety of tools

are available for constructing and simulating population dynamics models, including environments such as

Matlab and Python and numerous general-purpose software packages [111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117].

In cancer, heterogeneous tumor growth and drug-response dynamics can be modeled by including mul-

tiple cell subpopulations that compete and interact [118]: Clonal competition can be modeled by varying

growth rates across subpopulations [119, 120, 20]; genetic mutations can be included by allowing for sponta-

neous creation of new subpopulations with prespecified growth rates [121]; epigenetic states can be accounted

for by allowing cells to reversibly transition between subpopulations [13, 75, 99, 119, 20, 122, 123]; and cell-

cell communication can be incorporated by including density-dependent growth rates [124, 125, 126, 127] or

by modeling (explicitly or implicitly) the secretion of factors that modify the growth dynamics of other cells

[128, 129, 130, 131, 132]. As an example, Gupta et al. [13] constructed a population dynamics model describ-

ing phenotypic transitions among luminal, basal, and stem-like subpopulations in two breast cancer cell lines

and recapitulated the experimental observation that isolated subpopulations recover the cell-state proportions

of the parental cell line over time. Based on this, they predicted that after cessation of CSC-targeted therapies,

surviving non-CSCs would transition back into CSCs and restart tumor growth, thereby reversing any thera-

peutic gains. In a subsequent study, Zhou et al. [119] extended this model to include subpopulation-specific

growth rates and derived analytical expressions for the temporal dynamics of cell-state proportions as well

as the conditions necessary for distinct subpopulations to coexist. In the following section (Section 3.3), we

present a similar model of subpopulation dynamics in tumors with the added feature of subtype interactions
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mediated by secreted factors.

3.2.3 Multiscale models

Biological processes span multiple scales, from genes to proteins to cells to tissues to organisms [74]. How-

ever, most mathematical models of biological processes operate at only a single scale and either ignore

processes at other scales or try to incorporate their effects in some approximate way. Multiscale models at-

tempt to address this shortcoming by explicitly modeling processes at different spatial and/or temporal scales

and connecting these models through some type of information-exchange interface [74, 133, 134, 135, 136].

In multiscale tumor models, the ‘cell-level’ model can either be an ABM or a population dynamics model,

which can be coupled to, for example, a reaction-diffusion model governing background concentrations of

bioactive species (e.g. oxygen, nutrients, extracellular matrix) [137, 138, 139, 140, 141, 142, 143] or a ki-

netic or Boolean model describing the intracellular biochemical networks driving cell fate (e.g. progression

through the cell cycle, apoptosis) [73, 144]. Typically, simulations are performed by running a short simu-

lation (possibly a single step) of a model at one scale, passing information generated from that simulation

to another model at a different scale, running a short simulation of that model with updated initial and/or

boundary conditions, and repeating. While in the majority of cases multiscale models are constructed by

composing single-scale models in well-established modeling tools and linking them together with specialty

purpose code [145], there is a rapidly growing list of general-purpose software packages for multiscale mod-

eling [146, 147, 148, 149, 150, 151]. These represent a community-wide effort to develop easy-to-use plat-

forms that facilitate calibration, validation, reproducibility, and exchange of multiscale models using methods

firmly rooted in a mathematical formalism [145]. As an example, Yan et al. [152] used a multiscale hybrid

discrete-continuum model to investigate vascular tumor signaling in glioblastoma (GBM). The continuum

(spatial population dynamics) model includes various GBM cells (stem, progenitor, terminally differenti-

ated, dead), host tissue, and human primary endothelial cells, as well as nutrients and signaling molecules.

Angiogenesis is modeled via a discrete, off-lattice ABM: Blood vessels sprout, grow, and branch at rates

dependent on tumor density and background concentrations of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF)

and other signaling molecules. The vasculature also produces a factor that maintains the pool of GBM stem

cells by increasing their proliferation rate and self-renewal capability. Central to the model is a positive feed-

back loop whereby nutrient-poor tumor cells produce VEGF, inducing vasculature growth, which increases

GBM stem cell growth and leads to even more VEGF production. Using the model, the authors confirmed

the experimental observation that antiangiogenesis treatments have a negative effect of inducing the growth

of invasive ‘fingers’ that eventually develop into multifocal tumors. Blocking vasculature-secreted factors,

however, disrupts growth and reduces tumor size without increasing invasiveness, as also seen experimentally
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[153, 154].

3.3 Example: modeling subtype interactions in small-cell lung cancer

Small-cell lung cancer (SCLC) is an aggressive and highly metastatic neuroendocrine (NE) carcinoma [155,

9] for which the standard of care (etoposide + cisplatinum and radiation), until very recently [156], had not

changed in over 30 years. SCLC is characterized by loss-of-function mutations in TP53 and RB1 and is often

described as a homogeneous-looking cancer, with ‘small blue round cells’ and minimal presence of nontumor

cells. Indeed, genomic analyses indicate that, on average, ∼ 84% of cells in primary SCLC tumors are cancer

cells [8]. However, over time, it has become clear that SCLC tumors are actually highly heterogeneous, with

various cell subtypes coexisting, some of which may provide the trophic support that noncancer cells often

provide in other cancer types [10, 157].

Owing to the challenges of acquiring human SCLC samples, heterogeneity in SCLC has been primarily

studied in animal models [158]. A study using a genetically engineered mouse model of SCLC, with in-

duced loss of p53, Rb, and p130 tumor suppressor genes in lung epithelial cells, demonstrated that the most

abundant tumor cells in that model are NE self-renewing ‘tumor-propagating cells’ (TPCs), characterized by

CD24high, CD44low, and EpCAMhigh surface expression [53]. A non-NE population with high expression

of Hes1 and lacking NE markers but active in the Notch signaling pathway was also identified [10]. This

subtype was shown to have increased resistance to chemotherapy in comparison with NE cells (TPCs), sug-

gesting a possible role in chemoresistance. A third population, also non-NE, with high levels of CD44 and

characterized by expression of mesenchymal markers, such as vimentin, has also been reported [159]. Fur-

thermore, in vitro coculture experiments of NE and Hes1+ non-NE cells show that NE cell growth is enhanced

in the presence of non-NE cells [10, 159]. In vivo experiments have been reported showing that mice injected

with an admixture of NE and CD44+ non-NE cells develop metastases but mice injected with only a single

subpopulation do not [159]. Taken together, these data suggest that TPCs, Hes1+, and CD44+ cell subtypes

form an SCLC tumor ecosystem that supports growth, metastasis, and treatment evasion.

Improving our understanding of the dynamics of SCLC tumors and the interactions between cell subtypes

through mathematical modeling could lead to improved treatment options in the future [160]. Therefore, we

present here a population dynamics model of the SCLC tumor ecosystem as an illustrative example of the

model building and analysis process. We begin by enumerating a list of biological rules (Table 3.1) that

encompass, to the best of our ability, all that is presently known about SCLC tumor heterogeneity and sub-

type interactions. Notably, these rules, which form the basis of our model, are derived from the experimental

results described previously [53, 10, 159] and are primarily qualitative in nature. This is an important point

as most biological data, especially in the early stages of a research project, are not quantitative [161]. As we
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Description and reference(s)

1 Tumor-propagating cells (TPCs) divide approximately once per day in culture [53].

2 TPCs have a 20–30% apoptosis rate in culture and a 0–5% apoptosis rate in vivo [53].

3 TPCs can differentiate into other cell types, e.g. Hes1+/Notch-active cells and CD44+ cells (and
possibly other subtypes as well) [10].

4 Hes1+ cells have a lower division rate than TPCs [10].

5 Hes1+ cells support the growth of the TPC population by both enhancing cell division and reducing
apoptosis [10].

6 There is evidence that TPCs inhibit proliferation of Hes1+ populations in vitro (30–50% reduction as
assessed by BrdU incorporation) [10].

7 Role of CD44+ cells is unclear, but they may be prometastatic and promote invasion by secretion of
fibroblast growth factor, which activates ERK1/2 signaling in TPCs [8, 159].

8 In vivo tumors are comprised of approximately 50% TPCs, 25% Hes1+ cells, 5% CD44+ cells, and
20% unknown cell types [53, 10].

9 Interactions among cell types may involve secretion of soluble factors [10, 159].

Table 3.1: Biological rules used to construct the small-cell lung cancer population dynamics model.

shall show, it is nevertheless possible to construct a predictive mathematical model based on these data that

can provide valuable insight and guide future, more quantitative experiments. These follow-up experiments

can, in turn, provide the necessary data to perform more advanced modeling tasks, such as parameter esti-

mation and identifiability analysis [162], which can significantly improve the scope and quality of the model

predictions. This iterative process of model construction, experimentation, and refinement lies at the heart of

the systems biology approach [86, 87].

With these biological rules in hand (Table 3.1), we next synthesize this knowledge into a simple diagram

(Figure 3.3A) that illustrates the basic biological processes we aim to model, namely, division, death, dif-

ferentiation, and inhibition/enhancement of division and death via cell-cell interactions. We then translate

this diagram into mathematical form by writing down eight kinetic equations representing division and death

of each subtype and differentiation of TPCs into Hes1+ and CD44+ subtypes (Table 3.2). For five of these

processes (Hes1+ death, CD44+ division/death, TPC differentiation), we currently have no information re-

garding any potential mediating factors (Table 3.1). Therefore, we make the simplest possible assumption

that the rates of these processes are directly proportional to the population sizes of the subtypes (known as

the ‘law of mass action’). For the other three processes (Hes1+ division, TPC division/death), experimental

data suggest that the rates are dependent on cell-cell interactions (Table 3.1). We assume these interactions

to be mediated by secreted factors according to the following simple reaction motif,
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A kx−→ A+ x

x
k−x−−→∅

B+ x
k f−→ B∗+ x

B∗ kr−→ B

B
k f ate−−→ 2B or ∅

B∗ k f ate∗−−−→ 2B∗ or ∅
(3.3)

where A and B are cell types, A secretes a factor x that interacts with B and converts it into an ‘active’

form B∗ that has an increased or decreased rate of division or death, and ∅ represents cell death. Assuming

that the concentration of x is stable, that is, its rates of production and degradation are equal (known as the

‘quasi-steady-state assumption’) and that the rates of interconversion between B and B∗ are equal (known

as the ‘partial equilibrium assumption’), we can derive an analytical expression for the rate of the cell fate

(division or death) of cell type B as a function of the population size of cell type A,

ν f ate =

(
k f ateKDKeq

x + k∗f ate[A]

KDKeq
x +[A]

)
[B]T (3.4)

where KD ≡ kr
k f

, Keq
x ≡ k−x

kx
, and [B]T ≡ [B]+ [B∗] is the total amount of B. Note that Eq. (3.4) models an

increase in the rate of division or death by the diffusible factor x if k∗f ate > k f ate and reduction in the rate if

k∗f ate < k f ate. If k∗f ate = k f ate, then ν f ate > k f ate[B]T (mass-action kinetics). Reactions 1-3 in Table 3.2 have

rate expressions of this form, with the parameters k f ate, k∗f ate, and KDKeq
x written as numbered parameters ki

or Ki, and [B]T = [T PC] or [Hes1+].

Index Reaction Rate expression Description

1 T PC −→ 2T PC
(

k1K2+k3[Hes1+]
K2+[Hes1+]

)
[T PC]

TPC cell division (k3 > k1)
(Hes1+ promotes growth)

2 T PC −→∅
(

k4K5+k6[Hes1+]
K5+[Hes1+]

)
[T PC]

TPC cell death (k6 < k4)
(Hes1+ inhibits apoptosis)

3 Hes1+ −→ 2Hes1+
(

k7K8+k9[T PC]
K8+[T PC]

)
[Hes1+]

Hes1+ cell division (k9 < k7)
(TPC inhibits growth)

4 Hes1+ −→∅ k10[Hes1+] Hes1+ cell death
5 CD44+ −→ 2CD44+ k11[CD44+] CD44+ cell division
6 CD44+ −→∅ k12[CD44+] CD44+ cell death
7 T PC −→ Hes1+ k13[T PC] TPC differentiation into Hes1+

8 T PC −→CD44+ k14[T PC] TPC differentiation into CD44+

Table 3.2: Kinetic formulation of the small-cell lung cancer population dynamics model.
TPC, tumor-propagating cell.
[X ] is the population of cell type X ; ∅ represents cell death.

It is important to emphasize that the model in Table 3.2 is certainly not the only possible mathemat-

ical interpretation of the diagram in Figure 3.3A. It is simply our first attempt at codifying our knowl-

edge of SCLC subtype interactions and dynamics in mathematical form. Over time, we expect to include
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Figure 3.3: Population dynamics model of subtype interactions in small-cell lung cancer.

A Schematic representation. Black arrows represent cell fates (division, death, differentiation); red arrows/circles
represent enhancement/inhibition of cell fate by secreted factors; ∅ represents cell death.

B Simulated time courses of cell counts,

C and fractions.

Ordinary differential equation simulations were performed in PySB [116] with initial conditions [T PC]0 = 100,
[Hes1+]0 = 0, [CD44+]0 = 0 and the following parameter values (Table 3.2): k1 = 1, K2 = 1000, k3 = 2, k4 = 0.2,
K5 = 1000, k6 = 0.1, k7 = 0.5, K8 = 1000, k9 = 0.25, k10 = 0.2, k11 = 0.3, k12 = 0.2, k13 = 0.5, k14 = 0.1. These
values were chosen to produce subtype proportions similar to those seen in vivo (Table 3.2, rule 8; excluding the
20% unknown cell types).

additional interactions, cell types, and processes as experimental observations that cannot be captured by

this preliminary model are made. A common approach when the details of a biological process are not

well known is to construct numerous ‘candidate’ models and then systematically eliminate unlikely can-

didates using various ‘model selection’ metrics, such as Akaike or Bayesian information criteria [163].

Thus, rather than a single model, we expect to construct a compendium of SCLC tumor models that will

grow and change over time. Numerous software tools and environments exist to facilitate such efforts

[116, 164, 165, 166, 167]. One such tool is PySB [116], a ‘rule-based’ modeling platform [168, 169] writ-
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ten in Python that includes an easy-to-use modeling language and a variety of deterministic and stochastic

simulators [113, 117, 170, 171] and analysis tools [172]. We constructed the model in Table 3.2 in PySB

(available at github.com/lh64/CurrOpinSysBiol 2019) and used it to automatically generate the following set

of coupled ordinary differential equations,

d[T PC]

dt
=

(
k1K2 + k3[Hes1+]

K2 +[Hes1+]
− k4K5 + k6[Hes1+]

K5 +[Hes1+]
− k13 − k14

)
[T PC] (3.5)

d[Hes1+]
dt

=

(
k7K8 + k9[Hes1+]

K8 +[Hes1+]
− k10

)
[Hes1+]+ k13[T PC] (3.6)

d[CD44+]
dt

= (k11 − k12) [CD44+]+ k14[T PC] (3.7)

These equations were then numerically integrated using algorithms available in the Python package

SciPy [170].

As our experimental data are qualitative (Table 3.1), for a preliminary simulation analysis (Figures 3.3B

and 3.3C), we decided to manually choose parameter values using the experimental observations as a guide

(see caption to Figure 2 for values). For example, the division rate for TPCs unaffected by secreted factors

(k1 in Table 3.2) was set to 1/day, consistent with experimental observations (Table 3.1, rule 1). The division

rate for unaffected Hes1+ cells (k7 in Table 3.2) was then set to 0.5/ day based on the observation that they

divide at a lower rate than TPCs (Table 3.1, rule 4). Initial values for all other rate parameters were chosen

based on similar reasoning. All parameter values were then manually varied until values were found that

produced steady-state subtype proportions similar to those seen in in vivo mouse tumors (Table 3.1, rule 8;

Figure 3.3C). Of note is that the rate of differentiation from TPCs to Hes1+ cells (k13 in Table 3.2) had to be

set to a value five times larger than that for TPCs to CD44+ cells (k14 in Table 3.2) because modulating the

division and death rates of the subtypes alone could not achieve the desired subtype proportions.

This result is a simple illustration of the nontrivial relationships that often exist between parameter values

and model outputs in systems biology models [173]. An obvious next step in the model analysis process

would be to quantify these relationships through a ‘sensitivity analysis’ [174] that would identify parame-

ters (or sets of parameters) that act as ‘control points’ for modulating model behavior. These could then

be tested experimentally to either validate or refute the current version of the model and suggest possible

refinements. As mentioned previously, these validation experiments may be quantitative. In such cases,

one could then move beyond sensitivity analysis and perform a formal ‘parameter estimation’ [175], which

would allow for quantitative model predictions that could be further tested experimentally. Modern param-
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eter estimation algorithms utilize Monte Carlo (or similar) techniques to generate ‘ensembles’ of parameter

sets that provide similar fits to experimental data [172, 173, 176]. Model predictions are then generated by

sampling over the ensemble, producing a predictive ‘envelope’ [20] that hopefully is not excessively broad (if

it is, further experiments could be designed to reduce the breadth of the envelope [177]). We do not go into

this level of sophistication here as our goal is simply to demonstrate how a preliminary model can be built

and analyzed, but we will use these techniques in the future as the model grows in complexity and additional

experimental data are collected.

Finally, even though our model is based on qualitative observations and static measurements of the com-

positions of in vivo mouse tumors, the population dynamics formalism that we use allows us to explore and

speculate on the temporal dynamics of tumor growth. In Figures 3.3B and 3.3C, we show time courses for

a 10-day in silico experiment starting with a pure population of 100 TPCs. Interestingly, we see that while

the total cell count grows continuously throughout the simulation (because the current model lacks a carrying

capacity; Figure 3.3B), the cell-state proportions stabilize around day 10 (Figure 3.3C). This is consistent

with prior theoretical work [13, 119], which was experimentally validated [13], showing that phenotypic state

transitions can lead to stable steady-state proportions in heterogeneous cell populations. However, our simu-

lation also shows pronounced nonlinear dynamics before day 10, with the Hes1+ proportion peaking around

day 4 (Figure 3.3C). This is a direct result of modeling cell-cell interactions (which were not considered in

the studies by Gupta et al. [13] and Zhou et al [119]) between the TPC and Hes1+ subtypes (Figure 3.3A and

Table 3.2). Thus, these nonlinear dynamics represent a prediction of the model that could be tested experi-

mentally: if observed, it would provide support for the underlying assumptions of our model and verify the

importance of cell-cell interactions in SCLC tumor dynamics.

3.4 Conclusion

Significant progress has been made in recent years in cancer therapy, including the development of new

chemotherapies, targeted agents, and immunotherapies. However, cancer morbidity remains stubbornly high,

in large part due to intertumoral and intratumoral heterogeneities. To overcome this challenge, an integra-

tive systems approach involving experimentation, bioinformatics, and mathematical modeling is beginning

to take root and produce results [86]. ABMs, population dynamics, and multiscale models are central to this

effort as they provide a window onto the underlying mechanisms of therapy resistance [87]. Going forward,

a major goal in the field will be to develop patient-specific tumor models, parameterized by clinical data and

spanning genetic, cellular, and tissue scales, which can act as in silico platforms for testing and designing per-

sonalized anticancer therapies. This approach holds the promise of significantly improving clinical outcomes

and quality of life for millions worldwide suffering from this deadly disease.
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CHAPTER 4

Methods and frameworks developed for the present work

For this body of work, I developed several workflows using existing methods in novel ways or applied to

novel situations. I present these methods as an individual chapter so that future readers may refer to this

section for reference. The methods used are presented in chapter order.

4.1 Methods: Didactic example to contrast AIC vs posterior probability calculated by Bayes-MMI

for model selection and multi-model inference

4.1.1 Estimating regression coefficients and evidence calculation by nested sampling using data from

(Galipaud et al., 2014)

Galipaud and colleagues provide R code in the Supporting Information of their article for their simulations,

and we used their data.simulation method to generate a dataset with sample.size=100, and using

the same tapering predictor variable effects, ry,x1 = 0.70, ry,x2 = 0.50, ry,x3 = 0.10, ry,x4 = 0.00 [1]. This

generates the dataset used for our analyses (see Appendix B.1, Table B.1).

For this example with simulated ground truth data, since we have generated the data using four predictor

variables, we can assume that all 16 combinations of the 4 variables (24 = 16) will result in the set of 16

models representing the entire probability space that one of the models is correct (see Chapter 5, Eq. (5.5)).

For our regression coefficient estimation and model selection, we used the Multinest algorithm [29, 30,

31]. Multinest samples multi-dimensional parameter space, bounding its search by parameter values along

each axis in each of the multiple dimensions based on prior expectation of parameters, Pr
(

θ⃗

)
, input by

the user. It removes the lowest-probability parameter set and chooses a new one from within the bounded

parameter space, subsequently re-drawing the search space with the bounds incorporating the new parameter

set. This continues until all parameter sets representing the bounds of the remaining search space have

approximately equal probability, and the algorithm estimates that the remaining probability of parameter sets

within the bounds is less than a user-defined tolerance. Each parameter set is evaluated based on a user-

defined likelihood function. Finally, the likelihood values that correspond to each sampled parameter set are

arranged in the order they were replaced, and the integral over these is taken to approximate the integral over

all possible models, that is, the marginal likelihood or Bayesian model evidence. We used the Multinest-

returned “vanilla” nested sampling evidence value [31].

As a Bayesian method, Multinest utilizes a prior rate parameter distribution, Pr
(

θ⃗

)
, where θ⃗ represents

the set of n parameters θ1,θ2, ...,θn, and a likelihood function to assess each potential parameter set
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L(D | θ⃗i) = Pr
(

D | θ⃗i

)
(4.1)

where θ⃗i is the ith parameter set and D represents the data being used for fitting. Parameter set θ⃗i is scored

via the likelihood function L(θ⃗i).

For the didactic example in Chapter 5, we use a least-squares likelihood function, evaluating the mathe-

matical distance between the model simulation y⃗ values y⃗sim and the simulated data y⃗ values ⃗ydata. Here,

y⃗sim = ( ⃗x1data ∗β1 + ⃗x2data ∗β2 + ⃗x3data ∗β3 + ⃗x4data ∗β4 +β0) (4.2)

where each βi scalar in Eq. (4.2) is equivalent to a parameter θi (as in Eq. (4.1)) and represents the value

in each ith dimension of parameter space that Multinest is searching. For simulating y values y⃗sim during

Multinest’s parameter search, each predictor variable array ⃗xidata and the response variable array ⃗ydata values

in Eq. (4.2) are from the simulated data represented in part in Table B.1.

For the prior distribution of each parameter/regression coefficient βi to provide to Multinest, we used

uniform prior distributions from 0 to 10 for regression coefficients β1 - β4 and a uniform prior distribution

from -10 to +10 for the intercept β0. For the model selection problem, if a predictor variable xi was not

included in the model, its regression coefficient βi was set to zero.

The mathematical distance calculated via least squares is

( ⃗ydata − y⃗sim)
2

σ2
⃗ydata

(4.3)

Multinest minimizes this distance, resulting in sets of parameters/regression coefficient values

{β⃗1, β⃗2, β⃗3, β⃗4} that result in the least distance between the model-simulated values y⃗sim and the data values

⃗ydata. These represent the best-matching regression coefficients.

Using the Multinest algorithm results, the minimal distance, corresponding to maximum log-likelihood,

can be determined out of all regression coefficient sets. For each model, Multinest also returns the Bayesian

evidence (see Chapter 5 Section 5.2 for more detail about Bayesian model evidence).

4.1.2 Calculating Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)

AIC for each of the 16 models in this example can be calculated using its maximum log-likelihood value

L( ⃗βjbest | D) as

AIC j =−2ln
(

L( ⃗βjbest | D)
)
+2K j (4.4)
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where ⃗βjbest is the best-fitting parameter set ⃗βbest for model j, and K j is the number of parameters in model

j (see Chapter 5 Section 5.3 for more detail about AIC).

As in [1], we calculated the “corrected AIC”, or AICc, which is corrected for small sample sizes,

AICc j = AIC j +
2K2

j +2K j

nsamples −K j −1
(4.5)

with nsamples = 100, since we used the same sample size as described in [1].

4.1.3 Calculating Bayesian posterior probability per candidate model

Each candidate model is considered equally likely prior to fitting by Multinest. That is, every candidate model

has an equal prior probability of being the optimal model to represent the simulated data,

Pr(M j) =
1
|M|

(4.6)

where M is the set of all candidate models. Model evidence, or marginal likelihood, Pr(D | Mk) is es-

timated by Multinest, [29, 30, 31] as discussed in Section 4.1.1. With a prior probability and marginal

likelihood, the posterior probability per model can be calculated as

Pr(Mk | D) =
Pr(D | Mk)Pr(Mk)

∑ j Pr(D | M j)Pr(M j)
(4.7)

4.1.4 Calculating sums of AIC weights (SW) per predictor variable

Using all candidate models, sums of AIC weights (SW) can be calculated. SW describes which predictor

variables, with their fitted coefficients, best match the response variable. The first step toward calculating SW

involves scaling models with respect to the minimum AIC value [24, 25]. This results in AIC differences,

∆i = AICi −min(AIC) (4.8)

where min(AIC) is the AIC value of the lowest-scoring (best) model candidate. Using AIC differences,

Akaike weights are calculated,

wi =
e−

∆i
2

∑
R
r=1 e−

∆i
2

(4.9)

where R is the number of models in the candidate set. Akaike weights represent relative likelihoods of

the models given the data, and are interpreted as probabilities [24].

Sums of AIC weights (SW) can then be calculated using
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SW ( j) =
R

∑
k=1

{wk if j ∈ Mk} (4.10)

where SW ( j) is the sum of weights for variable j, and each model’s weight wk is summed only if variable

j is present in that model.

4.1.5 Calculating Bayesian posterior probability per predictor variable

Each predictor variable that could be included in the model has an assigned prior probability based on our

prior expectations. We take an approach where we consider each predictor variable as equally likely to be

part of the “true” model as it is to not be part of the true model. This means a prior probability of 50% (50%

likely the variable is part of a model that is the best representation of the system that generated the data).

Each candidate model can then be assigned a prior probability conditional on the hypothesis being consid-

ered, Pr(Mk | Hi), where Mk is the kth candidate model and Hi represents the inclusion of one of the predictor

variables. The calculation of Pr(Mk | Hi) is based on the number of candidate models that fall under the

hypothesis being considered,

Pr(Mk | Hi) =
Pr(Hi)

|M j ∈ M,Hi|
(4.11)

where M j ∈ M,Hi is the set of all models assigned to Hi. For example, if Hi is the hypothesis that predictor

variable x1 belongs in the true model, then M j ∈ M,Hi is the set of all candidate models that include x1.

Using this prior probability, the posterior probability for an individual model, conditional on the hypoth-

esis being considered, can be calculated as

Pr(Mk | D,Hi) =
Pr(D | Mk,Hi)Pr(Mk | Hi)

∑ j Pr(D | M j,Hi)Pr(Mk | Hi)
(4.12)

where Pr(D | Mk,Hi) is the Bayesian model evidence (marginal likelihood) for Modelk.

The posterior probability for an individual model k under hypothesis Hi, Pr(Mk | D,Hi), is not directly

used, as the posterior probability of Hi itself, Pr(Hi | D) is of principal interest. Under Bayes’ Theorem,

Pr(Hi | D) =
Pr(D | Hi)Pr(Hi)

∑ j Pr(D | H j)Pr(H j)
(4.13)

where P(D | Hi) is the marginal likelihood of Hi over all models to which it applies, M j ∈ M,Hi. Accord-

ing to [178], this can be calculated as
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Pr(D | Hi) = ∑
k

Pr(D | Mk,Hi)Pr(Mk | Hi) (4.14)

with a summation instead of an integral because each model has a discrete probability as calculated in

Eq. (4.12). Using the results of Eq. (4.14) in Eq. (4.13), we then calculate the posterior probability for each

predictor variable, pictured in Figure 5.1E and noted in Table 5.2.

4.2 Methods: Unified Tumor Growth Mechanisms from Multimodel Inference and Dataset Integra-

tion

4.2.1 CIBERSORT deconvolution of RNA sequencing data

Data from two GEMM models provide multiple replicates of tumors from two genetic backgrounds: one

genetic background being p53 f l/ f l ;Rb f l/ f l ; p130 f l/ f l (triple-knockout, or TKO) GEMM tumors [10], and

another as Rb1 f l/ f l ;Trp53 f l/ f l ;Lox− Stop− Lox[LSL]−MycT 58A (RPM) GEMM tumors [179]. We also

used publicly available SCLC cell line data. Having been originally derived from human tumors, each cell line

has a different genetic background, and therefore we have only one (genetically identical) replicate per cell

line sequencing event. To approximate genetic similarity between cell lines, and thus approximate multiple

replicates, we expect that cell lines exhibiting similar steady state composition will be more genetically

similar than those whose steady state compositions differ. Previously, in [180], we both clustered publicly

available SCLC cell line data into clusters that align with the different SCLC subtypes and used CIBERSORT

to deconvolute the proportions of cell line data and tumor samples into SCLC subtypes from their RNA

sequencing signatures.

4.2.2 Population dynamics modeling in PySB

A population dynamics model represents the abundance of species over time, whether increase or decrease

due to birth/growth or death. We use ordinary differential equation (ODE) models coded via PySB to generate

population dynamics models [116]. PySB is a rule-based modeling language, where one will encode

A k−→ 2A, k = 0.469 (4.15)

to indicate that A doubles at a rate of 0.469 doublings per day.

Inter-subtype effects are represented by the increase or decrease of the rate of affected reaction. For

example, the above division rule has a baseline rate of 0.469 doublings per day, but in the presence of an

effector subtype the division rule will have a rate of 0.469∗1.05 = 0.493 doublings per day. In this case the

effector subtype has increased the division rate by 5%. Thus the rule-based representation is
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A+Y k−→ 2A+Y, k = 0.493 (4.16)

to indicate that A doubles at a rate of 0.493 doublings per day in the presence of Y.

To simulate the passage of time, the speed at which the division/death/transition reaction occurs – its

rate, k, of cells per unit time – must be assigned as in the equations above. While a literature search reveals

approximate rates of division and death among different SCLC subtypes (Table C.1), each of these are in a

different context than the system we model here – for example, division rates for the A subtype are measured

in vitro in the presence of only that one subtype, whereas our population dynamics model is meant to simulate

this subtype in the presence of others as well as in vivo in a mouse tumor. Therefore, we use the rates in the

literature as our prior expectations for division and death, that is, we use these values as approximate starting

values for these parameters during the estimation process. Other rates, such as those indicating the speed

of transitions between subtypes, or any rates including the effects of Non-NE subtypes, have not previously

been noted in the literature and we used much wider ranges for each as our prior expectations. Rate prior

expectations (Figure C.2) are then provided to the Multinest algorithm to perform nested sampling.

4.2.3 Multiple hypothesis generation via HypBuilder

Because we perform model selection, we use 5,891 ODE models coded via rule-based modeling in PySB.

Each model is generated to include or exclude from 44 reaction rules. There are eight rules that represent

division and death for each subtype, and with the potential for three different inter-subtype effects (including

none) to have an impact on division or death, each division and death reaction has 3 options, leading to 24

potential rules relating to division/death in total. There are four rules that represent hierarchical phenotypic

transitions, which likewise have three potential inter-subtype effects, for 12 rules in total representing hierar-

chical phenotypic transitions. There are eight rules related to non-hierarchical phenotypic transitions, for 20

total potential phenotypic transition rules out of the 44 rule options.

We use HypBuilder (https://github.com/LoLab-VU/HypBuilder) to generate the 5,891 PySB models that

we would otherwise have to code by hand. HypBuilder is software for the automatic generation user-specified

collections of mechanistic rule-based models in the PySB format. The input CSV file contains a global list

of all possible model components, and reactions, as well as any instructions regarding model creation. The

instructions dictate which subsets of model components and reactions will be combinatorially enumerated

to create the collection of models. The reactions are parsed via HypBuilder’s molecular interaction library,

a library of defined reaction rule sets that is outfitted with common PySB interactions and is customizable

to include more interactions should the user need them. Once parsed and enumerated each combination of
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rules is exported as an executable model via PySB. The instructions for model construction used in this work

direct HypBuilder to use a “list” method to enumerate all candidate models of interest using prior knowledge

of likely combinations of model variables (see https://github.com/LoLab-MSM/Bayes-MMI for code used to

enumerate candidate models and create the list for HypBuilder).

If the candidate model set contains every relevant biologically plausible possibility, we can consider the

entire set of models as representative of 100% of the probability that one of the candidate models explains,

or provides the mathematical basis underlying, the data. This is an assumption that cannot truly be met, and

most model selection literature acknowledges that one cannot find the “true” model [24, 25]. However, prior

knowledge enables us to determine that all 5,891 models represent all possibilities with regard to outstanding

SCLC hypotheses to the best of our ability. We visualize the prior expectations for the 44 rate parameters as a

probabilistic distribution per parameter (prior marginal distribution) (Figure C.2). Correspondingly, a prob-

abilistic representation of best-fitting rates for each model is returned by the Multinest algorithm (posterior

marginal distribution) (e.g., Figures 6.5B and 6.6E; Figures C.5B and C.4).

4.2.4 Parameter estimation and evidence calculation by nested sampling

As noted in Eqs. (4.15) and (4.16), rate parameters must be set in order to run simulations of a mathematical

model. Parameter estimation is the process of determining optimal rates that result in a model simulation

recapitulating the data it is meant to represent. Multiple methods exist for parameter fitting or model op-

timization, [181, 182] with Bayesian methods utilizing a prior rate parameter distribution, Pr
(

θ⃗

)
, and a

likelihood function to assess a parameter set L(D | θ⃗i) as in Eq. (4.1).

For our likelihood function, we represent SCLC tumor steady-state proportion probabilistically, gener-

ating a Beta distribution (bounded by 0 and 1) to represent the means and standard deviations of sample

replicate subtype proportions, accounting for noise in the proportional space. We test n− 1 subtype pro-

portions to ensure independence of each sampled subtype proportion, to result in the probability of n− 1

independent events (tumor subtype proportions) occurring.

With a prior probability, Pr
(

θ⃗

)
, and a likelihood, (Eq. (4.1)) the posterior probability for each parameter

set θ⃗i can be calculated via Bayes’ Theorem,

Pr
(

θ⃗i | D
)
=

Pr
(

D | θ⃗i

)
Pr
(

θ⃗i

)
∫

Pr
(

D | θ⃗

)
Pr
(

θ⃗

)
dθ⃗

(4.17)

The denominator of Bayes’ Theorem represents the likelihood integrated over all parameter sets, called

the marginal likelihood or model evidence. Nested sampling computes this value [28].

To perform nested sampling, we utilize the Multinest algorithm [29, 30, 31], itself described in Sec-
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tion 4.1.1.

For our likelihood function we represented simulation outcomes – proportions of subtypes at steady state

– by a Beta distribution, calculating α and β using the mean µ and variance σ2 of each dataset [183]:

ν = α +β =
µ(1−µ)

σ2 −1, where ν = (α +β )> 0 (meaning σ
2 < µ(1−µ)) (4.18)

α = µν = µ

(
µ(1−µ)

σ2 −1
)
, if σ

2 < µ(1−µ) (4.19)

β = (1−µ)ν = (1−µ)

(
µ(1−µ)

σ2 −1
)
, if σ

2 < µ(1−µ) (4.20)

We calculated the log-likelihood of each subtype mean from the dataset being fit against the simulated

subtype’s beta distribution,

S−1

∑
s


log

(
x

αssim−1
sdata (1−xsdata)

βssim−1

B(α,β )

)
, if s ∈ simulated model topology

log
(

λe−λxsdata

)
, where λ = 1

σsdata
, otherwise

(4.21)

where S is the set of subtypes, αssim and βssim indicate the calculation of α (Eq. (4.19)) and β (Eq. (4.20))

using the proportion of subtype s from the simulation and the variance of subtype s in the data; xsdata is the

mean proportion of subtype s in the dataset, B(α,β ) is Γ(α)Γ(β )
Γ(α+β ) and Γ is the Gamma function, and σsdata is the

standard deviation of the data. Using the exponential function (log
(

λe−λxsdata

)
) as part of the log-likelihood

(Eq. (4.21)) enabled us to calculate a likelihood value for subtypes not present in a model’s topology, which

should be a poor log-likelihood if the subtype has a high proportion in the data but was not included in

the model topology, or a better log-likelihood if the subtype has a low proportion in the data but was not

included in the model topology (and therefore potentially contributing to overfitting). The Python module

scipy.stats was used to calculate the Beta log likelihood (Eq. (4.21), above) and the exponential log

likelihood (Eq. (4.21), below). A simulation would not be scored (return NaN and thus be thrown out by the

Multinest fitting algorithm) if the tumor subtype proportions did not reach steady state (calculated by whether

a proportion timecourse had a slope of zero for the last 7.5% of the simulation).

Multinest is run per model per dataset, which equates to performing 5,891 mechanistic interpretations,

3 times each. CPU time for one model fitting was on average 19 hours (∼ 0.80 days), with a range of 5

minutes to 28 days. If Multinest had not reached its stopping point by 28 days, we assumed that all regions

of parameter space were similarly unlikely and that further running of the algorithm would only continue
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to refine the search of the unlikely space; models with this difficulty are very likely to have low marginal

likelihood due to the unlikeliness of the parameter space. We do not include these incompletely-searched

models in our multimodel inference analyses (Figs 3-5) and we confirmed that all models that reached 28

days of CPU time without reaching the Multinest stopping point have an extremely low evidence value at the

time they were terminated.

4.2.5 Candidate model prior and posterior probabilities and confidence interval calculation

Each candidate model has an equal prior probability of being the optimal model to represent the underlying

SCLC tumor system, as shown in Eq. (4.6), where |M| is the set of all candidate models. With the model

evidence, or marginal likelihood, Pr(D | Mk) estimated by Multinest, [29, 30, 31] the posterior probability per

model Pr(Mk | D) can be calculated as shown in Eq. (4.7).

With a posterior probability per model, (Figure 6.4) we calculate a 95% confidence interval. This is

accomplished by summing decreasing model posterior probabilities until the sum is 0.95, then considering

those models as our 95% CI [24] (Figure 6.4, orange). Using this confidence interval results in ∼ 1000

models per dataset, a considerable decrease from the initial 5,891. This is a more traditional approach to

determining a confidence set of models.

We also took an approach discussed in [24]. In this approach, a CI is informed by use of the Bayes Factor

between the highest-scoring model and consecutively decreasing scoring models, until the Bayes Factor is

larger than a particular cutoff. The models in this CI would be those models i for which
Pr(Mhighest)

Pr(Mi)
> cuto f f .

Burnham and Anderson [24] denote such a method as a “relative likelihood confidence interval” and discuss

its support by statistical theory, noting that it is uncommonly found in the model selection literature. We

used a cutoff of 10
1
2 , the lowest Bayes Factor at which a difference may be determined [178]. Even with this

permissive cutoff, the relative likelihood CI includes only tens of models, an even greater decrease from the

initial number of candidates.

4.2.6 Prior and posterior probabilities per hypothesis being investigated

For all hypotheses, similar to Section 4.1.5, we considered each hypothesis as equally likely compared to

competing hypotheses: for inclusion of most model terms, this was a prior probability of 50%, where it is

50% likely the model term is part of a model that is the best representation of the tumor system, and 50%

likely that same term is not part of that model. For the inclusion of effects in the candidate models, the prior

probability for a given effect is 33%, where it is equally likely that an effect is generated by Y, generated by

A2 and Y, or that no effect is present. The comparison between effect types (including none) is included in

Tables C.2 to C.4, while the comparison of any effect at all vs. no effect (50% vs. 50%) is included in the
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main text.

For the model topology analysis, we considered it equally likely that any model topology could best rep-

resent the tumor system that generated each dataset, and with 11 possible model topologies this resulted in

a 9% prior probability per model topology (Figure 6.5A). For model initiating subtype hypotheses, (Fig-

ure C.1G) with 15 potential combinations of initiating subtypes, each initiating subtype combination has a

6.67% prior probability.

Each candidate model is then assigned a prior probability conditional on the hypothesis being considered,

Pr(Mk | Hi), as in Eq. (4.11). The calculation of Pr(Mk | Hi) is based on the number of candidate models that

fall under the hypothesis being considered. For example, if Hi is the hypothesis that the model term “A to Y

transition” is part of the model that would best represent the SCLC tumor system, then M j ∈ M,Hi is the set

of all candidate models that include the “A to Y transition” model term.

The posterior probability for an individual model, conditional on the hypothesis being considered,

Pr(Mk | D,Hi), is then calculated as in Eq. (4.12). However, we are principally interested in the posterior

probability of the hypothesis Hi being investigated, Pr(Hi | D), calculated using Bayes’ Theorem as detailed

in Eq. (4.13). Pr(D | Hi), the marginal likelihood of Hi over all models to which it applies, M j ∈ M,Hi, can

be calculated according to [178] as in Eq. (4.14).

Using the results of Eq. (4.14) in Eq. (4.13), we then calculate the posterior probability for each hypoth-

esis, pictured in Figures 6.6A to 6.6D and noted in Table 6.2. In this way, we can use Bayesian calculation

rather than parameter importance analysis (sums of AIC weights) [1, 26] (see Chapter 5 and methods in

Section 4.1) to determine the posterior probability of each model term. This also enables us to avoid bias in

considering models with and without certain model term, if an uneven number of candidate models contain a

model term vs. do not contain the term [184].

4.2.7 Posterior odds per hypothesis being investigated

All model terms and variables begin with a prior probability of 0.5. With equal prior probabilities across

all model term hypotheses, the posterior odds represented by posterior probability
(1−posterior probability) is equivalent to the Bayes

Factor (see Section 5.6). Therefore, calculation of the posterior odds and the Bayes Factors for each model

term are equivalent.

A posterior probability of model term inclusion of 0.75 or more, or probability of 0.25 or less, would be

considered substantial evidence for inclusion or exclusion of that term, respectively [178]. Given the nature

of the posterior odds, where a value of 2 indicates that one hypothesis is twice as likely to be true as the

other, we also consider posterior probabilities of 0.667 or more, or 0.333 or less, to be notable evidence for

inclusion or exclusion of the model term considered. We consider probabilities between 0.333 and 0.667 to
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not have been significantly informed by the data.

4.2.8 Bayesian model averaging of parameter sets

Since Multinest returns multiple best-fitting parameter sets, each parameter in a model has a frequency dis-

tribution representing the values it takes on over these parameter sets. We thus consider each parameter

using a probabilistic representation, per model (posterior marginal distribution) (Figures 6.5B and 6.6E;

Figures C.5B and C.4). Since each candidate model is assigned a posterior probability as in Eq. (4.7), all

best-fitting parameter sets for that model can be assigned the same posterior probability. The frequency distri-

bution of one parameter’s values across a model’s best-fitting parameter sets are thus weighted by its model’s

posterior probability. Then, the frequency distributions of weighted parameter values per model can be com-

bined, representing the distribution of potential values of a particular parameter, weighted by model posterior

probabilities. This way, parameter values in the distribution that come from models with a higher posterior

probability (thus higher model evidence) will have more of an effect on the probabilistic representation, since

they represent more likely values for the parameter.

To assemble representative fitted parameter sets for each candidate model, we used the first 1000 param-

eter sets from the Multinest equally weighted posterior samples per model. With up to 44 parameters and up

to 5,891 models, the collection has 44 parameter columns and up to 5,891,000 rows representing a parameter

vector. The collections were made per dataset.

4.2.9 Comparing parameter distributions

As above, each kinetic parameter has a frequency distribution representing 1000 fitted values per candidate

model, meaning up to 5,891,000 fitted values across all models (weighted using Bayesian model averaging,

as above). To compare parameter rates across models in the same dataset but with different topologies,

we grouped each parameter according to the model topology from which it came. We then sampled 1000

values from the BMA-weighted distribution per kinetic parameter across all models of the same topology.

We performed ANOVA followed by Tukey HSD at family-wise error rate (FWER) of 0.01, using the Python

module statsmodels. Below an FWER of 0.01, we considered the sampled parameters significantly different

across models. We then repeated the sampling, ANOVA, and Tukey HSD for a total of 10 iterations. We then

averaged across determinations of significant/non-significant and if a parameter comparison across model

topologies was significantly different more often than it was not different, we considered the parameter rates

to be different comparing model topologies. The same methodology was used to compare parameter rates

across different datasets.
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4.2.10 Generating a consolidated model of the SCLC tumor

A hypothesis (model term) whose posterior probability is further from its prior probability indicates more

information gained during the nested sampling process – more knowledge provided by the data. Conversely,

a posterior probability similar to the corresponding prior probability indicates that the data did not inform our

prior knowledge.

To unify the varying models into one view of SCLC biology, we brought together model probabilities

from each three-subtype topology per dataset (Figure 6.6E). To bring together the results for each three-

subtype topology results in the investigation of what appears as a four-subtype topology. In fact, if we are to

envision one model that can represent one system that generated all three datasets, it would need to include

all four subtypes. We consider this a reasonable practice in that all transition posterior probabilities in the

three-topology subtypes either were little informed by the data or had a value indicating that transitions are

likely; in addition, all Non-NE effects were either little informed by the data or had a value indicating that

these effects are unlikely. Posterior probabilities were not the same between three-subtype topologies, but

these trends of likely or unlikely model features generally agreed.

When consolidating models in this way, if model terms were part of multiple topologies (e.g., the A-

to-N transition is part of the A, N, and Y topology, best representing the RPM dataset, and the A, N, and

A2 topology, best representing the SCLC-A cell line dataset) we took the posterior probability of the model

feature closer to 0.5. For example, the posterior probability for the A to N transition in the RPM dataset is

0.709 and the posterior probability for this same transition in the SCLC-A dataset is 0.626. Therefore, in the

four-subtype consolidated representation, the posterior probability for the A to N transition is 0.626. This is

the most conservative way to represent the knowledge gained by the data from the perspective of the entire

SCLC system, allowing for the most uncertainty to remain. We consider this practice as avoiding claiming

more certainty about model features than the data may provide.

4.3 Methods: Evaluating small cell lung carcinoma time-course patient-derived xenografts reveals

phenotype switching with treatment and chemotherapy-stable subpopulations

Mass cytometry on PDX mice was performed and the resulting data provided to me for this manuscript by

Dr. Jonathan Lehman. Methods text related to these two (sections “Mice” and “Mass cytometry”) provided

by Dr. Lehman.

4.3.1 Mice

Six- to eight-week-old athymic outbred Foxn1nu/nu (Charles River Labs) mice were injected with 2-5 million

cells of the specified patient-derived xenograft cell line 1:1 in Matrigel (BD Biosciences) into unilateral mouse
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flank. For the experiments herein, mice were observed for tumoral development with tumor harvesting prior to

tumors reaching 2000 mm3 in size for baseline studies. Tumors were harvested for single cell disaggregation

as noted and samples were also fixed in 10% buffered neutral formalin for histologic evaluation.

Comparative chemotherapy treated animals received a pre-treatment 18-gauge core biopsy which was

disaggregated for analysis and received additional core biopsy prior to each cycle of chemotherapy treatment.

Mice were treated with carboplatin IV via tail vein injection on Day 1 of treatment, and etoposide phosphate

subcutaneously daily on days 1-3 of each q2week treatment cycle. A noted subset of mice received serial

core biopsy within 96 hours of each q2week chemotherapy treatment cycle.

All animals in this study were maintained in AAALAC accredited mouse facilities at Vanderbilt Uni-

versity Medical Center and in accordance with IACUC regulations and protocols at Vanderbilt University

Medical Center.

4.3.2 Mass cytometry

Metal-tagged antibodies were used to stain cells in 100 µL cell staining media for 30 minutes at room temper-

ature. After staining, cells were washed once with PBS and once with deionized water, pelleted at 800g, and

resuspended in deionized water containing normalization beads (Fluidigm). Standard bead-based normal-

ization was used as previously described [32]. Cells were collected on a CyTOF 2.0 at the Vanderbilt Flow

Cytometry Shared Resource. Original data were normalized with MATLAB normalization software prior

to further analysis using Cytobank [36], followed by established as well as novel mass cytometry analysis

methods as noted in the following sections. The antibody panels used are as noted in Tables 7.1 and 7.2.

4.3.3 Visualization of clusters and treatment conditions within tumors

For visualization of unique samples across multiple conditions, (e.g., LX22 comparison between treatment

conditions and time), bead-normalized (CytoBank [185]) .fcs files representing each timepoint (pre-treatment,

peri-treatment, post-treatment) for one PDX (LU73 or LX22) were transformed into Pandas dataframes,

(Python) and then concatenated into one dataframe representing all samples, conditions, and timepoints for

that PDX. Rows (individual cells read by the CyTOF) were removed if the marker for mouse MHC class I

was positive, indicating that that cell was a mouse cell and not a tumor cell from the PDX. Individual cells

were also removed if the measure of human histone 3 was less than 10, with 10 indicating positivity, similarly

to ensure the cell was of human origin. After these filtering features, 50-85% of the initial rows remained,

depending on the dataset (Figure 7.2A, left).

CyTOF measurements in the dataframe were then transformed, dividing each value by 15 [186] and then

taking the value of the hyperbolic arcsine using the numpy package (np.arcsinh()). The package UMAP-learn
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was used to reduce the dimensions of the transformed 44-dimensional dataframe using 1000 neighbors and a

min dist of 0.0 (Figure 7.2A, middle). The dimension-reduced x- and y-coordinates for each cell, where

the cell is represented by the row of the dataframe, were added to that row of the dataframe. In this way, the

UMAP coordinates could be permanently associated with the cell and its marker measurements.

Then, Leiden clustering was used to determine the neighborhoods of the dimension-reduced data using the

graph object calculated by UMAP-learn (Figure 7.2A, right). Labels denoting the sample condition within

the dataframe were not used for clustering but were kept for comparison of Leiden clusters to treatment/mock

conditions and time. This process identified 14 clusters in the LU73 PDX and 17 in the LX22 PDX.

4.3.4 Comparing samples and clusters across time

For comparing differences in samples across time, the Pandas dataframes per PDX (as constructed above) was

used. The density of cells in the dimension-reduced space per sample and condition within a PDX (e.g., LU73

sample 121, pre-treatment) was plotted as a contour map using seaborn’s kdeplot function on the UMAP

coordinates from a subset of the PDX’s dataframe derived from that sample and condition. Density changes

across the dimension-reduced space over time per sample could thus be compared graphically (Figures 7.2B

and 7.2C, bottom).

The Leiden clusters were used for calculating the proportion of cells in a sample and condition that

comprise each cluster. To calculate this, the subset of the PDX’s dataframe derived from a particular sample

and condition was taken as above, and the number of cells (rows of the dataframe) in that sample and condition

used as the total. Within that subset, the number of cells in each Leiden cluster was then divided by the total,

resulting in a proportion. In Figures 7.2B and 7.2C barplots, this results in each condition’s bars summing

to 1 (100%): for example in Figure 7.2B, all dark green bars, representing LU73, sample 121, pre-treatment,

sum to 1. These proportions may then be used to assess in which samples and conditions a cluster was most

occupied, and where cluster occupancy changed over time or with treatment.

4.3.5 Cluster identification

The phenotypic identification of each cluster was assessed via multiple methodologies.

The first methodology is via statistically significant (per the hypergeometric test; see below) GO terms per

combination of markers in a cluster, where those markers indicate that the cluster has either higher expression

or lower expression of that marker across all clusters. First, to assign markers to clusters, the (transformed,

see above) expression values of each marker was averaged across cells in each cluster, resulting in the mean

expression of a marker per cluster. Per marker, clusters were then ranked by mean expression, and the 3

highest-ranked clusters for a marker were denoted as “high” in that marker. The 3 lowest-ranked clusters for a
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marker were denoted “low” in that marker. Assigning high and low markers per cluster in this way guarantees

that 3 clusters at most will be “high” and 3 at most will be “low” for each marker, eliminating the possibility

that, for example, all clusters will have the same highest-expressed marker and thus be indistinguishable.

However, this does result in the potential for a cluster not to be considered high or low in any marker. After

this step, every cluster has a list of markers in which it is high and low, which can be compared to GO terms

to investigate biological categories each cluster may be considered high or low in.

However, one marker out of many that a cluster may be high or low in, matching with its corresponding

gene in a GO term, may be accountable only to random chance. Therefore, we use the hypergeometric test

to assess whether markers assigned to a cluster truly represent a GO term/biological process beyond random

chance. In this case, the hypergeometric test determines whether a cluster is enriched in genes representing

a particular GO term, using the number of matching markers and corresponding genes, as well as the total

number of markers in the cluster’s high or low list and the total number of genes in the GO term list. Since

the CyTOF panel used for this analysis includes 42 markers (not counting HH3, mMHC I or Rhodium), while

GO terms can use any gene in the genome, all GO term gene lists were filtered such that they included only

genes corresponding to the protein markers in the CyTOF panel. Besides assigning GO terms as “high” or

“low” in each Leiden cluster if the hypergeometric test returned a p-value of <0.05, we also required that

at least 3 markers in the cluster high or low list overlap with genes in a GO term, or more than n-1 markers

overlap if n <3, where n is the number of markers in the high or low list. With this process, each cluster is

assigned biological processes it is “high” or “low” in, suggesting the phenotypic identity(ies) of each cluster

(Figure 7.3A; Figure D.2; Tables D.1 and D.2).

Marker Enrichment Modeling (MEM) was also used for phenotypic identification of each cluster (Fig-

ure 7.3C). MEM calculates enrichment scores per marker per cluster [187]. MEM scores are based on median

expression levels of each marker per cluster as well as the interquartile range (difference between the 75th

percentile of a marker’s values and the 25th percentile of a marker’s values) of that marker.

4.3.6 Cluster density over time

Each sample and condition was subset from the LX22 dataframe and plotted via the seaborn scatterplot()

function in gray, serving as the background set of cells that could possibly be part of a cluster in that sample

and condition. Then, cells in that sample and condition and in the indicated cluster were plotted using the

Python package datashader to color each point by density in the cluster (Figure 7.3B).
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4.3.7 SPADE

SPADE analysis was performed on LX22 treated vs. untreated tumor data. Each circle in the SPADE diagram

(Figure 7.4C) represents a population of cells with similar phenotype based on the 35 markers in Figure 7.4B

and Table 7.2. SPADE clusters the cells based on these similar phenotypes and creates a minimum-spanning

tree denoting the relationships between cells. The minimum-spanning tree is able to be visualized in 2

dimensions, resulting in the SPADE diagram as seen in the figure. The sizes of the circles (clusters of cell

populations) in the diagram are based on the number of cells in each circle’s population. While the SPADE

minimimum-spanning tree was built using both the untreated and treated LX22 sample, (similar to performing

Leiden clustering on all samples and timepoints within a PDX, detailed above) the cluster sizes within the

diagram are based on either the untreated (Figure 7.4C, top) or treated (Figure 7.4C, bottom) sample. In this

way we were able to compare the densities of cells within each phenotype and how these densities change

with treatment. The heat color for each circle represents the median expression of Oct3/4 in cells within that

circle, indicating subpopulations of high Oct3/4 expression in both treated and untreated LX22 tumor cells.
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CHAPTER 5

A didactic example to contrast AIC vs posterior probability calculated by Bayes-MMI for model

selection and multi-model inference 1

5.1 Using multiple models to evaluate how well a variable informs the observed data: an example

Mathematical models are a useful way to interrogate a biological system. Building a model can help the

investigator hypothesize relationships within the system, and more specifically evaluate whether and how

these relationships relate to observed phenomena. Each piece of a model represents a distinct hypothesis;

thus the model as a whole represents multiple hypotheses about the system of interest.

For example, a farmer might wish to determine which aspects of his farm most affect his monthly income:

milk from his cows, eggs from his hens, wool from his sheep, or pony rides offered to the public. He is

interested in assessing how he should price the product or service based on how many animals he must keep

his income steady. Additionally, if a provided product or service doesn’t impact his monthly income, perhaps

he will stop providing it. This is a question with one outcome or response variable, the monthly income, and

up to four predictor variables, one each for the animals that provide the products or services. We can write a

linear equation that describes these interactions as shown below:

income = pmilk ∗ cows+ peggs ∗hens+ pwool ∗ sheep+ prides ∗ ponies+ savings interest (5.1)

y = β1x1 +β2x2 +β3x3 +β4x4 +β0 (5.2)

Eq. (5.2) represents a linear regression model corresponding to the more intuitively written Eq. (5.1),

where the savings interest represents the “intercept”, or a baseline amount of money where the farm budget

starts each month. However, Eq. (5.2) is only one of many possible models that the farmer could use to

determine how these variables come together to yield his income and perhaps improve on his earnings. A

multi-model averaging approach would enable the farmer to explore model hypotheses to explore how much

he should charge, β1−4, based on number of working animals that month, x1−4, and his monthly income, y,

and, how much each of those animals x1−4 contribute to the income y.

Besides using linear regression to determine pricing, the farmer can evaluate all potential models in-

cluding few, some, or all farm animals to see which animals most directly affect his income. Perhaps the

1This chapter appears in an updated version as part of the main text and supplement of ‘Unified Tumor Growth Mechanisms from
Multimodel Inference and Dataset Integration’ published in PLOS Computational Biology and has been reproduced with the permission
of the publisher and my co-authors, Leonard A. Harris, Michael A. Kochen, Julien Sage, Vito Quaranta, and Carlos F. Lopez.
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lower-earning products per month are not needed to maintain the income based on the numbers of animals

providing each product. For example, if sheep’s wool and pony rides do not bring in as much income as milk

or eggs, maybe they do not contribute meaningfully to the income, and the best model would look like this:

income = pmilk ∗ cows+ peggs ∗hens+ savings interest (5.3)

y = β1x1 +β2x2 +β0 (5.4)

With all possible combinations of animals that the farmer might use to support his income, there are 16

different possible models that can help predict his monthly income, below:

y = β0

y = β1x1 +β0

y = β2x2 +β0

y = β3x3 +β0

y = β4x4 +β0

y = β1x1 +β2x2 +β0

y = β1x1 +β3x3 +β0

y = β1x1 +β4x4 +β0

y = β2x2 +β3x3 +β0

y = β1x1 +β4x4 +β0

y = β3x3 +β4x4 +β0

y = β1x1 +β2x2 +β3x3 +β0

y = β1x1 +β2x2 +β4x4 +β0

y = β1x1 +β3x3 +β4x4 +β0

y = β1x1 +β2x2 +β3x3 +β4x4 +β0

(5.5)

The model selection process that the farmer can use involves evaluating how well each candidate model’s

(from this superset of plausible models) simulations of pricing ∗ animal compared to the observations of

his income. This process is often performed for choosing one best-matching model, and whichever model

is best is often considered to include only the important model variables (the most important animals from

the perspective of the farmer’s income. However, we and others argue, one may use model averaging, where

parameter values (prices) can be weighted by model probability and then combined into a distribution of likely

values, and similarly variable (animal) likelihood can be weighted and summed across all models [24, 188].

Thus, this set of candidate models can provide support for or against pieces of models, and therefore support

for or against hypotheses.

What is the best framework for which the farmer can perform model selection and model averaging?

We argue that a Bayesian framework is optimal, compared in this example to the most common model

selection/model averaging framework, the information theoretic approach of Akaike Information Criterion,

or AIC [24, 25]. In Sections 5.2 to 5.6, we provide the background information that motivate our claim that

a Bayesian framework should be optimal. In Section 5.7, we provide our Bayesian analysis of a published
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linear regression example that investigated AIC model selection and model averaging to compare the two

frameworks.

5.2 Marginal likelihood or “evidence” is calculated via model optimization followed by Bayes’ Theo-

rem

In a Bayesian statistics context, probability indicates the degree of belief or confidence in an event, or in a

proposal that a statement may be true – that is, a hypothesis. This prior degree of belief (hypothesis) is then

updated with new data, which can yield evidence that our prior belief must be modified. In this case, data

can refer to measurements related to the hypothesis and is synthesized into a likelihood that the hypothesis is

true. Prior knowledge combined with data leads to the posterior, updated, probability, defined using Bayes’

Theorem as

Pr(H | D) =
Pr(D | H)Pr(H)

Pr(D)
=

Pr(D | H)Pr(H)∫
Pr(D | H)Pr(H)dH

(5.6)

where Pr(H | D) denotes a conditional posterior probability of the hypothesis (H) given the data D,

Pr(D | H) denotes the probability of observing the data D if the hypothesis H were true (also called the

likelihood), and Pr(H) indicates prior probability (degree of belief) of the hypothesis before being presented

with more data. Calculation of the posterior probability of the hypothesis Pr(H | D) requires dividing the

likelihood of one hypothesis times its prior, Pr(D | H)Pr(H), by Pr(D) (Eq. (5.6), middle). When comparing

many models, Pr(D) becomes the integral over the likelihood times the prior probability for each hypothesis

H within the set of all hypotheses H (Eq. (5.6), right).

When the hypothesis H in Eq. (5.6) represents a candidate model M with n parameters, we can think of

model M as the set of parameters, θ⃗M = {θ1,θ2, ...,θn}. Each parameter θi itself represents one dimension of

the model’s probability space. Model optimization to data D assigns a likelihood to each θ⃗M in probability

space, and these values over the entire parameter space represent the numerator in Eq. (5.6) with H = θ⃗M,

Pr
(

D | θ⃗M

)
Pr
(

θ⃗M

)
, a distribution proportional to the probability distribution of model M. To calculate the

probability distribution of M, we must also calculate the denominator of Eq. (5.6),
∫

Pr
(

D | θ⃗M

)
Pr
(

θ⃗M

)
dθ⃗ ,

the so-called marginal likelihood or Bayesian evidence that normalizes the distribution of model M over all n

parameters.

The marginal likelihood is often considered the average of the likelihood over the prior space [29, 30, 31].

Consider a multidimensional parameter space for a model M where each point in space has an assigned

likelihood. Then, if we add another parameter – another dimension – that is only mildly informative, the

likelihood values barely change, and they are now spread across even more space. Thus, less evidence is
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present in the overall space, and therefore adding a parameter to a model will result in a lower marginal

likelihood, unless that parameter allows the model M to fit the data D significantly better. In this way,

the marginal likelihood intrinsically penalizes more complex models, unless a more complex model better

matches the data [29, 30, 31].

5.3 AIC is calculated as an estimate of the Kullback-Liebler divergence

The calculation of an information criterion is based on estimating the difference between candidate models

and the “true” model (reality). The difference between statistical models or probabilities is measured by

Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence, represented by

I( f ,g) =
∫

f (x) ln

(
f (x)

g(x | θ⃗)

)
dx (5.7)

where f and g represent probability distributions. In a typical KL divergence calculation, f (x) is the ref-

erence distribution, while g(x) is the distribution being compared. When using KL divergence in information

theoretic model selection, as in Eq. (5.7), we consider f (x) to be “reality,” while g(x | θ) is a candidate model

parameterized by θ⃗ , which are estimated from data D (as above). Here, g(x | θ⃗) is a probability distribution

of a model akin to the probability distribution of model M, Pr
(

θ⃗M | D
)

noted above. I represents informa-

tion, and because g cannot exactly match reality, I( f ,g)o represents the information lost when approximating

reality f by the model g [25].

The Akaike Information Criterion, or AIC, is an estimate of this KL divergence based on the likelihood

function at its maximum point [24]. It also considers the number of parameters in the model g(x | θ⃗), which

reduces bias in the estimate of the KL divergence for that model. Therefore, the AIC is denoted by

AIC =−2ln
(

L( ⃗θbest | D)
)
+2K =−2ln

(
Pr
(

D | ⃗θbest

))
+2n (5.8)

where L( ⃗θbest | D) is the likelihood of the best-fitting parameter set and K is the number of parame-

ters in the model (noted as Pr(D | θbest) and n, respectively, to correspond with the Bayesian definitions in

Section 5.2).

5.4 Notable differences between AIC and Bayesian evidence / posterior probability

While they both aim to rank models from a set of candidates so that one or few can be chosen as the best

models, there are several key differences between Bayesian evidence/posterior probability and AIC.

The Bayesian evidence or marginal likelihood is represented by
∫

Pr
(

D | θ⃗M

)
Pr
(

θ⃗M

)
dθ⃗ , as noted in

Section 5.2. Since model optimization to data D assigns a likelihood to each value over the entire parameter
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space, and is represented by Pr
(

D | θ⃗M

)
Pr
(

θ⃗M

)
, integrating over this thereby integrates over every likeli-

hood value across all evaluated parameter values in each dimension. In this way, the marginal likelihood

takes into account every parameter set evaluated during optimization. This represents a more comprehensive

score for a model compared to AIC, which as in Eq. (5.8) only considers the best-fitting parameter set ⃗θbest.

Additionally, as noted in Section 5.2, the marginal likelihood penalizes for model complexity (number of

parameters). AIC also includes the number of parameters K in its calculation as seen in Eq. (5.8); how-

ever, this is again a less comprehensive means of penalizing for number of parameters compared to marginal

likelihood.

We then consider the inclusion of prior expectations. At the level of model optimization, both AIC and

marginal likelihood can be said to include prior expectations (depending on the algorithm used for opti-

mization). Marginal likelihood includes prior expectations by default, represented by the Pr
(

θ⃗M

)
term in

the integral above. AIC requires only the best-fitting parameter set, so if optimization was performed via

Bayesian principles where prior expectations for parameters were assigned, then these priors could well be

said to affect ⃗θbest in the AIC calculation. However, Bayesian principles enable inclusion of prior expectations

at the level of model ranking. Often, candidate models are considered equally likely a priori, [29, 30, 31]

and will thus have a prior probability of 1
n . When considering H in Eq. (5.6) equal to a particular model

Mi, the posterior probability Pr(Mi | D) firstly requires a prior probability Pr(Mi) for its calculation, and once

calculated can be compared to that prior probability 1
n . In this way, Bayesian principles provide a numerical

metric to assess how data informed our knowledge about Mi. This plays a role in model averaging as well (see

Section 5.6). AIC does not have a formal means for including prior probability in its calculation nor in the

generation of a posterior probability. Probability in the use of AIC is an interpretation of relative likelihoods

across candidate models and is not a true probability (see Eqs. (5.9) and (5.10) in the next section).

Given the incorporation of the full parameter space and prior expectations, as well as the ability to calcu-

late a Bayesian probability that provides insight into knowledge gained from the data, we consider marginal

likelihood the optimal means for model ranking and interpretation therein. A specific model selection exam-

ple where AIC and marginal likelihood/posterior probabilities are compared is detailed in Section 5.7.

5.5 Model selection allows us to evaluate which variables or terms have the largest effect on observed

data

Model selection is the process of investigating candidate models, each of which may fit the data to a different

extent, while prioritizing model simplicity (aka lex parsimoniae [189]). That is, the best model must comprise

a balance between matching the data exactly and having the fewest variables and parameters required to

do so. In linear regression, such as in the following example, this involves investigating which predictor
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variables with their fitted coefficients, best match the response variable (Figure 5.1A). In kinetic models,

such as those with which we aim to capture the behavior of small cell lung cancer (SCLC), this involves

investigating which variables and which model terms, with their fitted kinetic parameters, best match the data

(Figures 5.1B and 5.1C).

For Bayesian model selection, the hypotheses H in Eq. (5.6) represent candidate models M within the

set of all models M , and data D represents the dataset to which each model is fitted. Then, the likelihood

of that model M, Pr(D | M), is the marginal likelihood. Calculating the marginal likelihood for all candidate

models and normalizing by the sum of this value for all models results in the probability of the model M

given the data, Pr(M | D). The higher the probability, the more likely the model best represents the process

that generated the data (Figure 5.1D, black points).

Models can be ranked by AIC value alone, and in this case a lower AIC value indicates that a model is a

better representation of the data. However, those using AIC can scale the models with respect to the minimum

AIC value [24, 25]. This results in AIC differences,

∆i = AICi −min(AIC) (5.9)

where min(AIC) is the AIC value of the lowest-scoring (best) model candidate. Using AIC differences,

Akaike weights are calculated,

wi =
e−

∆i
2

∑
R
r=1 e−

∆i
2

(5.10)

where R is the number of models in the candidate set. Akaike weights represent relative likelihoods of

the models given the data, and are interpreted as probabilities [24]. From this perspective, the higher the

Akaike weight, the more likely that model best represents the process that generated the data (Figure 5.1D,

red points).

5.6 Model averaging uses model selection outcomes from all models to demonstrate how the observed

data informed the model variables or terms that represent our hypotheses

Probabilities or weights are then used for model averaging. Model averaging is a process used when no clear

single best model can be identified after model selection. Model averaging can reveal a model variable or

term common to better-performing models, indicating that that the process represented by this variable or

term is likely to play a role in the process that generated the data, and allowing the user to identify the parts of

a model that best capture the data. In our application, this approach implies a departure from a deterministic

single model to a probabilistic understanding of mechanisms, with the probabilities determined from the
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Figure 5.1: Bayesian inference better assesses parameter inclusion in the ”true” model compared to Akaike
Information Criterion.

A Aspects of linear regression model assessed by model selection and model averaging.

B Aspects of mass-action kinetics model / ordinary differential equation assessed by model selection and model
averaging.

C Schematic representation of the equation in (5.1B).

D Results from our analysis of candidate models using candidate set and data generation code from [1]. Candidate
models are arranged along the x-axis by posterior probability. Each posterior probability from our analysis is
compared to the AICc weight from our analysis.

E Heatmap for each model averaging analysis based on data generation and candidate models in [1]. Top two rows
include summed weights (SW) published in the original [1] manuscript and from our analysis. Top color bar
legend corresponds to these two rows, where SW is a value starting at 0 and weights are summed until the final
SW value. Bottom row is the posterior probability calculation from our analysis of this data and candidate set.
Bottom color bar legend corresponds to this row, where color represents the probability of the variable’s inclusion
in the ”true” model. Since prior probability starts at 0.5 (white), deeper colors indicate a larger deviation from the
prior, with red vs blue indicating more likely or less likely probability, respectively.
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available data.

In Bayesian model averaging, (BMA) each model is weighted by its marginal likelihood or posterior

probability [27] and the likelihood of model with particular term or variable can be used to generate an

overall likelihood for that term or variable. Here, the prior probability of a term, which we typically consider

to be equally likely vs. unlikely before model optimization, is important. Now, the H of Eq. (5.6) indicates

the hypothesis that a particular model term (individual process within the system of interest) is part of the

“true” model, and the prior Pr(H) and likelihood of that term Pr(D | H) can be used to calculate Pr(H | D).

Thus we can investigate how the data informed our knowledge about H, from its prior to posterior probability.

To determine whether to predict that a model variable or term is likely to be involved in the system of

interest, the Bayes Factor can be used. The Bayes Factor is the ratio of the likelihood of two hypotheses, and

when prior probabilities are equal is equivalent to the ratio of the two posterior probabilities:

BF =
Pr(D | H1)

Pr(D | H2)
=

Pr(H1|D)
Pr(H1)

Pr(H2|D)
Pr(H2)

(5.11)

BF =
Pr(H1 | D)

Pr(H2 | D)
when Pr(H1) = Pr(H2) (5.12)

Here, H1 may represent the hypothesis that the model variable does play an important role, while H2 may

represent the hypothesis that it does not. The Bayes Factor (BF) between one hypothesis and another can

be considered a true difference between the probability of each hypothesis when 10−
1
2 > BF > 10

1
2 . The

value of 10
1
2 (≈ 3) is the lowest at which a difference may be determined; or 10−

1
2 (≈ 1

3 ) when the higher-

probability hypothesis is in the denominator of the BF [178]. In this way, comparing hypotheses via BF can

result in one of three outcomes: Pr(H1 | D) is > 3 times more likely than Pr(H2 | D), meaning hypothesis

H1 is informed by the data to be significantly more likely than H2; Pr(H1 | D) is < 1
3 times less likely than

Pr(H2 | D), meaning H1 is informed by the data to be significantly less likely than H2; or, Pr(H1 | D) is

between 1
3 less likely and 3 times more likely than Pr(H2 | D), meaning H1 is not informed by the data to be

significantly different than H2. We simply denote this last outcome as “H1 is not informed by the data.”

When using information criteria such as AIC, parameter importance analysis is typically performed to

investigate how well the data supports a model term, or hypothesis. For each term, the Akaike weights of all

models containing that term are summed [24],

SWHi = ∑
k
{wk if Mk ∈ Hi} (5.13)

where the weight of model Mk, wk, is summed if Mk is considered part of Hi (contains a model variable
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or term that is part of Hi).

The sum of weights (SW) is treated as the probability that a term belongs in the “true” model, thus the

biological feature represented by this term plays an important role in the biological system. There does not

appear to be an accepted threshold over which the SW for a variable or term indicates it should be included

in a model, thus it seems practitioners choose a threshold on an ad hoc basis [1].

5.7 Advantages of Bayes-MMI over AIC for model selection and model averaging: continuing exam-

ple

Despite equivalent goals between BMA and SW, problems have been noted with the latter. To illustrate

this point, we consider the example of [1], and compare AIC-based SW to our Bayesian method combining

marginal likelihood results of model selection and BMA of terms across candidate models, named Bayes-

MMI.

In [1], the investigators generated “ground truth” data using four variables x1−4, assigning differing corre-

lations with the response variable y. x1 was strongly correlated to response variable y with Pearson correlation

coefficient ry,x1 of 0.70, x2 moderately correlated with ry,x2 0.20, x3 weakly correlated with ry,x3 0.05, and x4

uncorrelated with ry,x4 = 0.0. A variable with no relation to the response variable should not appear in high-

scoring models, and should receive a low SW. Galipaud and colleagues performed model selection using all

variable combinations including intercept-only, (16 models) calculated AICc, (AIC corrected for small sam-

ple sizes) and assessed parameter importance using SW. They found that while x4 was completely unrelated

to the response, it appeared among best-ranked models and had a SW different from zero [1].

To test how Bayes-MMI compares to AIC-based SW methods, we used data simulated via the code pro-

vided in [1], and ran a nested sampling analysis via PyMultinest [29, 30, 31] (see Methods Section 4.1.1).

Galipaud et al. used least squares regression via the R lm() function, while for our nested sampling pa-

rameter search we used a least squares likelihood function with PyMultinest searching the 5-dimensional

parameter space (x1, x2, x3, x4, and β0) using uniform prior distributions of 0 to 10 for each response variable

xi and -10 to 10 for the intercept β0. We used the same 16 candidate models, and obtained similar results to

Galipaud and colleagues (Table B.2; Table 5.2 columns “SW: Galipaud” and “SW: this manuscript”).

Since nested sampling yields the marginal likelihood, [29, 30, 31], we can leverage Bayesian principles

as noted above to explore model hypotheses space and identify the best candidate models. We use candidate

model posterior probabilities to perform our own ranking of models (Figure 5.1D; Table 5.1). We also

calculate variable posterior probabilities, (Figure 5.1E; Table 5.2) using equivalent prior probabilities of

variable inclusion: prior probability that the inclusion of a variable in the “true” model is 0.5, or completely

unknown (equivalent probability that it is present vs that it is not present).
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β0 x1 x2 x3 x4 k
rank,
post.
prob

rank,
AICc

rank
(AICc) in
Galipaud

et al., 2014

ln(Z)
ln(Z)
error
(+/-)

prior
prob.

post.
prob.

-2.502 0.608 0.139 4 0 0 0 -57.28 0.049 0.062 0.448
-1.219 0.617 3 1 5 4 -58.03 0.043 0.062 0.212
-3.398 0.618 0.129 0.089 5 2 1 1 -58.25 0.054 0.062 0.170
-2.169 0.623 0.090 4 3 4 5 -58.94 0.049 0.062 0.086
-2.729 0.620 0.141 0.007 5 4 2 2 -59.75 0.055 0.062 0.038
-1.462 0.615 0.025 4 5 6 6 -60.24 0.050 0.062 0.023
-3.329 0.619 0.131 0.077 0.002 6 6 3 3 -60.72 0.060 0.062 0.014
-2.300 0.614 0.086 0.026 5 7 7 7 -61.06 0.055 0.062 0.010
3.357 0.164 3 8 8 8 -102.99 0.044 0.062 10−21

4.990 2 9 12 10 -104.79 0.039 0.062 10−21

2.990 0.164 0.038 4 10 9 9 -104.86 0.050 0.062 10−22

3.355 0.164 0.001 4 11 10 11 -105.64 0.051 0.062 10−22

4.602 0.039 3 12 13 12 -106.78 0.045 0.062 10−22

4.901 0.009 3 13 14 14 -107.27 0.046 0.062 10−23

3.043 0.163 0.029 0.004 5 14 11 13 -107.64 0.057 0.062 10−23

4.510 0.041 0.007 4 15 15 15 -109.26 0.052 0.062 10−23

Table 5.1: Summary of nested sampling model selection results on the simulated dataset and model selection
problem in Galipaud et al., 2014.

Candidate models are ranked by posterior probability (“post. prob.”). Ranking in this Bayesian analysis can be
compared to ranking via AICc in this analysis and to the ranking in Galipaud et al., 2014 (“rank, post. prob.”, vs.
“rank, AICc” vs. “rank (AICc) in Galipaud et al., 2014” columns). First five columns of maximum log-likelihood
parameter estimates are part of PyMultinest output. Parameter estimates are reported if present for each of the 16
candidate models. k, total number of estimable parameters; ln(Z), the natural log of the Bayesian evidence/marginal
likelihood (Z), calculated within the prior-bounded parameter space using our least-squares likelihood function;
ln(Z) error, the error returned by PyMultinest; prior prob., the prior probability that a model is the “correct” model;
post. prob., posterior probability that the model is “correct”, calculated as Zi∗Pr(i)

∑ j Z j∗Pr( j) .

Firstly, while according to AICc, x4 can be found in the best-ranked models, when ranking according

to posterior probability, x4 does not appear until the fifth-highest ranked model (Figure 5.1D; Tables 5.1

and B.2;[1]). The four highest-ranked models have a cumulative probability of 0.916 (Figure 5.1D; Ta-

ble 5.1). Thus, most of the probability that one candidate model is the best model is contained in those

models, which more accurately do not include x4. In fact, x4 appears only in candidate models whose pos-

terior probability has decreased compared to the prior probability (Figure 5.1D, dotted lines above vs below

posterior probability points; Table 5.1). Next, while the SW for x4 in our AICc analysis is 0.25, the posterior

probability that the inclusion of x4 is supported by the data is 0.09 (Table 5.2).

Using Bayesian principles, we consider the prior probability of x4 inclusion equivalent between presence

and absence (probability of 0.5), but after incorporating data, the posterior probability of x4 inclusion has

decreased to a large extent, to a probability of 0.09. We view this as a reasonably low probability, given that

x4 is not at all correlated to y. If H1 represents “x4 should be included in the model”, and H2 the opposite,

the BF for H1 vs H2 is 0.09
(1−0.09) = .099 < 1

3 , and we determine that x4 should not be included in the model.
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The case of x3 is also instructive, where the prior probability of inclusion at 0.5 has changed to a posterior

probability of 0.28 after incorporation of data (BF = 0.28
(1−0.28) = 0.39). With the very weak correlation of x3

to y at 0.05, Bayesian inference has indicated that, at least with the data used, a definitive choice to include

or exclude x3 can almost, though not quite, not be made. The SW for x3 is 0.49, and as such a practitioner

certainly might include it in a chosen model, possibly without considering that such a weakly correlated

variable could achieve this SW.

Variable
SW: Galipaud

et al. 2014
SW: this

manuscript
Prior

probability
Posterior

probability
x1 1 1 0.5 1
x2 0.94 0.81 0.5 0.67
x3 0.37 0.49 0.5 0.28
x4 0.37 0.25 0.5 0.09

Table 5.2: SW and posterior probability calculations for each model variable.
Prior probability for a variable is set at 0.5, meaning a variable’s prior probability for can be calculated per candidate
model by dividing 0.5 by the number of models in which the variable appears. Prior probability values only impact
posterior probability scores and not SW calculations.

Therefore, we consider using Bayesian analysis based on the marginal likelihood (Bayesian evidence) to

be a superior way to perform model selection, and specifically analysis of variable or model term inclusion

or exclusion. We thus aim to employ multimodel inference (MMI; model selection and model averaging to-

gether) in the context of Bayesian statistics. There have been biological investigations using MMI approaches

[190, 191] but, to our knowledge, Bayesian MMI has not previously been applied to our models of interest,

cell population dynamics models. Using MMI to assess the posterior probability of different model variables

is comparable to Bayesian variable selection, which in biomedicine has been used to determine genetic loci

associated with health and disease outcomes in linear models [191]. We find using a Bayesian approach to

MMI results in probabilities that biologically relevant model features are (or are not) supported by the data,

and is likely relevant to any cancer or developmental biology application and can be used to investigate model

variables even in the context of limited or uncertain data.
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CHAPTER 6

Unified Tumor Growth Mechanisms from Multimodel Inference and Dataset Integration 1

6.1 Introduction

A mechanistic understanding of biological processes that explains causal input-output relationships and pre-

dicts population behaviors [192] remains a central challenge to all areas of quantitative biology. Mathematical

models have become an established practice to specify precise relationships within a biological system, [22]

and thereby hypothesize, and subsequently test, the existence of these relationships. For example, multiple

mechanistic models of apoptosis execution have been formulated to explore the nature of biochemical inter-

actions that lead to cellular commitment to death, demonstrating that careful model design and suitable data

can lead to important biological insights [193, 194, 195]. A more challenging situation emerges when models

are formulated for biological processes that are poorly defined or understood, leading to multiple competing,

and often juxtaposed mechanistic explanations for a given biological process. For example, in Small Cell

Lung Cancer (SCLC), a study of circulating tumor cell-derived xenografts showed that Non-NE-related sub-

types could act as a stemlike population (“source”), [196] but archetype analysis of a genetically engineered

mouse model tumor showed the Non-NE subtype SCLC-Y acts as an end-state (“sink”, rather than source)

[197]. Therefore, continued exploration of the hypotheses generated from these works can help elucidate the

differences between these and other potential explanations for tumor growth mechanisms.

This phenomenon where multiple mechanistic hypotheses are concurrently proposed but must be assessed

with limited data is not restricted to quantitative biology but common to other fields with similar data avail-

ability limitations such as ecology [198] climatology [199], and evolutionary biology [200], to name a few.

To address this challenge, methods such as model selection and multimodel inference have been proposed

using information theoretic scoring techniques such as Akaike Information Criterion, (AIC) with limited suc-

cess stemming from difficulties with model averaging [1, 26] and the fact that AIC scores do not inherently

describe whether a model or features within are informed by the data. More recently, the use of AI and

machine learning approaches has given impetus to causal relationship inference [201] but these relationships

remain difficult to elucidate, thus underscoring the need for both novel tools for hypothesis exploration, and

tools that can be used with rigor in the face of missing data that may not inform all hypotheses.

The model selection process involves candidate model evaluation from a superset of plausible models,

relative to a given experimental dataset. A scoring function is then applied to each model usually with

1This chapter appears in an updated version as ‘Unified Tumor Growth Mechanisms from Multimodel Inference and Dataset Inte-
gration’ published in PLOS Computational Biology and has been reproduced with the permission of the publisher and my co-authors,
Leonard A. Harris, Michael A. Kochen, Julien Sage, Vito Quaranta, and Carlos F. Lopez.
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the goal to identify the top-scoring model that best represents the process being investigated. A typical

approach is to consider a “best” model as comprising the most relevant variables that capture important

mechanistic aspects of the explored process, while excluded variables capture process features that are less

relevant for the question being explored. However, variables throughout all candidate models can contribute

to knowledge about the overall system [24]. In the cases where data is simply less informative for a given set

of hypotheses, uncertainty will remain about what constitutes a “best” model, [188], necessitating approaches

such as model averaging, where parameter values can be weighted by model probability and then combined

into a distribution of likely values. Unfortunately, for information theoretic applications of model averaging,

this probability must be weighted and summed across all possible models, which are often not possible to

enumerate exhaustively in a biological context.

To address the challenge of employing multimodel inference approaches in the context of biological

processes where models cannot be exhaustively enumerated, data may not inform all model evaluation, and

model averaging across all models is desired to learn about the system of interest, we introduce Bayesian

multimodel inference (Bayes-MMI), a method which combines Bayesian inference with model selection

and model averaging. In our approach, Bayesian model selection enables exploration of mechanistic model

hypotheses by inclusion or exclusion of species and behaviors that could play a role in each biological process.

Application of Bayesian principles in turn reveals the extent to which data informs a given model and its

constitutive parameters.

In our system of interest, small cell lung cancer, (SCLC) we integrate the most suitable available datasets

and published theories of SCLC cellular biology to enumerate mechanistic hypotheses for SCLC tumor

growth. We test the resulting thousands of candidate population dynamics models via nested sampling,

comparing candidate model output to tumor steady-state data, applying the principles of model selection and

model averaging for a principled and comprehensive assessment of SCLC mechanistic hypotheses. We es-

timate the probability of each mechanistic hypothesis given the data, generating an interpretation of SCLC

tumor growth: highly likely non-hierarchical phenotypic transitions indicating SCLC subtype plasticity, and

less likely cell-cell interactions that affect the rate of phenotypic transitions across subtypes. We show how

certain aspects of the SCLC model, such as phenotypic transitions and cell-cell interactions related to these,

are well informed by the available data, but other aspects, such as tumor initiation and growth rate effects, are

not informed. Our approach is generalizable to other biological systems, and as such we suggest a shift away

from considering only one “best” model or the variables within and instead propose a move toward Bayesian

principles in multimodel inference and a probabilistic understanding of whether each cellular behavior in a

model contributes to the behavior of the system under study.
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6.2 Existing datasets yield multiple hypotheses in SCLC tumor growth mechanisms

Small cell lung cancer (SCLC) has been denominated a recalcitrant tumor where relapse after treatment

is commonplace and the survival prognosis is typically poor. SCLC comprises ∼ 15% of all lung cancer

cases worldwide and results in ∼ 200,000 deaths annually with a 5-year survival rate of less than 10%

[7]. Intratumoral heterogeneity is hypothesized to be the main contributor to the natural history of this

disease and its morbidity and mortality [7, 9, 202]. SCLC tumors comprise a mix of functionally distinct

subtypes of interacting cells, [159, 10, 203], most notably neuroendocrine (NE) and Non-NE. As shown

in Figure 6.1A, SCLC populations comprise a collection of cellular subtypes within a tumor, identified by

differential expression of transcriptional regulators [9].

The overall goal in this work is to computationally explore tumor growth mechanism hypotheses in SCLC.

Tumor features that emerge as highly supported by data about the growth mechanism could be used to predict

differences in growth across tumors of different genetic backgrounds, responses to in silico treatment, or even

predict patient-specific tumor behavior after various treatments. Unfortunately, these goals are currently hy-

pothetical, because to build one SCLC model that could be used for these purposes, one would need a unified

understanding of the SCLC tumor as a system, and knowledge of SCLC currently exists as nonoverlapping

conclusions and hypotheses. We summarize the current knowledge about SCLC tumor growth mechanisms,

highlight potential knowledge gaps, and refer interested readers to [9] for a comprehensive review of recent

SCLC literature beyond that noted here.

Multiple SCLC subtypes have been identified depending on the experimental model studied, shown in

Figure 6.1A, as SCLC-A, N, A2, and Y [9]. Other experiments have led to additional proposed phenotypic

subtypes, including canonical subtype SCLC-P, but these were not included in our analysis [196, 203, 204,

205, 206]. Our previous work aimed to identify whether all subtypes may be present in a tumor or if only

a subset are present, with the result that tumors can be composed of one, multiple, or all subtypes tested

[180]. A comprehensive account of initiating SCLC subtype(s) (cell(s) of tumor origin) has not been made,

but multiple have been hypothesized in [180, 11, 207].

Studies in vitro and in vivo have suggested that Non-NE subtype(s) support growth of NE subtypes [10]

(Figure 6.1A(2)), including vasculogenic mimicking SCLC cells having such supportive effects [203]. The

presence of NE subtypes has a dampening effect on Non-NE growth [179]. Recent work has shown that the

Hes1-positive (Non-NE) cells supporting NE subtype growth [10] may have upregulated YAP1 [208] (Fig-

ure 6.1A(2)), and are likely SCLC-Y; otherwise, the referenced studies were completed before the adoption

of the canonical subtypes SCLC-A, N, A2, P, and Y, and so it is unclear which of these exactly contribute

such effects in each case. NE cells may undergo a transition a toward Hes1+, (likely YAP1+) identity, (Fig-
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Figure 6.1: Conclusions, hypotheses from literature build mechanistic hypothesis exploration space for tumor
growth and development.

A Synthesis of what is currently known about SCLC subtypes, which have been divided into two overall phenotypes,
neuroendocrine (NE) and Non-NE, and then further classified into subtypes based on transcription factor expres-
sion.

1 NE SCLC cells, which do not express Hes1, transition into Non-NE cells, which do.

2 Hes1+ cells release unidentified factors (gray circle) that support viability and growth of Hes1- cells, and the
two Hes1+ and Hes1- populations grow better together rather than separately.

3 Consensus across the field led to labeling SCLC phenotypic subtypes by the dominant transcription factor
expressed in that subtype.

4 Subtype with transcriptional signature intermediate between NE and Non-NE, named SCLC-A2.

5 Phenotypic transitions occur in a hierarchical manner from SCLC-A to SCLC-N to SCLC-Y cells.

B Model topologies constructed with 2+ subtypes, with number of combinations per number of subtypes.

C Subtype effect schema, where there are different effectors between candidates and different affected cellular ac-
tions.

D Potential initiation schema, where all subtypes in topology must be accessible either as initiating subtypes or via
transitions.

E Potential transition schema where, unidirectional transitions are those that follow a hierarchy, and bidirectional
transitions must be symmetrical when present.
HES1, Hes Family BHLH Transcription Factor 1; ASCL1, Achaete-scute homolog 1; NEUROD1, neurogenic differentiation factor 1; POU2F3,
POU class 2 homeobox 3; YAP1, yes-associated protein.
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ure 6.1A(1)) which modulates these Non-NE cells’ sensitivity to anticancer drug treatment [10]. Other work

found that SCLC-A subtype cells can transition to the SCLC-N subtype and from SCLC-N to SCLC-Y [11]

(Figure 6.1A(5)). Without the ability to undergo a transition toward a more Non-NE phenotype, tumors were

smaller and less aggressive; however, this study did not assess Non-NE or SCLC-Y sensitivity to anticancer

drugs [11]. These two landmark studies assessing phenotypic transitions do not assess the same phenotypic

transition pathway and thus we cannot compare intermediates, although we hypothesize that the transitions

begin with SCLC-A and it seems reasonable to assume the hierarchical pathway ends in SCLC-Y. While our

investigations support that SCLC-Y acts as an end state for phenotypic transitions, [197] another study iden-

tified that Non-NE subtypes may have stemlike potential, [196] which contrasts with Non-NE or SCLC-Y

acting as the end of the hierarchical pathway.

6.3 Multiple mechanistic hypotheses emerge from existing data

Considering the aspects of SCLC tumor growth observed in the previous section, it is clear that no one

model exists that could easily recapitulate all datasets. To address this challenge, we explored mechanistic

hypotheses in the realm of tumor initiation and composition, phenotypic transitions and their hierarchy, and

subtype-to-subtype effects (Table 6.1). To select which of these multiple hypotheses to include in a mecha-

nistic model of SCLC without additional findings would introduce bias into the modeling process. Instead,

we can address these questions computationally, by including or excluding these behaviors across multiple

mechanistic models and evaluating whether model behaviors recapitulate SCLC data; that is, we turn to

model selection [24, 27].

For our tumor growth mechanism exploration, we interpret tumor topology, initiation, potential subtype

behaviors, etc., as features (model terms) in candidate models (Table 6.1). We define model variables as

representations of species in the model (e.g., “subtype A”), and model terms as qualitative actions in the model

(e.g., “subtype A cell division”), whose rates are denoted by kinetic parameters (e.g., “subtype A division

rate”) (Figures 5.1A to 5.1C). To fully account for all possible tumor subtype makeup and an exhaustive

set of possible explanations, we explored models comprising between two and four subtypes per model

(Figure 6.1B) and included all possible cell subtype interactions. Growth supportive effects and transition-

inducing effects (Figure 6.1C) (and growth dampening effects, not shown) are included in some candidate

models where, e.g., presence of an effector (supportive cell subtype) increases the rate of growth of a subtype

it affects (supports). Subtype A2 has expression features of both NE and Non-NE cells [180], including

expression of ASCL1 (seen in NE cells) and HES1 (seen in Non-NE cells) and we therefore assigned A2 NE

features in some candidate models and Non-NE in others (Figure 6.1C).

To compare a hierarchical system, where a cancer stem cell (CSC) can (re)populate a tumor, and non-
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Tumor composition

• Neuroendocrine-classified (NE) subtypes include A (ASCL1+) and N (NEUROD1+), with non-
neuroendocrine-classified (Non-NE) subtype Y (YAP1+) and P (POU2F3+). [9]

• Previous work predicted subtype A2, and SCLC-A, SCLC-A2 and SCLC-N have been seen to express
ASCL1 [9], [10, 180, 11]. SCLC-A2 expresses Hes1. [180]

• Hes1-positive TKO tumor cells (Non-NE) have YAP1 upregulated. [208]

• It is unclear whether A2 is more NE or Non-NE in character.

• Tumors can be made up of one or more of these subtypes. [9, 180]

• Some subtype combinations have been experimentally verified and others have been predicted using
CIBERSORT. [9, 180, 11]

• We do not see SCLC-P in our previous subtype deconvolution. [180]

Evidence of phenotypic transitions

• TKO tumor cells sorted for Hes1-negativity (NE identity) become Hes1 positive (Non-NE identity)
when plated with Notch ligand DLL4. [10]

• Ex vivo culturing of in situ RPM tumors results in histologic and transcriptional phenotypic changes
from NE to Non-NE gene expression over time. [11]

• Transitions between A and A2, A2 and N have not been studied.

• No evidence of SCLC-Y transition to NE identity. [10]

Subtype-to-subtype effects

• Cell viability and division are increased when Hes1-negative cells are plated with Hes1-positive cells,
compared to Hes1-negative cells only. [10]

• NE cells suppress Non-NE cell division. [53]

• Application of conditioned media or of isolated exosomes results in a morphological change in TKO-
derived NE cell line KP3.*

Table 6.1: Existing data pertaining to SCLC intratumoral heterogeneity and communication.
ASCL1, Achaete-scute homolog 1; NEUROD1, neurogenic differentiation factor 1; POU2F3, POU class
2 homeobox 3; YAP1, yes-associated protein; HES1, Hes Family BHLH Transcription Factor 1. TKO,
p53 f l/ f l ;Rb f l/ f l ; p130 f l/ f l tumors [10]; RPM, Rb1 f l/ f l ;Trp53 f l/ f l ;Lox − Stop− Lox[LSL]−MycT 58A tumors
[179]. * Personal communication (Alissa Weaver, Vanderbilt University)

hierarchical systems in which phenotypic transitions can occur among multiple or all SCLC subtypes, we

include candidate models with several different potential phenotypic transition schemes. Thus, the set of

candidate models considered include models without phenotypic transitions, models with transitions that

reflect hierarchical transitions observed experimentally [10, 11], and models with reversible transitions, i.e.,

high plasticity (Figures 6.1D and 6.1E). Unidirectional transitions stemming from one cell subtype indicate

a potential CSC, while bidirectional transitions from multiple subtypes indicate phenotypic plasticity. We

additionally include tumor initiation from one cell of origin vs. multiple. Thus, candidate models include

different numbers of initiating subtypes (Figure 6.1D, Figure C.1G).
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To ensure we built a comprehensive set of candidate models that enable exhaustive exploration of bio-

logically relevant hypothesis space, we combined the potential SCLC behaviors (Figure 6.1, Table 6.1) with

prior knowledge about mechanistic behavior of tumor populations [14, 107, 13, 108, 75, 119]. For example,

if there is indeed plasticity in the system, it is likely to be shared among subtypes, leading to symmetrical

bidirectional phenotypic transitions across the model (Figure 6.1E). We therefore expect that all plausible

SCLC tumor growth mechanisms are represented in our candidate model hypothesis space to the best of our

knowledge. Accounting for all these different possibilities led to a set of 5,891 unique candidate models,

each representing a possible SCLC tumor growth mechanistic hypothesis.

6.4 Bayesian exploration of candidate population dynamics models using experimental data

We use multiple datasets to identify consensus behavior of SCLC and provide a unifying model of tumor

growth mechanisms broadly supported by available data (Figure 6.2A). These datasets include the triple-

knockout (TKO) model (p53 f l/ f l ;Rb f l/ f l ; p130 f l/ f l) of genetically-engineered mouse tumors [10]; equiva-

lent to the RPR2 GEMM [11, 179, 209]), and the RPM model (Rb1 f l/ f l ;Trp53 f l/ f l ;Lox−Stop−Lox[LSL]−

MycT 58A [179]), and cell lines from the Cancer Cell Line Encyclopedia (CCLE) [210] made up largely of the

SCLC-A subtype determined in [180] (Figure 6.2A). This data provided SCLC subtype-assigned proportions

of tumor samples, using the same gene signatures across samples, which had been automatically determined

by CIBERSORT from samples of CCLE SCLC cell lines [210] and their consensus clustering class labels

[180]. We consider this preferable to our own ad hoc decisions of individual cell subtype identity necessary

to assign the required subtype proportions of tumors had we used newer, available single-cell RNA sequenc-

ing data. The different datasets represented in Figure 6.2A demonstrate differing SCLC tumor makeup,

according to the experimental model employed in the study.

To explore the roles of phenotypic heterogeneity and cellular behaviors (cell-cell interactions, phenotypic

transitions) on SCLC tumor growth dynamics, we used population dynamics modeling, building on our pre-

vious work [211]. Population dynamics models employ a mathematical description of the dynamics within

and between heterogeneous subpopulations in an overall population [71, 73]. With such models, researchers

can mathematically simulate population growth over time and investigate growth dynamics inherent in the

simulations (6.3).

With 5,891 candidate models, (Figures 6.1B to 6.1E) we aimed to determine which one(s) could best

represent the SCLC system – in an ideal world, we would determine which model represents reality. However,

because we will never know the “true” model, we must evaluate each model probabilistically – which model

is most likely to explain the data? Before comparing our 5,891 models to data to determine which is best,

we consider each to have the same probability of explaining the data. That is, we assign all models an equal
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Figure 6.2: Population composition data and probabilistic representation.

A CIBERSORT deconvolution of TKO and RPM genetically engineered mouse model (GEMM) samples (previously
published) as well as SCLC-A cell line samples. CIBERSORT was performed on bulk RNA-sequencing data.

B Probabilistic representation of tumor proportion based on mean and standard deviation of proportions across sam-
ples within an experimental model; these distributions were then used for fitting models to data.
TKO, p53 f l/ f l ;Rb f l/ f l ; p130 f l/ f l tumors [10]; RPM, Rb1 f l/ f l ;Trp53 f l/ f l ;Lox− Stop−Lox[LSL]−MycT 58A tumors [179]; SCLC-A cell lines, a
subset of SCLC cell lines from the CCLE [210] that we previously assigned as representative of tumors made up largely of the SCLC-A subtype
[180].

probability, as this way, we will not bias the exploration of the data toward any particular model or group

of models. This is the reason we built a set of models that enables full exploration of the hypothesis space,

(detailed above) so that with the addition of data, we can ensure we will study all possibilities and find the best

model(s) within that hypothesis space. We compare each candidate model to the data discussed above, and

with model optimization, we assess how well its simulations match what we see in that data. After this, each

model’s probability will be updated, with a model that explains the data better achieving a higher probability

than one that does not explain the data as well.

The principles of model selection enable us to assess which candidates are best supported by experimental

data, while prioritizing model simplicity [24], [25]. Information theoretic approaches for model selection

using the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) have been used in prior work but do not yield a much-needed

statistical understanding of the data. For a didactic demonstration of this, we refer the reader to Chapter 5.

We therefore employed the marginal likelihood as a more principled means for model ranking and model

averaging.

Prior work has estimated the marginal likelihood for kinetic model fitting using thermodynamic integra-
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A population dynamics model represents behaviors of species over time, tracking the size of a cell population, 
rather than tracking individual cells. However, such a model can also include signaling and dependence beteween 
species (Harris et al., 2019). Cell population changes are represented as reactions, where subpopulation 
abundances increase or decrease due to varying events (division, death, phenotypic transitions), and the rates of 
increase or decrease can be affected by the presence of other subpopulations. Here, cell types x and w are able 
to undergo division, death, and phenotypic transition at rates kdiv, kdie, and kx-w, respectively (A).
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In our case, where species are cells of an SCLC tumor population, 
each is assigned a subtype identity (A, N, A2, or Y). The model 
simulates tumor growth over time, (B, top) calculating the increase
in subpopulation amount (B, middle), from which tumor subtype 
proportion may be calculated (B, bottom) and compared at steady 
state to tumor proportion data.  We define steady state as the composition of a tumor based on the relative 
abundance of each cell subtype in the tumor, without external perturbations. Though tumor growth may continue 
exponentially in a steady state, the proportion of subpopulations within remains constant (Harris et al., 2019).

Non-spatial cell-cell interactions may also be modeled, by changing the rates of reactions for one subpopulation 
according to the amount of another subpopulation present. Here, using the hypothesized biology where subtype 
w produces a secreted signal f that affects subtype x, we calculate the change in reaction rates. In (C), w 
secretes the unknown signaling factor f at a rate of kf, while f is degraded at rate k-f. Factor f may affect subtype 
x at a rate of ke, where x becomes x* ("x under effect of f"). Subtype x can then revert back to its unaffected 
form at a rate of k-e, indicating the rate at which the signaling is completed. 

With kf the production rate constant and k-f the degradation rate constant, Kfeq is the equilibrium constant for the 
amount of factor f in the system (D). Similarly, KD is the equilibrium constant related to the on-effect rate constant 
ke and the off-effect rate constant k-e. Given these, the rate of a cell fate (division, death, or phenotypic 
transition) for x (vfate) can be calculated as a function of the population size of the effector cell w (D) (Harris et 
al., 2019) (see Note S1 for calculations).

By assigning the value of k*fate as more or less than kfate for a particular cell fate, the presence of the effector 
cell subpopulation can increase or decrease, respectively, the rate of the cell fate for subpopulation x. In our 
population dynamics model, typically effector cells increase division and transition rates and decrease death 
rates, as shown in (E).
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Figure 6.3: Box: Population dynamics modeling and inter-subtype effects
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tion [176]. In this work we instead use nested sampling, [28], which is computationally more efficient and

has fewer limitations with regard to the shape of the probability space traversed during evidence calculation

[29, 30, 31]. The nested sampling method was run once for each of the 5,891 candidate models on each of

the three experimental datasets, amounting to 17,484 potential interpretations of tumor growth mechanisms.

The average fitting time for each model was ∼ 19 wall-clock hours, thus necessitating high-performance

computing for a complete parameter space exploration of the candidate models.

Each model is thus optimized to our datasets via nested sampling, which explores the full volume of

the likely parameter space. Each point in parameter space represents a set of possible parameter values

(Figure C.2). At each of these points, nested sampling assigns a likelihood value for how well that set of

parameter values fits the data. On completion of the algorithm, the output includes the highest-likelihood pa-

rameter values. Since each tested point in parameter space is a set of parameter values, the highest-likelihood

values for a model are returned by the algorithm as a list of parameter sets (Figure C.3). Returning a list of

parameter sets rather than one top-scoring set already incorporates Bayesian methodology into the process –

each individual parameter has multiple best-fitting values, which can be interpreted as a distribution of pa-

rameter values [176] – but with nested sampling we add yet more Bayesian methodology. Having assigned a

likelihood to every point in parameter space, nested sampling uses these to calculate one overall likelihood per

model, the marginal likelihood, which takes into account parameter fit as well as model simplicity (number

of parameters). For more detail on how the marginal likelihood is calculated to incorporate both model fit and

size, see Chapter 5 and Methods Section 4.1.1. Finally, with marginal likelihood values for each model in

the candidate set, and the candidate model set representing the full hypothesis space with all potential SCLC

population dynamics models, we can calculate a probability. Summing the marginal likelihood values, and

dividing each individual marginal likelihood by these, results in a model posterior probability, representing

a change in probability from pre-model fitting (all models with equal prior probability) to post-model fitting

(see Chapter 5). We are then able to compare model probabilities and additionally perform model averaging

to evaluate kinetic parameter value distributions and probabilities of model variables and terms.

6.5 A small subset of candidate tumor growth models is supported by experimental data

In a Bayesian model selection approach, a more likely model comprises a higher proportion of the probability

of the candidate model space (Figures 6.4A to 6.4C). After nested sampling, our results indicate the highest-

scoring model for each dataset is ∼ 1019 times more likely than the lowest-scoring model, and ∼ 103 times

more likely than the median scoring model. For reference, the smallest comparison between models that is

considered significant is 10
1
2 [178] (Chapter 5). Therefore, our results indicate that the data used for model

fitting has informed our knowledge about the system, because before nested sampling, all models are equally
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likely.

Performing nested sampling on all candidate models did not yield a unique best-fitting model for any

dataset (Figures 6.4A to 6.4C). We therefore leveraged a multi-model inference approach and calculated a

confidence interval (CI) representing a set of best-fitting models per dataset. While a 95% CI is a traditional

approach, (Figures 6.4A to 6.4C, orange) we also calculate a “relative likelihood confidence interval,” as

discussed in [24] (see Methods Section 4.2.5). For this relative likelihood CI, we calculate the Bayes Factor

(BF) between the highest-scoring model and every other model, using the least strict cutoff of BF >10
1
2 (as

above, and in Chapter 5). Even with this permissive cutoff, the relative likelihood CI includes only tens of

models per dataset, a large decrease from the initial number of candidates (∼ 1% or less, Figure 6.4D).

In summary, we can determine a subset of candidate models that adequately represent the data, conditional

on the fitted parameter sets resulting from the model optimization in nested sampling. Investigating these

parameter sets can provide more insight into the similarities and differences between candidate models and

their fits within and between datasets. Moving beyond the parameter values assigned to each model term, we

wanted to investigate how the data available can inform model terms. If data does not inform model terms

and variables and the corresponding fitted parameter rates, it indicates that the mechanistic conclusions we

desire to draw from this data using mathematical modeling may require additional or different data.

6.6 High-likelihood model topologies are nonoverlapping between datasets

Given our observation that no one candidate model stands out among other models to explain the experimental

data, we employed the multi-model inference technique of Bayesian model averaging (BMA). Briefly, the

reasoning behind BMA is that a combination of candidate models will perform better in explaining the data

than a single model [188]. In BMA, each model is weighted by its posterior model evidence [27] and the

model terms within each model receive an averaged likelihood [191] (Chapter 5).

However, before we could investigate model-averaged probabilities, we found that the fitted parameter

distribution outcome was dependent on choice of initiating subtype (Figure C.4). While we aimed to evaluate

initiating subtype possibilities with our Bayes-MMI approach, we cannot do this in a unifying fashion as this

choice affects fitted parameters and thus model behavior. Therefore, we turned to the literature to impose

stricter constraints about initial subtype conditions, to investigate model variable and term probabilities when

kinetic parameter posterior distributions were constrained. As mentioned previously, reports link NE SCLC

subtypes and long-term tumor propagation [10, 53] and, in particular, cells of subtype A [11]. We thus used

only candidate models with an initiating subtype of A, with or without other initiating subtypes. Since we

required that subtype A be an initiating subtype, model structures that do not include subtype A received zero

posterior probability (models 3 and 8–10 in Figure 6.5A; model topology probabilities without filtering by
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Figure 6.4: Fitting to data and assigning Bayesian evidence separates candidate models into more and less
likely.

(6.4A - 6.4C) Evidence values (left y-axis) and posterior probability values (right y-axis) from nested
sampling, one point per model, ordered from model with greatest evidence to model with least ev-
idence. Models whose evidence value are within 10

1
2 of the greatest evidence value, the ”relative

likelihood confidence interval,” are colored in red. Nested sampling and evidence calculation is per-
formed per dataset.

A TKO dataset

B RPM dataset

C SCLC-A cell line dataset

D Numbers and percentages of models in the relative likelihood confidence interval, 95% confidence
interval, and remaining non-confidence interval models.

TKO, p53 f l/ f l ;Rb f l/ f l ; p130 f l/ f l tumors [10]; RPM, Rb1 f l/ f l ;Trp53 f l/ f l ;Lox− Stop−Lox[LSL]−MycT 58A tumors [179]; SCLC-A cell lines, a
subset of SCLC cell lines from the CCLE [210] that we previously assigned as representative of tumors made up largely of the SCLC-A subtype
[180].
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initiating subtype are shown in Figure C.5A).

We perform BMA across all models for each dataset. As shown in Figure 6.5A, all datasets (TKO,

RPM, and SCLC-A cell lines) support both two- and three-subtype topologies. Higher probabilities for two-

subtype topologies are expected given that nested sampling prioritizes model simplicity and goodness of fit

[28]. Statistically, this result suggests that a two-subtype model could be used to interpret the data reasonably

well, but it also shows that topologies comprising three subtypes cannot be excluded. Approximately 10% of

the probability for the GEMM datasets (TKO and RPM) fall in the three-subtype topology that encompasses

the high-probability two-subtype topologies (model 1 for RPM and model 2 for TKO in Figure 6.5A). For the

models fit to SCLC-A cell line data, most of the probability occurs in the topologies with higher probabilities

for the GEMM data. This is reasonable, given that SCLC-A cell line data appears as an intermediate between

the GEMMs (Figure 6.2A). However, the SCLC-A cell line data also has probability that falls in the A, N,

and A2 topology (model 4 in Figure 6.5A) – this is the only topology at all likely to represent the SCLC-A

cell line data but not at all likely to represent the other two datasets.

We interpret the spread of probabilities across multiple topologies, and that most topologies either are

probable as representing either TKO or RPM data but not both, to mean that data coverage from these datasets

is not sufficient to support one unifying topology. Therefore, each dataset supports a different representation

of SCLC tumor growth given its particular (epi)genetic background and environment. This does not mean

that a unifying topology or unifying model of SCLC growth cannot exist, but that the biases underlying the

experimental data result in different explanations for tumor growth mechanisms.

6.7 All datasets support alteration of phenotypic transition rates in the presence of N or A2 subtypes

Having established that multiple model topologies can explain tumor growth mechanisms, we explored

whether the rates of distinct cellular subtype behaviors were characteristic for given model topologies within

each dataset. We therefore compared kinetic parameters across models to learn about dynamic variation

between model topologies. We again used BMA to attain this goal, applying the approach to fitted kinetic

parameter distributions from nested sampling. In this setting, parameter values from more likely models are

assigned higher weights and corresponding parameter distributions are weighted accordingly.

The highest likelihood model topologies (Figure 6.5A, blue) for the TKO GEMM data, along with the

four-subtype topology, are compared in Figure 6.5B (left). Three model terms have significantly different

parameter rates across model topologies, all of which are discussed in Section C.3. Here we highlight dif-

ferences in the A-to-Y and A-to-A2 transitions across model topologies in the TKO dataset: the A-to-Y

transition has a slower rate if A2 is present in the population, and only Y affects the A-to-A2 transition,

increasing its rate. The mechanistic implication of these observations are as such: A2 may represent an inter-
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Figure 6.5: Likely model topologies vary across datasets; transition rates vary according to subtype presence
in similar ways.

A Hypothesis assessment of model topologies, per dataset. Probability indicates the result of Bayes theo-
rem using equivalent prior probabilities per topology (e.g., 9% probability that one of the topologies in
the x-axis best represents a dataset) and evidence values (marginal likelihoods) summed per topology.
Model topologies represented by images and corresponding numbers along the x-axis. Posterior prob-
ability based on marginal likelihoods of all candidate models that include A as an initiating subtype.

B Division and phenotypic transition parameters for TKO, RPM, and SCLC-A cell line datasets, com-
paring between higher-probability topologies 6.5A and four-subtype topology per dataset. (*) indicates
significance between samples from BMA parameter distributions at family-wise error rate (FWER) = 0.01, averaged over ten sampling iterations
using one-way ANOVA plus Tukey HSD.

TKO, p53 f l/ f l ;Rb f l/ f l ; p130 f l/ f l tumors [10]; RPM, Rb1 f l/ f l ;Trp53 f l/ f l ;Lox− Stop−Lox[LSL]−MycT 58A tumors [179]; SCLC-A cell lines, a
subset of SCLC cell lines from the CCLE [210] that we previously assigned as representative of tumors made up largely of the SCLC-A subtype
[180].
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mediate subpopulation in the tumor that is longer-lived, and will only slowly transition to Y. In the topology

with A, A2, and Y (Figure 6.5A, structure 2; Figure 6.5B left, third-darkest blue), the A-to-A2 transition

takes up more of the flux in the network. Additionally, the N-to-Y transition is faster relative to the A2-to-Y

transition (Figure C.5B), suggesting that N is a shorter-lived intermediate in the A-to-N-to-Y transition. This

result aligns with previous experiments [11] where N was identified as a short-lived state in the A-to-N-to-Y

transition. We therefore predict that A2 and N are involved in regulating the relative abundance of, and flux

between, A and Y in the tumor.

We also compared the highest likelihood model topologies (Figure 6.5A, red) for RPM-fitted models,

as well as the four-subtype topology (Figure 6.5B, middle). Five parameter rates are significantly different

across model topologies, and we highlight again the A-to-Y transition and here the A-to-N transition (see

Section C.3 for discussion of the remaining significantly different parameter rates). The same A-to-Y tran-

sition affected in the TKO-fitted models is affected in the RPM model in the same way (reduced rate via an

intermediate, in this case N), and the A-to-N transition is affected by Y similarly to the A-to-A2 transition

affected by Y in the TKO data. These similar effects occur despite the experimental data used for BMA being

different. We thus predict that N and A2 are modulating the transition between, and relative abundance of,

A and Y. Unlike in the TKO data, when A2 is present the flux through the system spends more time in the N

subtype, with more frequent transitions to N and less frequent transitions to Y. We predict that while N may

be a shorter-lived intermediate than A2, A2 regulates the flux from A-to-N-to-Y.

Next, we compared the highest likelihood model topologies (Figure 6.5A, green) for the SCLC-A cell line

data and the four-subtype topology (Figure 6.5B, right). Six parameter rates are significantly different across

model topologies, five of which recapitulate rate alterations based on the presence or absence of different

subtypes in TKO or RPM datasets, including the rate alterations discussed above (see Section C.3 for more

detail).

In summary, BMA enabled us to determine that the A-to-Y transition is regulated in a similar manner for

the RPM, TKO, and SCLC-A datasets and that the A-to-N and A-to-A2 transitions are regulated similarly

in each dataset. Using the higher likelihood model topologies and model-averaged parameter sets, we can

infer features of the SCLC tumor generally, despite disparate datasets. Finding the same or similar effects on

kinetic parameter rates across independent datasets lends more weight to these predictions about how the N

and A2 subtypes may regulate the system flux from A to Y through intermediates and is an advantage of our

methodology using Bayes-MMI to work toward a unifying model of SCLC tumor growth based on multiple

datasets.
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6.8 Model analysis supports a non-hierarchical differentiation scheme among SCLC subtypes

We have considered candidate models (Figure 6.4), model topologies (Figure 6.5A), and kinetic parameters

(Figure 6.5B) to explore tumor growth mechanisms in SCLC. There is compelling experimental evidence

for multi-subtype tumor composition, which implies multiple potential growth mechanisms [196, 10, 11,

179, 212]. We therefore focused on model topologies 1, 2, and 4, which are three-subtype topologies with

detectable probability (>1%) (Figure 6.5A), along with the four-subtype model. Using these, we integrate

candidate models, topologies, and kinetic parameters, investigating phenotypic transitions between subtypes,

whether the presence of certain subtypes affects the behaviors of other subtypes, and if so, which subtypes

bring about the effects (Table 6.2). We conclude by proposing a unifying four-subtype model of tumor growth

in SCLC, aiming to represent with one model the varying growth mechanisms accessible across datasets.

We investigate the posterior probabilities, and therefore posterior odds, of each model term (see Meth-

ods Section 4.2.7). Despite different posterior probability values (Figure 6.6A), the probabilities of model

terms across datasets were similar in their trends: across all three-subtype topologies, phenotypic transition

probabilities were all more than 1
2 (Figure 6.6A, red squares). While some probability values were poorly

informed (light red), (probability between 1
2 and 2

3 ), more were informed by the data (deep red) ( 2
3 or more).

Conversely, probabilities of Non-NE effects on the growth or transitions were all less than 1
2 (Figure 6.6A,

blue squares). Some probability values were poorly informed, (light blue) (between 1
3 and 1

2 ) and others were

informed (deep blue) ( 1
3 or less) with the addition of data.

Overall, the data suggests that Non-NE effects on transition rates of N-to-Y, or A2-to-Y, are unlikely,

(Figures 6.6B to 6.6D, deep blue) regardless of whether “Non-NE” defines only the Y subtype, or both A2

and Y are Non-NE (Figure 6.1C). Inter-subtype effects on SCLC phenotypic transition rates have not pre-

viously been studied and our analysis predicts that at least effects on “late transition” (Figure 6.6A), those

interactions affecting N-to-Y or A2-to-Y, are unlikely to exist. By contrast, transitions involving A-to-N,

N-to-A, A2-to-A, N-to-Y, Y-to-N, A2-to-Y, Y-to-A2, N-to-A2, A2-to-N, A-to-Y, and Y-to-A had posterior

probabilities informed by the data (Figures 6.6B to 6.6D, deeper red). We interpret these results as transi-

tions being likely, i.e., our degree of belief in these transitions has increased. Investigating initiating events

via one or multiple cells of origin across the candidate models, we find that from equal prior probabilities of

6.67% per initiating subtype(s) (Figure C.1G) the posterior probabilities are not significantly altered, being

between 1% and 15% (not shown). Thus, initiating subtype events were poorly informed by the data. Ad-

ditionally, analyzing specific model terms, inter-subtype effects on NE subtype growth, inter-subtype effects

on transition rates between A and N, or A and A2, and the A-to-A2 transition, were also poorly informed by

the data (Figures 6.6B to 6.6D, light blue, light red).
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Figure 6.6: Across datasets, multimodel inference indicates likely bidirectional phentoypic transitions, sug-
gesting high SCLC phenotypic plasticity.

A Heatmap for high probability three-subtype topologies for each dataset (rows), all models initiated by
A +/- other subtypes. Color represents the probability of each cellular behavior (column). Since prior
probability starts at 0.5 (white), deeper colors indicate a larger deviation from the prior, with red vs
blue indicating more likely or less likely, respectively.

B - 6.6D. Model schematics with each cellular behavior represented by edges coming from or moving
toward each cell subtype, (gray circles) growth rates, (self-arrows) or transitions (arrows between gray
circles). Edge colors correspond to colors for that behavior in the heatmap in (6.6A). 6.6B, Top-scoring
three-state topology for TKO dataset

C Top-scoring three-state topology for RPM dataset

D Top-scoring three-state topology for SCLC-A cell line dataset

E Schematic of consolidated model behaviors, drawn from each dataset’s high-probability three-subtype
topology results (6.6B-6.6D). When multiple dataset results included different posterior probabilities
for a model feature, the one closest to 0.5 was chosen (most conservative). Edge colors correspond to
posterior probabilities, with intensity of colors representing information gained from data, as in (6.6A-
6.6E).

F Parameter fitting results (part of the nested sampling algorithm) for four-subtype topology models
initiated by A +/- other subtypes, across datasets.

tsn, transition (e.g., subtype transition). TKO, p53 f l/ f l ;Rb f l/ f l ; p130 f l/ f l tumors [10]; RPM, Rb1 f l/ f l ;Trp53 f l/ f l ;Lox − Stop − Lox[LSL]−
MycT 58A tumors [179]; SCLC-A cell lines, a subset of SCLC cell lines from the CCLE [210] that we previously assigned as representative of
tumors made up largely of the SCLC-A subtype [180]. (*) indicates significance between samples from BMA parameter distributions at family-
wise error rate (FWER) = 0.01, averaged over ten sampling iterations using one-way ANOVA plus Tukey HSD.
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Informed high posterior probabilities

• Simulated tumors appeared more likely to be made up of fewer than four subtypes, indicating the
model selection algorithm’s preference for parsimony (fewer subtypes to explain the same data).

• Phenotypic transitions A-to-N, N-to-Y, A-to-Y had posterior probabilities between 60% and 71%

– Posterior odds for these are between 1.5 and 2.5.

• Transitions are bidirectional: phenotypic transitions N-to-A, A2-to-A, Y-to-N, Y-to-A2, and Y-to-A,
had posterior probabilities between 61% and 81%

– Posterior odds: ∼ 1.5 to 4.

• Transitions between N and A2 (N-to-A2, A2-to-N) had posterior probability 66%

– Posterior odds: ∼ 2

Informed low posterior probabilities

• Low probability of effects that lead to more/quicker phenotypic transitions from NE to Non-NE sub-
types, posterior probabilities between 17% and 43% (average 32%)

– Posterior odds: ∼ 0.5

• In SCLC-A cell line datasets, trophic effects, where Non-NE subtypes increase NE division and de-
crease NE death, had posterior probability 16%

– Posterior odds: 0.19

Uninformed posterior probabilities

• Initiating / early post-initiation number of subtypes: out of 15 model initiation options, each probabil-
ity was between 1% and 19%

• Phenotypic transitions A-to-A2 and A2-to-Y had posterior probabilities between 52% and 62%

– Posterior odds for these are between 1.08 and 1.6.

• In TKO and RPM datasets, trophic effects, where Non-NE subtypes increase NE division and decrease
NE death, had posterior probabilities between 45% and 46%

– Posterior odds: 0.79 to 0.85.

• In TKO three-subtype models (only three-subtype model with both types of effects) A2 and Y effects
are 53% probable vs. Y only effects at 47% probable

– Posterior odds for A2 and Y effects is 1.13, posterior odds for Y only effects is 0.89.

Table 6.2: Probabilities after hypothesis exploration using Bayesian multimodel inference.

Finally, to consolidate phenotypic transitions and cell-cell interactions into a unifying mechanism for

SCLC tumor growth, we integrated model probabilities from each of the three-subtype topologies for each

dataset into one model (Figure 6.6E). Briefly, phenotypic transition probabilities were chosen from the mod-

els least informed by the data in an attempt to make conservative predictions (see Methods Section 4.2.10).

Model-averaged parameter rates were visually compared (Figure 6.6F) to ensure that they were within rea-

sonable bounds and that transition rates relate to each other between datasets similarly to our analyses using
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high-probability topologies (Figure 6.5B). Values from the consolidated probabilities (Figure 6.6E) are those

reported in Table 6.2, along with posterior odds to compare one hypothesis to its opposite.

Taken together, these results provide insight not only into what model terms and variables the data is able

to inform, but SCLC tumor behavior as well. Knowledge of trophic effects provided by Non-NE cells to

the benefit of NE cells was not provided by this particular data; therefore, we cannot use it to understand

this behavior. However, we were able to gain knowledge about the likelihood of phenotypic transitions, in

fact indicating that nearly all options for phenotypic transitions are likely to exist. We interpret this as high

SCLC plasticity, supporting a non-hierarchical differentiation scheme where tumor population equilibrium

is achieved through any phenotypic transitions (Figure 6.6E). It is also clear that consolidating the results

across different tumor types is an important step in order to achieve a broader view of the SCLC tumor as a

system rather than as one particular experimental model.

6.9 Discussion

The experimental data used for this analysis favors two-subtype topologies as higher-probability candidates.

This is not surprising, because nested sampling prioritizes simpler models. Despite this finding, mounting

experimental evidence supports multi-subtype tumor composition and these data have been interpreted in the

context of multiple existing phenotypes [196, 10, 11, 179, 212]. In fact, previous work from our labs suggests

that the tumor genetic background dictates possible phenotypic subtypes within a tumor population, and that

phenotypic transitions likely mediate the ability of tumor cells to achieve these phenotypes [211, 213, 20].

We hypothesize that with additional timecourse and perturbation data, the topology likelihood for tumor

growth mechanism could be shifted toward three- or four-subtype models. This is consistent with studies

of tumor dynamics from cancer broadly, both with regard to phenotypic transitions toward or away from a

rarer subpopulation [13], [44, 15, 45] and changes in the proportion of phenotypic subpopulations after a

perturbation. Often this perturbation is the application of drug treatment [64, 69, 68, 60, 214, 67], but may

also be changes in microenvironment or related factors [11, 215].

The results presented here also provide strong evidence for phenotypic plasticity in SCLC tumors, based

on the higher likelihood for most phenotypic transitions tested, regardless of differentiation hierarchy. With a

more plastic and less stem-cell based phenotypic equilibrium, instead of rare remaining stem-like populations

leading to regenerate a tumor after treatment, we hypothesize that any SCLC subtype that remains post-

treatment can lead to tumor regeneration and subsequent treatment resistance, patient morbidity and mortality.

While hierarchical phenotypic heterogeneity vs. phenotypic plasticity has not been experimentally studied

in SCLC, we predict that plasticity is highly likely, and extremely important in the growth and evolution

of the SCLC tumor. It is of particular interest to compare phenotypic plasticity and the prevalence of non-
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hierarchical transitions in treated vs. untreated tumor samples, as treatment is likely to alter the mechanisms

by which tumor population equilibrium is maintained. Time-course experiments with surface marker labeling

or live-reporter imaging can resolve and provide confirmation for bidirectional phenotypic transitions, which

are crucial to understand in order to battle SCLC treatment resistance.

The invasive or metastatic potential of the SCLC tumor is known to be increased by Non-NE subtypes

[203, 216]. It is unclear whether the conclusions and predictions presented here apply to SCLC in the invasive

or metastatic setting, but future work will include model additions to place the tumor growth in a physiologic

context that includes both the tumor in situ and during invasion.

We believe a shift from information theoretic multimodel inference toward a Bayesian approach, enabling

investigation of optimal model(s) with identifiable parameters for a particular dataset, will benefit modeling in

systems biology. The methodology employed herein incorporates model selection and model averaging into

a multimodel inference framework, followed by Bayesian analysis to identify not only whether a hypothesis

investigated via mechanistic modeling is or is not likely, but how likely (and thus how informed by the data)

that hypothesis is. Understanding which hypotheses are informed by the data is especially important given

variability between data in investigations of the same systems, such as a particular tumor type. It is difficult to

attain a consensus model since investigators use varying experimental models within the same physiologic or

disease process and thus may draw nonoverlapping conclusions, building parts of a picture but not a whole.

Striving for the whole picture, via principled statistical analysis, to be followed by experiments based on

informed model predictions, will advance cancer research and lead to better treatments.
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CHAPTER 7

Evaluating small cell lung carcinoma time-course patient-derived xenografts reveals phenotype

switching with treatment and chemotherapy-stable subpopulations 1

7.1 Introduction

Small cell lung cancer (SCLC) is the most lethal and aggressive subtype of lung carcinoma. Taken by itself it

is the 8th leading cause of cancer death [2]. Unlike many aggressive solid carcinomas, however, SCLC has a

very high initial overall response rate (ORR) of up to 80%, even in metastatic cases, on initial therapy. Up to

10% of patients will experience a complete response with no radiologic signs of carcinoma. However, 95%

of cancers in these patients still recur, and despite recent advances the median survival of patients with SCLC

remains less than one year [12].

The natural history of this disease is likely is related to a high degree of functional heterogeneity in

SCLC [7]. Various cell subtypes have been found to coexist within the tumor, providing trophic support,

signaling factors that may increase the ability to undergo phenotypic transitions, and increasing metastasis

[10, 53, 159]. Molecular pathways altered in SCLC are known to affect factors related to stem cell biology,

cell fate decisions, and lineage plasticity [7], and it has been shown that phenotypic plasticity plays a key

role in SCLC tumor behavior [197, 209, 196]. Examinations of SCLC to date have suggested different

predominant subtypes of SCLC, and these are largely based on transcription factor expression revealed by

bulk or single-cell sequencing [10, 197, 180, 196, 9, 208, 203, 204, 205, 206, 11, 212]. Existing work

on SCLC heterogeneity has suggested that multiple subsets and mechanisms of resistance may be present

simultaneously [12, 217].

To dig deeper into these phenotypic subsets and mechanisms of resistance, here we move away from

the transcriptional landscape into protein expression and modification in SCLC PDX tumors. We use data

generated by Dr. Jonathan Lehman, using cytometry time-of-flight (CyTOF) with a specifically chosen panel

of antibodies for SCLC, applied to PDX tumors receiving subtotal chemotherapy treatment followed by serial

core sampling. This enables the tracing of tumoral evolution of subpopulations over time. Analysis of this

data has enabled the identification of multiple subpopulations with variable frequency based on chemotherapy

treatment and include subpopulations which are chemotherapy stable, potentially contributing to observed

tumoral recurrence via a stem cell-like mediated process similar to that observed in lung wound healing.

1This chapter includes work contributed by, and is included with permission of, Jeremy Staub and Dr. Jonathan Lehman.
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7.2 Experimental background: mass cytometry data from two PDX time-courses

The data provided for these analyses is from mass cytometry, or Cytometry by Time-Of-Flight (CyTOF). In

mass cytometry, antibodies have heavy-metal isotopes as reporters, and can be measured by the mass cytome-

ter via their mass-to-charge ratio similar to mass spectrometry [218]. We are interested in mass cytometry

rather than single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNAseq) for several reasons. While scRNAseq is relatively unbi-

ased, enabling the measurement of a wider range of markers, (RNA transcripts) it is a relatively shallow and

sparse measurement (Figure 7.1B). Few transcripts may be captured per marker, and the process for single-

cell isolation and library preparation can result in dropouts that artificially decrease transcript counts [219].

Mass cytometry represents a higher-throughput method for single cell measurements without the aforemen-

tioned decreased marker counts, enabling increased depth of measurement [220]. However, markers must be

specifically selected for target detection, so measurements cannot be as broad as scRNAseq (Figure 7.1B).

Provided mass cytometry data measured 43 markers, whose names and description can be found in Table 7.1.

Marker What it may indicate Marker What it may indicate
CD45 Immune cells ASCL1 Neuron development, SCLC-A subtype
Rhodium Positivity means dead cells PDGFRβ Endothelial cells, fibroblasts
CD66b Granulocytes p-STAT3 Self-renewal of embryonic stem cells

CD16A/B
A: Mast cells, macrophages
B: Neutrophils

BMX (A BTK) related to actin reorganization,
migration, adhesion

CD8 Cytotoxic T cells YAP1 Hippo pathway; proliferation
CD14 Macrophages CD66e Epithelial cells
CD4 Helper T cells S100B Glial-specific, expressed by astrocytes
CD19 B cells CD49F An integrin; adhesion, surface signaling
EPCAM Epithelia, epithelial neoplasms Oct3-4 Embryonic stem cells
β-CATENIN Wnt signaling; adhesion; transcription CD44 Cancer stem cell marker in some can-

cers; homing, metastasis
CK8/18 Secretory epithelia, reacts w/ NE tu-

mors
MET (Hepat.
GFR)

Organogenesis, wound healing – seen in
metastasis, angiogenesis in cancer

NEUROD1 Neurogenesis, SCLC-N subtype KI67 Active cell cycle (proliferation)
HES1 Maintains neural stem cells CD24 B cells, neuroblasts
c-CASP3 Apoptotic signaling GFAP Astrocytes
SYP NE cell / NE neoplasm marker p-ERK Growth / cell cycle
p-STAT6 IL-4, IL-13 signaling (inflammation, ef-

fector T cells)
NKX2-1 Developing thyroid, respiratory epithe-

lium, diencephalon
SOX2 Stemness, pluripotency CD90 Axonal processes
p-S6 Ribosomal protein; indicates growth HLA-DR MHC class II surface receptor
p-AKT Survival / growth signaling CD298 N/K transport ATPase
SOX1 Maintains neural progenitors c-MYC Cell cycle progression
CD56 Neural cell adhesion CD11b An integrin; innate immune marker
h-H3 Denotes human cell (from PDX tumor) Mouse MHC

class I
Denotes a mouse cell (the host for the
PDX tumor)

Table 7.1: Mass cytometry panel for Figures 7.2 and 7.3
p-, phosphorylated; c-, cleaved; Hepat., hepatocyte; GFR, growth factor receptor; BTK, Bruton Tyrosine Kinase;
h-H3, human histone 3
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Two PDXs were used to generate the provided data, which includes four mouse tumors, two from each

PDX. There are 3 conditions for each tumor: a pre-treatment tumor core sample, peri-treatment tumor core

sample, and the terminal harvest entire tumor (Figure 7.1A). Two tumors are patient-derived xenografts of

SCLC tumor LX22, [221] a “variant” SCLC tumor considered mainly SCLC-N, or having high NEUROD1

transcript expression [222]. One of these tumors, LX22 sample 104, was untreated, and thus each timed

sample represents the evolution of an SCLC variant tumor over time with no perturbation. The other, LX22

sample 113, was treated with standard-of-care (SOC) cisplatin and etoposide, and thus each timed sample

represents the evolution of an SCLC variant tumor during treatment. LX22 tumor sample 113 had gone

through four cycles of chemotherapy at the time of terminal harvest. The remaining two tumors are patient-

derived xenografts of SCLC tumor LU73, a “classical” SCLC neuroendocrine tumor 2. Each LU73 sample

(121 and 368) was treated with SOC cisplatin and etoposide, and thus their data can be considered as repli-

cates of a classical SCLC tumor receiving treatment. LU73 samples 121 and 368 also underwent four cycles

of chemotherapy treatment by the time of terminal harvest.

Given these four samples, we can compare SCLC tumors over time in different ways: one comparison

with and without treatment, and another comparison between treated replicates over time (Figure 7.1A).

This is a novel means of evaluating SCLC, where many studies compare untreated to post-treatment samples

[10, 53, 196, 205, 212, 223]. Here, we not only include a time course of an untreated tumor, (LX22 tumor 104)

but include three timepoints instead of simply “before” and “after” treatment. Treatment was also performed

as it would be for an SCLC patient, with the chemotherapeutic dose for the mouse at a level corresponding

to the level a patient would receive. This is in contrast to other cancer research in general, where very high

doses are given in PDX treatment. With such data, we can evaluate the evolution of each tumor over time

in the mouse with therapy at a human-relevant level, approximating how a human tumor would develop over

time and with treatment.

7.3 UMAP and Leiden clustering applied to mass cytometry data shows density changes over time,

and which clusters increase or decrease with treatment

We were first interested to assess the “landscape” of each tumor as well as general changes over the time

course. From the mass cytometry raw data, each sample was bead-normalized to account for signal variation

over time [224], and then filtered to include only reads that are human (positive for human histone 3), not

mouse (negative for mouse MHC class I), and complete cells (not fragments) (Figure 7.2A, left). We then

used UMAP dimensionality reduction and Leiden clustering to partition the data into well-connected clusters

[225] (Figure 7.2A, middle and right). We performed dimensionality reduction and clustering per PDX, so

2Personal communication between Dr. Jonathan Lehman and Stemcentrx
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Figure 7.1: Experimental setup that generated the data used in this manuscript.

A Two PDXs were used, LX22 (SCLC-N variant) and LU73 (classical neuroendocrine SCLC tumor). Two tumors
per PDX were provided for this manuscript, with three timepoints each. The first two timepoints data come from
tumor core samples and the last timepoint data comes from tumor harvest. The pair of LX22 tumors represents
untreated (top LX22 timecourse) vs treated (bottom LX22 timecourse); the pair of LU73 tumors were both treated
and thus represent replicates of this tumor’s behavior and composition over treatment.

B Single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNAseq) breadth and depth vs mass cytometry breadth and depth. scRNAseq mea-
sures a broader range of markers (transcripts, represented by the top blue row in the “Single cell RNA sequencing”
array) but fewer events (cells, represented by the leftmost blue column in the array). Mass cytometry (CyTOF)
measures fewer, pre-selected, markers (modified or unmodified proteins, top blue row in the “Mass cytometry”
array) but more powerfully measures 10-1000 times more events (cells, leftmost blue column in the array).

both LX22 samples and all conditions (6 total) were dimension-reduced and clustered together, and the same

for LU73 samples / conditions. Because the UMAP and clustering is based on the measurement of each

protein in our panel, we consider each location in the UMAP to represent gradations across phenotypes that a

cell may take on, and each cluster to represent a group of similar-phenotype cells. Assessing the proportions

of the cells in each sample/condition occupying each cluster enabled us to evaluate the cluster sizes over time

and across samples. This gives an idea of how cellular identities and phenotypes may change over time in the
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tumor.

For PDX LU73, combining each sample (121 and 368) pre-, peri-treatment, and terminal harvest samples

followed by Leiden partitioning resulted in 14 clusters (Figure 7.2B, top). Since the LU73 samples represent

two replicates of a treated PDX, we can evaluate the similarities and differences between changes in the LU73

tumor over time. As an example, in cluster 0, cells seem to have left the cluster over time in one replicate

(LU73 121) while in the other replicate, cells remain in cluster 0 across treatment. By contrast, in cluster 5,

cells leave over time in both replicates. In general, in dimension-reduced space, cells over time in PDX 121

move “down” the y-axis (UMAP1) and “rightward” on the x-axis (UMAP0), while cells over time in PDX

368 move mostly “leftward” on the x-axis (UMAP0) and slightly down (UMAP1) (Figure 7.2B, bottom).

For PDX LX22, combining each sample (104 and 113) pre-, peri-treatment, and terminal harvest samples

followed by Leiden partitioning resulted in 17 clusters (Figure 7.2C, top). The two samples start out relatively

similar, with cells in clusters 6 and 10 (Figure 7.2C, top). However, comparing the timecourse with and

without treatment, cells from clusters 6 and 10 in the LX22 untreated condition (tumor 104) move to clusters

0 and 1, while those cells in the LX22 treated condition (tumor 113) move to clusters 3 and 5 and then finish

in clusters 4 and 7 (Figure 7.2C, top). In dimension-reduced space, we can see that untreated cells over time

generally stay in the same location (Figure 7.2C, bottom, top row) while treated cells over time move “down”

the y-axis (UMAP1) and then move “leftward” on the x-axis (UMAP0) (Figure 7.2C, bottom, bottom row).

As we expected, there were more differences between treated vs untreated PDX samples than between

two replicates of treated PDX samples, when it comes to cell “movement” in phenotypic space over time

(Figure 7.2B, top). Interestingly, however, in only the LX22 tumor type, cells “moved” in phenotypic space

from one location to a completely different location with treatment. This is most easily appreciated in Fig-

ure 7.2C: LX22 104 vehicle-treated and LX22 113 pre-treatment exist in approximately the same location in

dimension-reduced space, while LX22 113 peri-treatment has partly moved into a region of the UMAP where

cells of the other conditions do not exist, and LX22 113 terminal harvest is in a completely different location.

In the LU73 tumor type, cells “move” over the treatment course to change regions of highest density within

the dimension-reduced space, but never to a completely new region of the UMAP (except a small one that

represents cluster 11).

7.4 LX22 tumor clustering over time reveals treatment-induced subtype switching of this tumor

We were then interested in identifying phenotypes that correspond to the Leiden clusters for each tumor. This

could enable us to draw conclusions about phenotypic changes over time, or across treatment conditions. We

used two means for identifying cluster phenotypes. Briefly, the first process involved ranking each cluster

by marker expression, per marker, and assigning highest- and lowest-ranked clusters per marker, then using
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Figure 7.2: Using UMAP and Leiden clustering on mass cytometry data enables assessment of density
changes over time and mapping which clusters increase or decrease with treatment

A When data comes from the mass cytometry machine, preprocessing includes bead normalization to account for
changes in detection over multiple runs. Preprocessing continues with delineation of cells (to be kept) vs events
(which may be cell fragments or other noise). Cells are then filtered to include only those positive for human
histone 3 (HH3) and negative for mouse MHC class I (mMHC1). Preprocessed data is then transformed via
hyperbolic arcsine with a normalization constant of 15. This preprocessed and normalized data is then dimension-
reduced via UMAP. UMAP enables scatter or density plotting of the data in 2 dimensions. Leiden clustering is
then performed on the high-dimensional graph generated by the UMAP algorithm, to ensure clustering in a more
accurate dimensional space. Here, the LU73 data (sample 121) is shown as an example of a UMAP scatterplot
(middle) and density plotting of the Leiden clusters (right).

(7.2B, 7.2C) Comparing Leiden clusters over conditions and times. Above, bar plots for each tumor, with all
conditions and times showing the proportion of the cells in the sample/condition occupying a particular cluster
over time. Below, density plots for each tumor based on condition and timepoint. Gray contour lines indicate the
density plot for all tumor samples and conditions for that tumor, with the colored density plot for that particular
condition or time overlaid. Colors used in the density plot to denote condition/time correspond to the bars in each
barplot denoting the same condition/time.

B LU73

C LX22

Note the subtype switching over time in the LX22 treated sample (sample 113) where, for example, cluster 4 is
composed entirely of cells from the terminal harvest (and no cells from any other condition).
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each cluster’s list of markers it was highest and lowest in as genes to evaluate via Gene Ontology (GO) and

other databases (see Figure D.2 for a more in-depth step-by-step description). We combined general GO

terms from all clusters’ results and noted which clusters were highest-ranked for each general GO term, and

which were lowest-ranked (Figure 7.3A, Tables D.1 and D.2). We thus had an approximation of phenotypic

identities or activities that each cluster was highest- or lowest-ranked in. Additionally, we used Marker

Enrichment Modeling (MEM), which calculates enrichment scores per protein marker per cluster [187]. This

enabled comparison between Leiden clusters for expression of each marker, as well as grouping markers by

similar expression profiles across the dataset and grouping Leiden clusters by similarity of marker expression

(Figure 7.3C).

With general phenotypic identities across clusters, we investigated LX22, as it had the most striking

changes in cell population within clusters over time and with treatment. In Figure 7.3, we highlight clusters

4, 6, and 11, for their varying behaviors over time and treatment. Cluster 4 (Figure 7.3A, first column;

Figure 7.3B, top) appears to grow out during treatment and represent a majority of the cells and cell density

in the terminal-harvest, chemoresistant condition of treated LX22. Per both cluster-identification methods,

cluster 4 was one of the higher clusters in developmental markers, regulation of apoptosis, and signaling (see

for example the high expression of YAP1, Oct3-4, and SOX1, and high expression of phosphorylated AKT,

STAT3, and ERK by MEM in Figure 7.2C).

Cluster 6 decreases over time in both treated and untreated conditions, though in the untreated condition

it first increases at the peri-treatment measurement before decreasing (Figure 7.2C, top). Cluster 6 is one

of the clusters that has the lowest expression of many markers, as per Figures 7.3A and 7.3C; according

to GO terms it is one of the lowest-expressing clusters for apoptosis regulation, neural development, and

migration (among others). We cannot say whether cluster 6 cells don’t express many proteins in general, or

whether they express specific proteins that were not part of our mass cytometry panel (Table 7.1). Since mass

cytometry measurements must be made by evaluating specific markers, it is always possible that informative

markers may be missed if not included.

Cluster 11 remains at a somewhat constant cell density, despite tumor evolution over time and differing

treatment conditions. This cluster was a higher-expressing cluster for markers related to cell-surface inter-

actions, and one of the lower-expressing clusters for stem cell pluripotency (Figure 7.3A), and indeed has

lower stemness marker expression via MEM (Figure 7.3C).

Based especially on the decrease in cell density in cluster 6 and increase in cluster 4, it seems that treat-

ment induces subtype switching in LX22 toward a more stem-like phenotype. This is consistent with the type

of phenotypic transitions that would help a tumor withstand and develop resistance to treatment. An increase

in stemness could help the tumor withstand treatment in that stem and stem-like cells are known to divide
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Figure 7.3: LX22 tumor clustering over time reveals treatment-induced subtype switching of this tumor

A Select LX22 clusters via Leiden clustering denoted in this table. All clusters are annotated with high (“hi”) or low
(“lo”) expression of each protein marker, and high- and low-groups of markers were given gene ontology (GO)
categories with significant enrichment of multiple markers in the group. The GO categories are summarized in
this table, and where more specific information about a category is available for a particular cluster, (for example,
“MAPK signaling” rather than simply “signaling”) it is noted in the table or legend. The full table of which this
is a subset is Table D.2. In (7.3A), select LX22 clusters and the GO categories for which they have high or low
expression are noted.

B LX22 clusters over time. The same clusters (4, 6, and 11) shown in the table in (7.3A) are noted here in (7.3B) with
density of cells per cluster in the condition at the particular timepoint noted (density scale to the right). Scatterplots
are based on UMAP dimension reduction, where gray dots indicate all cells in the sample at the indicated time
(indicates background sampling amount). Cells in the cluster are purple through green and yellow to red based on
density. Note that cluster 4, which includes stemness/development markers and apoptosis regulation markers per
(7.3A) and (7.3C), is found only at terminal harvest in treated samples.

C Marker enrichment modeling (MEM) plot for all LX22 conditions and clusters, with black to yellow hue based on
expression level per marker per cluster. Markers have been clustered based on expression level correlation between
clusters (top dendrogram), and Leiden clusters of the combined dataset have been clustered based on similarity
across markers (left dendrogram).
1: IL-2, 4; TGFβ; 2: Jak-STAT, Rac1/MMP2 pathway, prolactin signaling, TSLP, VEGF; 5: hematopoietic, cardiac progenitor; 6: “interleukins”,
Fc epsilon receptor signaling; 7: PKB, MAPK cascade, Rap1, DAP12, EGFR, FGFR, NGF
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more slowly [226], which is especially useful against chemotherapy such as cisplatin and etoposide that kill

quickly-dividing cells [227]. The stemness increase could also help the tumor explore other phenotypes that

would be less susceptible to treatment [228]: more stem-like cells means more accessible phenotypes for the

tumor or a subpopulation within the tumor.

Evaluating LU73 via GO terms and MEM, in the replicate LU73 121, clusters 0 and 10 decrease in

density, and clusters 8 and 1 increase in density (Figure 7.2B; Figures D.1A and D.1B). Cluster 0 is one

of the higher-expressing clusters for markers related to apoptosis/autophagy regulation, and development

(including, more specifically, markers related to axon guidance), and cluster 10 is one of the higher-expressing

clusters for developmental markers as well, along with migration and signaling markers. Cluster 1 was

one of the lower-expressing clusters in general, and specifically low-expressing with regard to signaling

(including immune-specific signaling) and the immune system in general. Cluster 8 is high-expressing for

markers related to axon guidance like cluster 0, but also high-expressing for markers related to cell adhesion

and immune markers (Table D.1). Considering these changes in cell density, tumor LU73 121 seems to

decrease in developmental and motility markers and increase in immune markers, while remaining neuronal

in nature over time. By contrast, in LU73 368, cluster 0 remains at an approximately constant density over

treatment and cluster 10 increases in density over treatment (Figure 7.2B; Figure D.1B). This indicates that

LU73 tumor 368 may increase in developmental and motility markers over treatment, in the opposite fashion

from LU73 tumor 121. This indicates overall that both LU73 tumors retain the neuronal characteristics

of “classical” neuroendocrine SCLC over the treatment course, but one increases in stemness and motility

similar to treated LX22 (tumor 113) while the other increases in markers related to motility and immune

signaling.

7.5 Tracking stem-like subpopulations through chemotherapy treatment

Interested in the stemness features we noted in the treated LX22 tumor, we delved deeper into evaluating this

population within the LX22 PDX. Data includes a separate set of tumor samples, one vehicle-treated sample

and a sample that underwent four cycles of chemotherapy treatment. To begin this evaluation, we wanted

to use MEM in a more classical way, evaluating selections, or gates, of cell subpopulations based on mass

cytometry markers [186]. After bead normalization, cell-vs-fragment selection, and filtering for human cells

(similar to Figure 7.2A, left) we envisioned the LX22 PDX in a dimension-reduced space, using visualization

of t-Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (visNE) [229]. The visNE plot represents the 26-dimensional space built

by the measurements for an alternate antibody panel we used (Table 7.2), reduced into two dimensions for

visualization.

We determined gates from this visNE plot, as different areas in the two-dimensional space represent
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Marker What it may indicate Marker What it may indicate
CD45 Immune cells CD56 Neural cell adhesion
Rhodium Positivity means dead cells PDGFRα Endothelial cells, fibroblasts
CD151 cell adhesion; integrin trafficking/func-

tion
MET (Hepat.
GFR)

Organogenesis, wound healing – seen in
metastasis, angiogenesis in cancer

CD274 / PD-
L1

Tumor suppression of immune system CD44 Cancer stem cell marker in some can-
cers; homing, metastasis

CD68 Macrophages p-S6 Ribosomal protein; indicates growth
Total EGFR Tumor marker p-AKT Survival / growth signaling
p-EGFR Activated EGFR HLA-DR MHC class II surface receptor
Vimentin Mesenchymal cells; EMT marker c-MYC Cell cycle progression
EPCAM Epithelia, epithelial neoplasms Oct3-4 Embryonic stem cells
SYP NE cell / NE neoplasm marker SOX2 Stemness, pluripotency
c-CASP3 Apoptotic signaling p-STAT3 Self-renewal of embryonic stem cells
CD24 B cells, neuroblast KI67 Active cell cycle (proliferation)
h-H3 Denotes a human cell (from PDX tu-

mor)
Mouse MHC
class I

Denotes a mouse cell (the host for the
PDX tumor)

Table 7.2: Mass cytometry panel for Figure 7.4
p-, phosphorylated; c-, cleaved; Hepat., hepatocyte; GFR, growth factor receptor; BTK, Bruton Tyrosine Kinase;
h-H3, human histone 3

changes in combinations of markers measured by the mass cytometer. We gated the data using all timepoints

of both LX22 treated and untreated tumors together, resulting in 18 gates (Figures 7.4A and 7.4B). Compar-

ing the untreated sample to the treated sample (Figure 7.4A), we see that just as in the UMAP and Leiden

clustering approach, the treated sample is most densely present in a different location in the dimension-

reduced space on the visNE plot, indicating subtype switching.

Using these gates, we performed MEM, and were thus able to identify more- and less-expressed markers

in our panel per gate (Figure 7.4B). We were particular interested to see that Gate 8 had relatively high

expression of SOX2 and Oct3/4, and Gate 11 also had relatively high expression of SOX2, indicating that

the cells captured by one or both of these gates may represent a stemlike population. We then performed

SPADE, to envision the LX22 tumor cells as subpopulations within the tumor and to see any hierarchical

connections between them [230]. Comparing untreated LX22 to treated, we see again that density within the

population (representing areas of more cells with a particular phenotype in the tumor) changes with treatment

(Figure 7.4C). We then evaluated the expression of Oct3-4 within the SPADE tree, and found that the same

groups of cells between untreated and treated had high expression of Oct3-4, indicating that this relatively

smaller subpopulation represents a chemotherapy-stable subset of stem or stem-like cells within the tumor

(Figure 7.4C, red).

While this SPADE expression analysis indicates approximately equal expression of Oct3-4 pre- and post-

treatment, in our earlier analysis of LX22 we do not see as high expression of stemness markers pre-treatment

as we do post-treatment. However, using Figures 7.2B and 7.2C to evaluate clusters 7 and 8, which represent
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Figure 7.4: Tracking stem-like populations through chemotherapy treatment

A 35-marker panel Mass Cytometry viSNE plot with viSNE assisted gating. visNE performed on combined treated
and untreated data, then plotted in two dimensions using color to indicate cell density (red, most dense; blue, least
dense). Gates were drawn manually based on this visNE, with the varying densities enabling determination of
most similar cells (in areas of higher density separated from other cells by areas of lower density).

B Marker enrichment modeling (MEM) plot for both LX22 conditions using visNE-assisted manual gating, with
black to yellow hue based on expression level per marker per cluster. Note Oct3/4 positivity in Gate 8, and SOX2
positivity in Gates 8 and 11.

C SPADE analysis of LX22 treated and untreated tumor data, arranged based on similar marker expression and
connected using a minimum spanning tree. Each circle represents a population of cells with similar phenotype
based on the 35 markers in (7.4B), and the sizes of the circle are based on the number of cells in each circle’s
population split across untreated (top) vs treated (bottom), to envision cell phenotype density changes without
and with treatment. The heat color for each circle represents the median expression of Oct3/4 in cells within that
circle. Large black circle indicates the SPADE-assessed subpopulations of high Oct3/4 expression in both treated
and untreated LX22 tumor cells.

cell density in LX22 treated pre- and post-treatment samples, and LX22 untreated terminal sample, respec-

tively, we see via MEM that these do have expression of Oct3-4 (Figure 7.3C). Thus, both analyses indicate

that a subpopulation within pre-treated, on-treatment, and post-treatment LX22 expresses Oct3-4. This may

represent chemotherapy-stable cells and could be a subpopulation that enables the growth of the treatment-

resistant, stem-marker-expressing cells seen in the treatment-resistant LX22 terminal harvest sample, made

up for the most part by clusters 4 and 7 (Figure 7.2C).

Working to confirm this via immunohistochemistry, we see that the LX22 PDX tumor includes rare cells

positive for Oct3-4 (see Figure 7.5C). The Oct3-4 positive cells do not appear to be clustered together in a
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particular location in the tumor, but distributed throughout.

B) Time comparison: shi�s

during chemotherapy C) Stem cell popula�on
A) Algorithmic implementa�on:

iden�fy clusters

UMAP + leiden
clustering

viSNE and viSNE-
assisted ga�ng

GO terms of enriched
markers per cluster

Marker Enrichment
Modeling (MEM)

SPADE

Shi�s differ
between replicates

Shi�s differ between
vehicle vs. treatment **Representa�ve

IHC image if Jon
sends it to me**
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Treatment
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Figure 7.5: Novel algorithmic implementation, evaluation over chemotherapy treatment course, and ability
to uncover rare subpopulations enable cluster identification, determination of subtype switching during treat-
ment, and discovery of rare stem-like population in SCLC PDX tumors.

A Cluster identification is performed via multiple avenues, either UMAP dimension reduction to generate the high-
dimensional graph on which Leiden clustering is performed, or viSNE dimension reduction followed by cluster
assignment via viSNE-assisted manual gating. Determining enriched markers per cluster and assigning GO terms
to these markers was performed on UMAP clusters; SPADE was performed on viSNE-assisted manual gated
clusters. Marker enrichment modeling (MEM) was performed on both implementations of cluster assignment. All
methods enable assignment of biological identity per cluster.

B CyTOF was performed on the same tumors (core sample or tumor harvest, see Figure 7.1) over treatment with
vehicle or chemotherapy. Above, pre- and peri-treatment samples and terminal harvest sample for two replicates of
LU73 denote varying responses to treatment as indicated by density shifts over time. Below, LX22 chemotherapy-
treated sample compared to vehicle-treated sample over pre- and peri-treatment and terminal harvest indicates that
treatment induces subtype-switching while vehicle treatment retains cell identity.

C Cluster identity assignment and identities that do not shift over treatment course reveal a stem-like subpopulation
present in CyTOF data, the presence of which was subsequently confirmed via immunohistochemistry.

7.6 Discussion

Here, we have evaluated a novel time course of SCLC tumor growth and treatment, assessing multiple

timepoints rather than before-vs-after treatment, and investigating treatment response using human-relevant

chemotherapy doses rather than the maximal tolerated dose. We compare two replicates of a PDX as they
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undergo treatment, and a set of treated-vs-untreated PDX tumors, and work toward identification of pheno-

typic subpopulations within the PDXs. We use complementary methods to investigate phenotypic identities

and to determine that a stem or stem-like subpopulation within SCLC PDX LX22 persists during chemother-

apy treatment and may represent a portion of the post-treatment tumor (Figure 7.5). Importantly, the use of

CyTOF and its increased depth of measurement enables us to make these measurements, as the small sub-

population of stemlike cells is less likely to be detectable via scRNAseq due to its inflated zero counts from

fewer cells sampled and potential transcript dropouts.

One limitation of our approach is that while we included ASCL1, NEUROD1, and YAP1 in our mass

cytometry marker panel (Table 7.1), only YAP1 showed relatively high expression in a very small number of

clusters (one to three) in each PDX. This is particular surprising given that LX22 has been denoted an SCLC-

N subtype tumor, so we would expect much more NEUROD1 expression [222]; additionally, LU73 is a more

classical SCLC tumor, so we would expect more ASCL1 expression. Recent transcriptional measurements of

SCLC PDXs result in appreciable clusters of ASCL1-high, NEUROD1-high, or POU2F3-high, or YAP1-high

cells [196, 204, 11], but our results here do not have such obvious expression. We hypothesize that this might

be related to the use of scRNAseq transcript detection for these measurements, whereas here we are detecting

the proteins themselves; it has been shown that there is not always a one-to-one ratio of mRNA transcript to

translated protein [231]. No studies have been published using mass cytometry to evaluate SCLC [217].

Inherent in CyTOF studies is the requirement to select markers for analysis, unlike scRNAseq when

sequencing enables the identification of all transcripts within the cell. The increased depth of CyTOF mea-

surements allows for detection of rare cell populations, but requires that the investigator establish a panel of

antibodies that will mark those populations. Several markers in our panel had little to no expression according

to MEM (Figure 7.3C, Figure D.1A). If we replaced those markers in the panel with markers expressed in a

subset of tumor cells, we may be better able to assign phenotypes to clusters within each tumor. Of course,

which markers might be expressed in a subset of SCLC tumor cells beyond those with medium-to-high ex-

pression noted here (Figure 7.3C, Figure D.1A) remains to be elucidated. Future work will include CyTOF

antibody panel optimization.

It is very important for such a high-morbidity and high-mortality tumor that we determine the mecha-

nism for the recurrence and treatment resistance that occurs in almost all cases [12]. The movement between

phenotypes over time shown here is in accordance with phenotypic plasticity denoted in other SCLC studies,

[197, 196] and noting stem or stem-like chemostable subpopulations here is an important next step in under-

standing the mechanism behind SCLC treatment evasion. Boolean or mechanistic modeling, which can be

performed by taking advantage of the 3-point timecourse in this data, may also help further our understanding

of the mechanisms and protein networks in the untreated and treated SCLC tumor. This will lead to improved
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hypotheses for treatment strategies that can then be evaluated experimentally, and eventually, clinically.
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CHAPTER 8

Conclusions and future directions

8.1 Conclusions

Phenotypic plasticity is an important part of the dynamic processes underlying tumor evolution, treatment

evasion and resistance ([232, 5], Chapter 2). The identities that a cell can access through phenotypic tran-

sitions enable a tumor to develop despite challenges posed by its microenvironment (e.g., oxygen supply,

immune cells), and impact response to treatment via drug-tolerant, persistent phenotypes [63, 64, 62] or phe-

notypes that are unaffected by the treatment (Chapter 2). Evaluating potential transitions and determining

phenotypes to which a tumor cell has access will be essential to develop effective treatment strategies: if

one treatment results in a tumor accessing new phenotypes, “targeted landscaping” may allow us to inten-

tionally push tumor cells toward a new phenotype but then impose a treatment known to be effective for that

phenotype ([20] Chapter 2).

Mechanistic modeling of tumor cell populations is a critical tool for evaluating tumor heterogeneity and

phenotypic transitions that enable tumor development, evolution, and resistance. For example, the model by

Gupta and colleagues [13] shed new light on tumor cell behavior and altered the field’s understanding of can-

cer stem cells. Experimental data can be used to build various types of mechanistic models, which can in turn

produce predictions to be tested experimentally, enabling a systems biology approach toward understanding

heterogeneity, phenotypic plasticity, and likelihood and rates of behavior within a tumor system (Chapter 3).

Unfortunately, challenges remain in modeling a biological system, where it may not be clear which

species, actions, and interactions to include in a model. Including every potential detail may needlessly

complicate the model and can lead to overfitting, while including too little in a model can lead to missing

important details. Posing such questions, about multiple model options and which may best represent the

system of interest, has often been evaluated with information theoretic model selection. However, I have

shown here that using Bayesian inference can improve the model selection process (Chapter 5). Via an

example building off prior work by Galipaud and colleagues, [1, 26] I show that using Bayesian inference,

enabled by Multinest [29, 30, 31] that calculates the Bayesian evidence or marginal likelihood, results in a

more sensible outcome for the likelihood that a variable should be included in a model. The consideration of

various features of, and hypotheses represented by, multiple models that occurs after the ranking of models

is much more interpretable when performed via Bayesian principles (Chapter 5).

Using these Bayesian principles, insight into phenotypic transitions and plasticity in the small cell lung
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cancer tumor can be gained (Chapter 6). Performing Bayesian multimodel inference, I have predicted that

SCLC tumors are highly plastic, with phenotypic transitions between any of the SCLC subtypes (Figure 6.6).

I have also predicted that the presence of certain subtypes may affect the rates or likelihood of these pheno-

typic transitions (Figure 6.5). The ability to investigate time-course data more deeply will enable further

conclusions to be drawn; in my work evaluating mass cytometry time-course data, (Chapter 7), phenotypic

transitions are suggested in differing proportions of phenotypic populations within the same tumors over

time (Figure 7.2). Since these tumors are sampled over time, however, it cannot be definitively claimed that

phenotypic transitions within individual cells took place, as my work in Chapter 6 predicts. I have worked

toward testing a subset of SCLC phenotypic transitions, with the potential for tests of more transitions even-

tually (Appendix A, Section 8.2). Recently, Gopal and colleagues tested phenotypic transitions by tracking

individual cells and the SCLC transcription factors they express and demonstrated all/some of the transitions

I predicted using Bayesian multimodel inference in Chapter 6 [233].

In summary, Bayesian model selection and multimodel inference has a principled and interpretable out-

come, augmenting the mechanistic modeling of a tumor system such that biological hypotheses can be tested

and predicted as part of the model-building process. Further, using the model features that result from the

multimodel inference process, I have been able to make predictions, some of which have been validated in

work at other institutions [233] and others that could still be tested. However, more steps need to be taken both

to understand cancer heterogeneity and phenotypic transitions as well as to improve mechanistic modeling of

tumor systems at multiple scales.

8.2 Future directions

8.2.1 Evaluating and generating further predictions from the SCLC population dynamics model in

Chapter 6

There are two main predictions from the SCLC mechanistic models based on Bayesian multimodel inference

(Chapter 6). The first is the prediction that phenotypic transitions are likely between any of the SCLC

subtypes included in the model (Figure 6.6). This indicates that instead of a hierarchy of stem/stem-like

cells differentiating into various phenotypes that can populate the SCLC tumor, that all SCLC subtypes can

undergo the phenotypic transitions that can result in a multi-subtype tumor. The second is the prediction

that transitions between SCLC-A and SCLC-Y subtypes maybe affected by the presence of SCLC-N and/or

SCLC-A2 (Figure 6.5). This indicates that the subtype composition of the tumor may affect the behavior

of individual subtypes within. Both of these predictions are important for understanding tumor evolution as

well as treatment response depending on SCLC tumor composition.

The ideal way to test these predictions is with tumor cell tracking using fluorescent transcriptional re-
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porters, to track in live cells which SCLC subtype-identifying transcription factors are active in each cell and

thus in the whole population. As discussed in Appendix A, I have worked to fluorescently label ASCL1 in

NCI-H69 cells ([234]) such that the cells will fluoresce when expressing ASCL1, and can thus be considered

SCLC-A subtype cells. Losing fluorescence will indicate SCLC cells transitioning from subtype SCLC-A

into another subtype; such transitions have been demonstrated previously [10, 179, 208, 11]. A cell gain-

ing fluorescence indicates SCLC cells transitioning from a non-SCLC-A subtype into an SCLC-A subtype,

which my model predicts and has only been shown in the last several months. In their publication, Gopal and

colleagues [233] show via live-reporter imaging that cells of the SCLC-N phenotype (expressing NEUROD1)

and cells of the SCLC-Y phenotype (expressing YAP1) can transition to SCLC-A, as my model predicts. In

the ideal case, my fluorescently labeling of SCLC cells would involve two or more labels, though Gopal and

colleagues note that cell viability and division rate limited them to two labels [233]. The ability to evaluate

any one SCLC cell for which of any of the 5 subtypes it is (SCLC-A, -N, -A2, -P, -Y [9]) would represent

a leap forward in investigating subtype behavior in vitro. Evaluating fluorescence changes (transitions) in

the presence vs absence of SCLC-N or SCLC-A2 cells would then address my second prediction, that these

subtypes may affect the rates or likelihood of these transitions.

Identifying the subtype of each SCLC cell in a population would also benefit the mechanistic SCLC

model in that tracking individual cells and their behaviors, such as division, death, and transitions, would

further inform parameter rates in the SCLC population dynamics mechanistic model. This represents the

potential synergy between modeling and experiments, where I have used mechanistic modeling to make the

two aforementioned predictions and narrow the likely parameter rates for each biological action to a certain

extent, but further testing these behaviors experimentally will provide even narrower ranges of rates for these

cell actions that can then be incorporated into the model. In addition, based on the outcome of experiments

based on predictions, whether validating or refuting, the model can be further edited: either fully enshrining

validated behaviors, or removing behaviors that were tested but not seen.

Finally, an important future endeavor will be to incorporate the potential for blocking a phenotypic tran-

sition in the model. Blocking one or more phenotypic transitions in the population dynamics model is an

in silico experiment to investigate what will occur in the SCLC tumor if a transition-abrogating treatment

were used. The predictions brought about by running such in silico experiments could then be further tested

using fluorescent live-reporter imaging as discussed above. If we are to perform “targeted landscaping” as

discussed in Chapter 2 and above in Section 8.1, preventing a transition could be an important feature of this

approach.
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8.2.2 Extending the SCLC population dynamics model in Chapter 6

With the results from my multimodel inference analysis, the majority of possible models are excluded (Fig-

ure 6.4) and either a model per dataset or overall model, based on more-likely biological hypotheses that

resulted from the analysis, can be used for future work.

The ideal utilization for modeling in systems biology is to model as much of the relevant system as

possible ([86], Chapter 3), and currently the SCLC population dynamics model includes only tumor cells and

no location information. Utilizing ‘compartments’ [116] in a population dynamics model would enable two

or more “versions” of the population to be modeled, where model terms are the same between compartments,

but parameter rates for each model action may be different (Figure 8.1). Incorporating compartments into

population dynamics modeling of the SCLC tumor to incorporate the tumor in situ and the tumor having

locally invaded (without having permeated the basement membrane, vs. within lung stroma, respectively, as

in [11]) is underway 1.

Basement 
membrane

Lung tissue 
compartment

Lung stroma 
compartment

A N

Y

Slower/no 
transitions when 

in situ

A N

Y

Transition rates 
increase when SCLC 

locally invades

Figure 8.1: Population dynamics modeling with compartments
Compartments represent different environments where the population may exist. Parameter rates may
differ from one compartment to another. Wider arrow indicates increased rate.

Modeling the SCLC microenvironment, such as intra-tumor immune cells as well as immune cells in the

tumor periphery, along with stromal cells (such as cancer-associated macrophages and fibroblasts), including

cells recruited to support or perform angiogenesis, would improve the relevance of the model to the system

in which the tumor exists. Vasculogenic mimicry data in SCLC [203] could be incorporated into the SCLC

population dynamics model and used for vascular- or angiogenesis-related parameter fitting; data from SCLC-

related immune cells is being generated and could similarly be incorporated 2.
1Personal communication, Dr. Leonard Harris, University of Arkansas
2Personal communication, Dr. Julien Sage, Stanford University
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The inclusion of treatment in the model would represent a large step forward for the SCLC population

dynamics model’s translational relevance. Incorporating the different subtypes’ treatment reactions, whether

to a chemotherapeutic drug, a targeted drug, or a drug that could block a transition, would enable in silico

treatment experiments either singly or in combination. This could determine the optimal concurrent or se-

quential drug treatments for a tumor, including within the context of targeted landscaping as discussed earlier.

Inclusion of subtype treatment responses has proven difficult, as experimental investigations have assessed

treatment response in SCLC cell lines, [235, 236, 237] not accounting for which subtype(s) are present in

those lines. Other investigations have assigned SCLC subtypes to treatment responses in cell lines [196]

based on the predominant SCLC subtype in that cell line, but assessments of treatment responses in single

SCLC subtype subpopulations within a tumor or in vitro population have not been performed. Moreover, even

if a population is completely composed of one SCLC subtype, that subtype may not respond identically if in

an overall population with multiple subtypes - this is suggested by experiments showing that neuroendocrine

and non-neuroendocrine cells together have better viability during treatment than either neuroendocrine or

non-neuroendocrine alone [10]. Perhaps with fluorescent reporters that can identify cells within a population

as discussed in Appendix A and Section 8.2.1 above, cell tracking could reveal individual subtype response

to drugs either singly or more beneficially within an overall mixed population, which could then be incorpo-

rated into the population dynamics model.

Finally, the SCLC population dynamics model, and the additions proposed above, solely represent popu-

lations of cells and thus represent cell-level dynamics. Incorporating multiscale aspects into the model would

also improve understanding SCLC not only as a population of cells but also from the perspective of tran-

scriptional signaling networks. Modeling transcription factor networks within SCLC has been previously

performed [180] and incorporating the cell-level outcome of transcription factor network activity into the

population dynamics model will provide additional insights into tumor behavior (Figure 8.2). In this way,

each cell in the population dynamics model would incorporate a transcriptional model within, the outcome

of simulations of that transcriptional model would affect individual cell characteristics that would then be

incorporated into the population activity within the model. Optimal data for the transcriptional aspects of a

multiscale model would be time-course data of molecules within cells, such as single-cell RNA sequencing

or mass cytometry.

8.2.3 Further investigations into mass cytometry assessment of SCLC time-course patient-derived

xenografts in Chapter 7

The investigations in this dissertation into SCLC heterogeneity and phenotypic subpopulations in patient-

derived xenograft (PDX) models over time using mass cytometry data represent a promising start for time-
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course evaluations of SCLC tumors during evolution and treatment. Not only are the phenotypic changes

assessed on the same tumors over time using serial core samples, but the PDX models used are translation-

ally relevant because the mice are treated with subtotal chemotherapy - more relevant to the chemotherapy

dosage and schedule of a human SCLC patient. However, interpretation of the data is limited because the

computationally-defined phenotypic clusters do not differ ideally in marker expression. For example, as seen

in Figure 7.3, the clusters express largely the same markers, but in differing amounts. Considered another

way, some markers evaluated were found in zero clusters, while some were found in all clusters. Both of

these facts lead to difficulty in optimally determining how each clusters differs from all or most others.

I hypothesize that this limitation stems from the mass cytometry panel used in these experiments. Because

mass cytometry studies require the investigator to pre-select markers for analysis, antibody panels for these

experiments require optimization to provide the most informative results. Mass cytometry has largely been

used for immune or other hematopoietic-lineage cell investigations, [238] so more work needs to be done to

develop a panel that will best represent the different cell types found in a small cell lung cancer tumor. It is

also possible that a “general” SCLC panel would be difficult to develop and would need to be created based

on an individual or small group of tumors’ features. If the markers with low or no expression in the panels

noted here were replaced with markers expressed in a subset of tumor cells - based on the proposed further

optimization - phenotypes for each cluster in the tumor (Figure 7.2) may be more easily assignable.

More definitive phenotypes per cluster would also enable population dynamics modeling of the PDX

tumor time-course data, with and without treatment. The mass cytometry data presented in Chapter 7 does

not align with SCLC canonical subtypes SCLC-A, N, A2, and Y, which are the potential subtypes that can be
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used in the population dynamics modeling in Chapter 6. The same Bayesian multimodel inference approach

taken using the CIBERSORT SCLC subtype proportion assignment in Chapter 6 could be used, but instead

with phenotypic subtypes or subpopulations found by the CyTOF data. The work in Chapters 5 and 6

indicates that this methodology can be used for any type of population dynamics model, so it should also be

applicable to the time-course mass cytometry PDX data. This mass cytometry data, indicating the increase

or decrease in subpopulations over time (Figure 7.2), could then be used to fit a population dynamics model

that includes those subpopulations, and to investigate either similar or additional biological hypotheses than

those investigated in Chapter 6.

Beyond phenotypic subpopulations based on computationally defined clusters, mass cytometry also en-

ables intracellular network evaluation because it measures proteins within or on the surface of cells. With

the right antibody panel, signaling networks and changes in protein abundance in these networks could be

assessed as the SCLC PDX tumor develops or responds to treatment. Modeling the measured proteins as a

network or part of a network could also enable the multiscale modeling noted in Section 8.2.2, incorporating

network dynamics and their cell-level outcomes into population-level changes over time.

8.2.4 Clinical implications of this work

The prediction that nonhierarchical phenotypic transitions likely play a role in tumor growth (and partial

validation by [233]) indicates that this feature of SCLC is likely to heavily contribute to the clinical behavior

seen in this tumor, with apparent high response rate followed by relapse and resistance. Treatments are in

development that attempt to decrease the ability for cells to undergo epigenetic changes, some with success

in some tumor contexts; due to the predictions herein, the use of treatments in SCLC may be useful.

The multimodel inference performed on the tumor proportion data in Chapter 6 is also a promising tool

for personalized cancer therapy. The ability to fit a mathematical model to a patient’s own data would enable

a clinician to generate predictions about how the patient’s tumor will grow, and possibly how it will respond

to treatment depending on the predicted subtype makeup over time. In this dissertation I add to this particular

paradigm of personalized cancer modeling by adding the ability to use multimodel inference to determine the

probability that a patient’s tumor has the ability to perform one or more of the processes that likely contribute

to SCLC recurrence and treatment resistance. Even without a specific prediction of a patient’s tumor’s cell

population dynamics, determining whether certain subtypes are present, or certain cell-cell communications

or phenotypic transitions are present could benefit a clinician aiming to prescribe personalized therapy to a

patient.
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Appendix A

Using fluorescent reporters to investigate phenotypic transitions in single cells

A.1 Validating predictions from the small cell lung cancer population dynamics model

The results presented in Chapter 6 provide predictions about phenotypic plasticity in SCLC. Phenotypic

transitions are known to exist in small cell lung cancer (SCLC), and have been shown moving from the neu-

roendocrine subtypes to non-neuroendocrine subtypes [10, 11]. Given that the investigators that demonstrated

these transitions did not find transitions in the opposite direction, (non-neuroendocrine to neuroendocrine) the

only known SCLC transitions could be considered hierarchical in nature, always proceeding from neuroen-

docrine to non-neuroendocrine. My multimodel inference investigation of SCLC candidate mathematical

models shows higher likelihood of phenotypic transitions between nearly all subtypes, regardless of differ-

entiation hierarchy, (Figure 6.6) indicating phenotypic plasticity. Transitions had not been seen from non-

neuroendocrine to neuroendocrine SCLC subtypes, so I aimed to develop an experimental system to test this

prediction of the model; within the past few months, Gopal and colleagues demonstrated several transitions

in their publication [233]. The knowledge of nonhierarchical phenotypic transitions is important both in as-

sessing the applicability of the SCLC population dynamics model presented in Chapter 6, and for moving

forward in understanding SCLC.

A.2 Means for experimentally demonstrating phenotypic transitions

Phenotypic transitions in other tumor and physiologic systems have been demonstrated experimentally in

different ways, some requiring more inference than others. Herein I consider different methods for evaluating

phenotypic transitions in vitro, as it is in vitro experiments I would perform for validating model predictions.

The biological interpretation of most of the publications whose methodologies are referenced herein are

provided in Chapter 2.

Firstly, phenotypic transitions have been demonstrated in vitro using methodologies that fix or destroy

the cells of interest. In these situations, investigators either sample from the same population over time,

or grow multiple populations of cells simultaneously and use one replicate at a particular time while the

others continue to grow to be measured later in the time-course. Bulk RNA sequencing has been used, where

the absence of expression of particular genes early in a time-course and then presence of these genes later

indicate the appearance of a new phenotypic population in the system [55, 19]. Immunofluorescence on

fixed cells has also been used, to evaluate intracellular or membrane protein expression of individual cells,

where cells in the population at one timepoint express a phenotypically-representative protein, but a different
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representative protein at a later timepoint [16, 60]. The advent of single-cell RNA sequencing advanced these

studies, increasing throughput from evaluation of fluorescence in single cells to transcriptomes of thousands

of individual cells: comparing results from different timepoints can show that representative transcripts or

groups of transcripts (such as to generate a phenotype “score”) are present at unique times, indicating different

phenotypic presence at different times [66, 11]. A similar analysis was performed in Chapter 7, using

mass cytometry to perform a similar, higher-throughput analysis of single-cell protein expression comparing

sampled tumors over time.

There are several potential pitfalls in evaluating phenotypic transitions using methods that destroy the

cells. The assumption that the cell population is well-mixed in various phenotypes might not hold, so sam-

pling from a population may not truly be representative of the entire population. This may be less of a problem

in vitro than in vivo, as in vivo populations are more likely to be organized rather than randomly mixed, such

as in a tissue. Measuring an entire population in a replicate from a set of replicates over time (to then use

another replicate’s entire population at the next measurement time) can improve the issue of sampling from

part of a population; however, it is still possible that there may be differences between replicate phenotypic

proportions that cannot be measured in this experimental setup. Overall, evaluating phenotypic transitions in

ways that destroy the cells require inferring that such transitions occur based on population changes, rather

than witnessing a change in a single cell.

For witnessing the change of a cell population or an individual cell in the same cell or group of cells,

in vitro methodologies that keep cells alive have also been used. Lineage tracing using DNA barcoding has

been performed: because the DNA barcoding process labels one cell uniquely, after labeling and elapsed

time the presence of cells with the same barcode but different phenotypes indicates that that a unique cell

with a unique phenotype gave rise to progeny at least one of which changed its phenotype via a transition

[239]. Fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) is a common methodology for assessing changes in cell

populations without destroying the cells, where populations are sorted to include just one phenotype, then

if another or multiple phenotypes are present over time, it demonstrates that phenotypic transitions have oc-

curred [16, 15, 51, 10, 13, 18]. FACS and subsequent analyses are most easily performed using fluorescent

antibodies directed toward cell surface proteins, but can also be performed using fluorescent molecules conju-

gated to or expressed alongside intracellular proteins. In situ immunofluorescence and following single cells

using video or sequential image capture has been used [45, 233].

While live-cell sorting or imaging relieves some of the issues with cell-destroying methodologies, there

remain drawbacks to these methodologies, including specifically in the case of SCLC. For DNA barcoding,

the presence of more than one phenotype with the same barcode could be the result of a barcode having been

transfected into more than one cell. Using large numbers of barcodes relative to the number of transfected
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cells makes it very unlikely that the same barcode will enter two cells, [239] but it is not impossible. As-

suring that each cell received a unique barcode would make further experiments impossible as reading the

barcode by DNA or RNA sequencing requires destroying the cell. In sorting cells and later evaluating if

multiple phenotypes are present in a once-single-phenotype population, while FACS is highly reliable, it is

not infallible, [240] and multiple phenotypes in a population may come from outgrowth of an incorrectly-

sorted cell that was left in the population. For SCLC in particular, FACS or analytical flow cytometry require

transfection of the cell with a fluorescent gene as described above. This is due to the fact that the SCLC

phenotypes are delineated by transcription factors, which will not appear on the cell surface to be marked

by antibodies while the cells are alive; SCLC analyses sorting different phenotypes were performed using a

fluorescent gene expressed from a general non-neuroendocrine marker promoter [10]. FACS is still likely the

optimal high-throughput methodology for assessing phenotypic transitions, and in SCLC this would require

use of one or multiple fluorescence genes conjugated to or expressed with phenotypic subtype-identifying

transcription factors. The methodology where the investigator can be the most certain that a cell undergoes a

phenotypic transition is that of single-cell image tracking.

Recently, Gopal and colleagues demonstrated that fluorescently labeling live SCLC cells is feasible, and

tracked them to demonstrate phenotypic transitions (including some nonhierarchical transitions predicted by

my SCLC population dynamics model) [233]. I have worked toward developing a system for studying SCLC

phenotypic transitions in a similar way, with the goal to validate a subset of predictions from the population

dynamics model. While this work is incomplete, I include it here for future reference.

A.3 Ensuring planned fluorescence represents NCI-H69 ASCL1 is expressed and functional

The goal is to have the SCLC cell fluoresce when ASCL1 is expressed. I aim to perform this in NCI-H69 cells

[234] via CRISPR transfection. There are several ways that, post-procedure, appearance or disappearance of

fluorescence may not represent a phenotypic transition. To ensure that fluorescence changes will represent

phenotypic transitions, I will utilize the following strategies.

Post-transfection and sorting for fluorescent cells, I will perform genomic sequencing to ensure that the

reporter underwent homology-directed repair into ASCL1. The cells may still fluoresce even if the reporter

was inserted incorrectly, in which case they will not represent ASCL1 expression. Per the Cancer Dependency

Map (DepMap; https://depmap.org/portal/) [241] there are two alleles of ASCL1 in NCI-H69 cells, so I will

be transfecting in two reporters (one green and one red). If I only used one reporter, and it only inserted

into one allele, a lack of fluorescence in the cells may not mean a lack of ASCL1 expression as I expect it

to - in such a case, it could be that the allele without reporter insertion was transcribed. Using two reporters

(and confirming appropriate insertion) I will know that a lack of fluorescence truly means a lack of ASCL1
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transcription.

I will also ensure that the fluorescent reporters do not interfere with ASCL1 activity. I have designed

the insertion such that the reporters follow a 2A peptide (P2A), so although ASCL1 will be transcribed with

the reporter, during translation the ribosome will skip and two separate peptide chains will be made, so the

fluorescent reporter is not attached to the ASCL1 protein [242]. Nonetheless, I need to ensure that nothing

has altered ASCL1 function during the process. I will perform ChIP-seq on ASCL1 in the parental cells (no

reporter insertion) and the reporter-inserted cells to ensure that ASCL1 is located at all the genomic regions

it would be found, were the reporters not inserted.

A.4 Methods, their background, and considerations

A.4.1 Inserting a reporter via homology-directed repair

I want to insert a fluorescent gene into ASCL1, at the end of the region of the gene that will be translated

into protein, using homology-directed repair (HDR). Double-stranded breaks in the cell’s DNA require repair

to ensure proper DNA replication and transcription, and the repair pathways are generally considered to be

HDR or nonhomologous end joining (NHEJ) [243]. In HDR, an exchange of DNA sequences occurs between

the DNA molecule with a break and an intact DNA molecule identical to the DNA with the break [243]. The

intact DNA molecule is usually the sister chromatid, which has the highest likelihood of error-free repair as

an identical sequence; HDR usually occurs in the S or G2 cell cycle phases, since these are the phases where

a sister chromatid is present as it has been generated during replication [243]. Creating a double-strand

break and providing exogenous DNA with regions identical to those regions around the break will enable the

insertion of that exogenous DNA (as in Figure A.2B).

A.4.2 Sequencing ASCL1

Knowing the exact sequence of the relevant portions of ASCL1 in the NCI-H69 cell lines I have will provide

the highest chance of success, as I will be able to design a sequence with the highest likelihood of homology

in these particular cells. While the sequence of ASCL1 has been published, (Ensembl release 108; [244]) it

is possible that the patient from whom the NCI-H69 cell line was derived had a sequence variation in ASCL1

compared to the published gene, and further, since NCI-H69 is an immortalized cell line, [234] over time

in culture it could have accumulated one or more mutations in the gene that would lead it to differ from the

published sequence [245]).

Because I want the fluorescent protein to be transcribed and translated when ASCL1 is transcribed and

translated, I aimed to insert the fluorescent marker at the end of the ASCL1 translated region. This results

in the relevant portions of ASCL1, as mentioned above, being the end of translated ASCL1 (up to the stop
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codon). ASCL1 has two exons and one intron, so both exons will be transcribed; however, the stop codon

is located at the end of the first exon, so only the one exon will be translated (Ensembl release 108; [244];

Figure A.1A). Therefore, the region of interest is the middle/end of ASCL1’s first exon and the beginning of

its intron. I sequenced these regions using GenHunter (Nashville, TN) and was able to sequence with high

quality across several replicates from base pairs 491 to 1291 and from 1073 to 1932, covering the last 2
3 of

the first exon, and then the end of the first exon, the intron, and about 1
4 of the second exon (Ensembl release

108; [244]).
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Figure A.1: ASCL1 genetic locus and annotated CHOPCHOP screenshot.

A ASCL1 gene and the process of transcription and translation. Both exons are transcribed into mRNA, but the
stop codon midway through the transcript halts translation, so only ASCL1’s first exon contributes to its protein
structure.

B Screenshot of CHOPCHOP, a web tool for selecting target sites for CRISPR/Cas9 (https://chopchop.cbu.uib.no/),
plus additional annotations. Showing the ASCL1 locus (end of exon 1 and beginning of intron) with the
algorithmically-determined gRNA + PAM target sequence and its location.

A.4.3 Using CRISPR for insertion

I aim to insert the fluorescent proteins using CRISPR/Cas (Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic

Repeats, and CRISPR-associated protein). CRISPR/Cas9 has been demonstrated to be an efficient tool for

genome editing, where the Cas9 protein creates a double-strand break in the genome that initiates the cell’s
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DNA repair process [246]. As noted above, the double-strand break is necessary for HDR to occur, and the

Cas9 protein will provide this break in the DNA strand. Where Cas9 will generate the double-strand break

depends upon an RNA molecule that recognizes specific sequences in the DNA (crRNA) and a tracrRNA

that pairs with crRNA and enables Cas9 to interface with the RNA. Now, a chimeric guide RNA (gRNA)

containing all functions of crRNA and tracrRNA can be purchased, or hybridized from crRNA and tracrRNA,

for an investigator to apply CRISPR/Cas9 in cells of interest [246]. The recognition site of a gRNA is

approximately 20 base pairs that must contain the complementary sequence of the genomic target, and in

addition a protospacer adjacent motif (PAM) must be adjacent to the target for the Cas protein itself to

recognize [247]. However, the gRNA and Cas protein are able to complement and bind, respectively, genomic

sites with base-pair mismatches, so there can be off-target binding relative to the sequence an investigator

designs for the gRNA [247].

Finding the appropriate sequence for CRISPR/Cas9 to generate the double-stranded break that will allow

HDR, with less off-target recognition and more on-target efficiency, (better recognizing and inducing breaks)

is thus an important task. Labun and colleagues note that efficient targeting depends on “the position of

specific nucleotides in the target sequence, the accessibility of the target site, and the sequence of its flanking

regions” [248]. Large-scale studies measuring the efficiency of Cas9, along with machine learning-based

methods, have enabled optimization of Cas protein cutting and this can be investigated via the web tool

CHOPCHOP [248, 247]. I used CHOPCHOP to find gRNAs that would enable a Cas9 cut near the end

of ASCL1, while prioritizing targeting and cutting efficiency. I chose the second highest-ranking gRNA

returned by CHOPCHOP, which was 28 codons (84 base pairs) before the ASCL1 stop codon and on the

reverse strand (Figure A.1B). Confirming via my ASCL1 sequencing results (Section A.4.2) that the gRNA

sequence was identical and in the same location in my NCI-H69 cells as it is in CHOPCHOP’s ASCL1

sequence, I purchased a gRNA with the recommended recognition sequence from Synthego (https://www.

synthego.com/).

A.4.4 Design of the HDR construct

The Cas9 protein will make a double-strand break in the DNA at the PAM site adjacent to the complement of

the gRNA sequence, and concurrently the donor DNA template, with homology to the area surrounding the

cut, must be present to recombine as part of the HDR process. Because the structure of the DNA molecule

allows it to loop, if the homology regions are present surrounding additional DNA, the homologous regions

can recombine with the cut DNA strand and bring the additional DNA with them. Thus, the donor DNA will

be comprised of two homology regions toward ASCL1, surrounding the fluorescent marker to insert into the

end of ASCL1 (see Figure A.2).
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The first consideration for the exogenous construct is the size of the homology regions. The 5’ homology

arm must include base pairs up to the gRNA recognition site, at which point everything 3’ is considered part

of the insertion (until the 3’ homology arm). The design of the homology arm is a tradeoff between accuracy

(longer homology arms) and efficiency (shorter arms). Some publications recommend 200 base pairs of

homology [249] while others recommend 1 kilobase [250]. The sequencing I had undertaken allowed me to

design homology arms of 700 base pair length on both the 5’ and 3’ ends of the exogenous construct. The

downstream homology arm must then encompass everything after the PAM site, which includes the sequence

recognized by the gRNA.

Because the gRNA site is 28 codons from ASCL1’s stop codon, the first part of the donor DNA to insert

must be the remaining 28 codons of ASCL1 before its stop codon. However, an important consideration with

regard to the codons to insert is that the first 20 base pairs (essentially first 7 codons) of the insertion should

not match the gRNA recognition sequence. If so, the Cas9 protein could target the donor DNA template

(since the insertion will have the matching gRNA site) and if the DNA is successfully recombined, remaining

Cas9 protein within the cell could cut the newly inserted DNA [247]. Therefore, the first 7 codons must

remain the same, so that the ASCL1 protein will continue to function properly after donor insertion, but the

base pairs must be altered. Due to the degeneracy of the DNA code, I altered the DNA sequence across the

first 7 codons, making 8 base pair changes out of the 20 in the gRNA recognition sequence. As already noted,

Cas9 and the gRNA may still bind and recognize DNA with mismatches, but the likelihood is decreased by

changing 8 out of 20 base pairs.

Moving 5’ to 3’, the stop codon is not included after ASCL1’s final 28 codons in the insert because the

stop codon should not be present until after any DNA intended for translation - since an inserted fluorescent

protein will need to be translated, the stop codon will be encoded after it. The sequence for P2A peptide

(human optimized) is then included between the pre-stop-codon end of ASCL1 and the fluorescent marker.

A P2A peptide induces ribosomal skipping, so it will separate the peptide chains before and after the P2A

sequence [242]. The fluorescent protein will thus be translated whenever ASCL1 is, but it will not be con-

jugated to ASCL1. The benefit of this decision is that it is less likely the fluorescent protein will interfere

with ASCL1’s normal function, though the drawback is that the fluorescent protein will not translocate with

ASCL1. Fluorescence in the cell will indicate that ASCL1 is expressed, but not the nature of its activity. I will

use two fluorescence markers (see Section A.3) and selected human-optimized mKate2 and mAzamiGreen,

inserting each sequence into its own HDR construct [251, 252, 253]. An SGS linker is placed between each

noted sequence (not shown), as spacers between each domain [254], leading to the 5’-to-3’ organization of

the insert as such: remainder of ASCL1, SGS linker, P2A peptide, SGS linker, fluorescent protein. 3’ to the

fluorescent protein is the stop codon, as previously noted. See Figures A.2A and A.2B for a diagrammatic
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depiction.
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Figure A.2: Using CRISPR/Cas9 to insert a homology-directed repair construct into the cell that will result
in translation of a fluorescent marker along with (but physically separate from) ASCL1.

A Above, plasmid that I designed with the HDR construct and Cas9 cut sites so that Cas9 will cut the construct out of
the plasmid, (denoted by scissors) allowing it to recombine during homology-directed repair. Below, endogenous
ASCL1 locus with homology regions highlighted and the Cas9 cut sites to generate the double-stranded break
(scissors).

B Once Cas9 cuts the donor DNA from the plasmid, a double-stranded DNA fragment is present to undergo
homology-directed repair of the double-stranded break.

C The resulting gene includes the ASCL1 exon 1 immediately followed by a P2A peptide and the fluorescent marker
and stop codon, followed by the ASCL1 intron and then exon 2. Transcription leads to an mRNA molecule with
exon 1, fluorescent protein, and exon 2. Translation then leads to generation of the ASCL1 protein and separately
generation of the fluorescent protein.

A.4.5 Transfecting the cell

With the gRNA (Section A.4.3) and the HDR construct (Section A.4.4) designed, the next step is to plan to

get the HDR construct to the location of the endogenous DNA as a fragment of double-stranded DNA. The

exogeneous DNA will be delivered into the cell via transfection, and I chose to use a plasmid-based trans-

fection for this experiment; viral DNA transfection is also possible, with the benefits of plasmid transfection

being less immunogenicity and no viral integration into host genome, but drawbacks being potentially lower

transfection efficiency [255]. The HDR construct within the plasmid will need to be excised to appear as the

fragment of double-stranded DNA that will serve as the homologous donor DNA. The Cas9 protein already in

use for targeting the endogenous DNA can be used to recognize the gRNA and PAM sequences if they flank

the HDR construct: therefore, the 20-base pair gRNA sequence and PAM site appear in forward orientation

before the 5’ homology arm, and the PAM site and gRNA sequence in reverse orientation appear after the

3’ homology arm (Figure A.2A, top). When Cas9+gRNA target the endogenous DNA, other Cas9+gRNA

molecules will target the plasmid, generating a cut-out HDR construct (Figure A.2B) and a double-stranded

break where the construct will be inserted (Figure A.2A, bottom, and Figure A.2B).
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I purchased this HDR construct sequence within a pcDNA3.1 plasmid, generated by GenScript (https:

//www.genscript.com/), which I then transformed high-efficiency E. coli (New Enland Biosciences; https:

//www.neb.com) to take up each plasmid. I generated glycerol stocks of these transformed bacteria using

Addgene’s (https://www.addgene.org/) protocol and used the Qiagen (https://www.qiagen.com/us) maxiprep

kit to purify plasmids from the bacteria for transfection into NCI-H69 cells.

A.4.6 Plasmid transfection

The plasmids will be transfected into the cells along with the ribonucleoprotein (RNP) complex of Cas9

(TrueCut Cas9 Protein v2, ThermoFisher Scientific; https://www.thermofisher.com) and gRNA (Synthego)

[256]. I will use electroporation to transfect the cells. While several cell lines have optimized electroporation

conditions published, this is not the case for NCI-H69 cells and I needed to perform the optimization myself.

A.4.6.1 Electroporation optimization

I followed the Neon Transfection System (Thermofisher Scientific) protocol for optimization, transiently

transfecting NCI-H69 cells with a plasmid expressing mAzamiGreen under the EF1alpha promoter. Suc-

cessful transfection with this plasmid results in green fluorescence within the cell. The Neon optimization

protocol includes 24 electroporation conditions of varying voltage (from 850 V to 1700 V), pulse duration

(from 10 ms to 40 ms), and pulse number (from 1 to 3), including a control with no pulse applied. I aimed to

assess the viability of transfected cells and the transfection efficiency, which are generally at odds: the more

voltage over time, the more plasmid will enter the cell (higher efficiency) but the more injury to the cell is

likely to occur (lower viability).

After 72 hours, I visually inspected all 24 conditions using fluorescence microscopy (EVOS Cell Imaging

System; ThermoFisher Scientific) and assessed the top 9 conditions. These conditions ranged from a voltage

of 900 V to 1400 V, pulse duration of 10 ms to 40 ms and number from 1 to 3. I performed a second round of

optimization on NCI-H69 cells using these 9 conditions, and at 72 hours assessed viability and efficiency via

analytical flow cytometry, comparing to parental, untransfected NCI-H69 cells: viability was assessed based

on forward and side scatter, with the gated population considered “live” cells, and efficiency was assessed by

the percentage of live, single cells positive for fluorescence (GFP channel) (Figure A.3A). I then selected the

best 4 conditions for a further round of optimization, transfecting NCI-H69 cells with these 4 conditions and

at 72 hours performing the same analytical flow cytometry workflow. The best electroporation condition at

34% viable and 42% positive for fluorescence was at 1050 V, with 2 30-ms pulses (Figure A.3B).
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Electroporation optimization (9 conditions), 
transient transfection of fluorescent plasmid: 
1400V, 1 20-ms pulse condition shown

Electroporation optimization (4 conditions), 
transient transfection of fluorescent plasmid: 
1050V, 2 30-ms pulse condition shown

A B

Figure A.3: Results from rounds 2 and 3 of electroporation optimization for ASCL1.

A The top 9 conditions from my running the Neon manual optimization protocol were tested. Viability was assessed
via forward and side scatter (top left), with the gated population considered “live” cells. Efficiency was assessed by
the percentage of live, single cells positive for fluorescence (GFP channel) (bottom left). One condition is shown.

B The top 4 conditions as assessed in A.3A were tested. Viability and efficiency were assessed similarly. The best
condition, which will be used for electroporation of NCI-H69 cells going forward, is shown.

A.5 Next steps

The next step will be to perform CRISPR HDR using the Cas9, gRNA, and both fluorescent-marker HDR

plasmids, with the optimized electroporation condition discussed. At least 72 hours after transfection, I will

assess a sample of the cells using analytical flow cytometry to see that a proportion are double-positive, indi-

cating that each allele of ASCL1 has been labeled. Depending on the proportion, I will grow the population:

the smaller the proportion of double-positive cells, the more will need to be grown. I will then perform

FACS to sort double-positive cells, so I can be sure that all my cells have ASCL1 alleles labeled. After

this I will work to ensure that fluorescence is indeed indicative of ASCL1 expression and has not interfered

with ASCL1 function (see Section A.3). Further sorting will be performed for experimental investigation of

whether NCI-H69 cells undergo phenotypic transitions both away from (loss of fluorescence from a sorted,

fluorescent population) or toward (gain of fluorescence from a non-fluorescent, sorted population) neuroen-

docrine, SCLC-A subtype identity.
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Appendix B

Supplemental information for didactic example to contrast AIC vs posterior probability calculated by

Bayes-MMI for model selection and multi-model inference

B.1 Comparing Galipaud et al., 2014 to our own analysis of the same simulated data

In Chapter 5, we use the example from [1]. We aimed to perform our own analysis on the model selection

and sums of AIC weights problem presented in [1] and further discussed in [26]. The authors aimed to

generate a “simulated ground truth” dataset where some predictor variables would be clearly necessary to

include in a representative model for the data, while others would be unnecessary:

We simulated a data set (sample size n = 100) including one response variable y and four pre-

dictor variables, x1, x2, x3 and x4. We controlled for the correlation structure both between the

response variables and predictor variables and among predictor variables using a Cholesky de-

composition (Genz & Bretz 2009). This method allows one predictor variable with a strong effect

to be generated together with other variables with smaller tapering effects, as recommended by

Burnham & Anderson (2002 p. 89, 2004). [1]

Galipaud and colleagues provide R code in the Supporting Information of their article for their simula-

tions, and we used their data.simulation method to generate a dataset with sample.size=100, and

using the same tapering predictor variable effects, ry,x1 = 0.70, ry,x2 = 0.50, ry,x3 = 0.05, ry,x4 = 0.00 [1]. This

generates a dataset of which a snippet is below:

y x1 x2 x3 x4

1 5.927508 10.650031 9.644639 12.644369 9.585406

2 5.001812 10.255895 9.817701 9.236827 10.147333

3 5.540665 10.368334 11.221946 10.384068 10.537025

...
...

...
...

...
...

100 6.832196 11.740345 10.088608 11.213238 10.747818

Table B.1: Snippet of R simulated data array using code provided in [1]

With this simulated data, we ran nested sampling on the data to calculate Bayesian evidence (marginal

likelihood) as well as AICc values. We consider our results (Table B.2) similar to [1] such that we can

compare the two methods and the results in that publication.
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β0 x1 x2 x3 x4 k
rank,
AICc

rank (AICc)
in Galipaud
et al. 2014

log(L) AICc ∆i wi

-2.502 0.608 0.139 4 0 0 -48.764 103.778 0 0.313
-3.398 0.618 0.129 0.089 5 1 1 -47.728 103.877 0.099 0.298
-2.729 0.620 0.141 0.007 5 2 2 -48.776 105.973 2.195 0.105
-3.329 0.619 0.131 0.077 0.002 6 3 3 -47.739 106.115 2.338 0.097
-2.169 0.623 0.090 4 4 5 -50.264 106.778 3.001 0.070
-1.219 0.617 3 5 4 -51.362 106.848 3.070 0.068
-1.462 0.615 0.025 4 6 6 -51.299 108.847 5.069 0.025
-2.300 0.614 0.086 0.026 5 7 7 -50.241 108.903 5.125 0.024
3.357 0.164 3 8 8 -96.251 196.625 92.847 10−21

2.990 0.164 0.038 4 9 9 -96.061 198.372 94.594 10−22

3.355 0.164 0.001 4 10 11 -96.255 198.761 94.983 10−22

3.043 0.163 0.029 0.004 5 11 13 -96.088 200.597 96.819 10−22

4.990 2 12 10 -100.000 202.041 98.263 10−22

4.602 0.039 3 13 12 -99.787 203.698 99.920 10−23

4.901 0.009 3 14 14 -99.991 204.106 100.328 10−23

4.510 0.041 0.007 4 15 15 -99.784 205.818 102.041 10−23

Table B.2: Summary of nested sampling model selection results on the simulated dataset and model selection
problem in Galipaud et al., 2014.

Candidate models are ranked by AICc as in Galipaud et al., 2014; rank in our analysis can be compared to the
ranking in Galipaud et al., 2014 (“rank” vs. “rank in Galipaud et al., 2014” columns). Maximum log-likelihood pa-
rameter estimates and AICc are calculated from PyMultinest output. Parameter estimates are reported if present for
each of the 16 candidate models. k, total number of estimable parameters; log(L), maximum log-likelihood returned
by our least-squares likelihood function; AICc, AIC “corrected” for small sample size; ∆i, AICc−min(AICc) per
model; wi, Akaike weight.

B.2 SW and posterior probability on a subset of the candidate models

An important feature of SW is that it is most accurately calculated when the full candidate model set contains

equal representation of every variable [24]. That is, x1 if appears in 8 models, x2, x3, and x4 must appear in

8 models to calculate an SW for each of them. That is the case in this example from [1]. However, we were

interested in the case where not every variable may be represented equally in the candidate model set. Once

10 variables are present, a candidate set including equal representation of every variable would include more

than 1000 models; more than 13 variables means the full candidate set includes more than 10,000 models.

When many variables are present, it is possible to eliminate models from a candidate set, achieving a more

tractable number of candidate models, using prior knowledge. We chose to impose synthetic prior knowledge

on this 16-model candidate set, as if it is “known” that x3 never appears along with x4. Removing every model

that includes both x3 and x4 left us with 12 models rather than 16, where x1 and x2 appeared in 6 models each,

while x3 and x4 appeared in 4 models each.

We repeated our analysis on this subset of candidate models (Table B.3). Similar to our Bayesian analysis

of the entire set of candidate models, x4 does not appear until the fifth-highest ranked model; the four highest-

ranked models having a cumulative probability of 0.938 (the majority of probability that the “true” model is
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present); x4 still appears only in candidate models whose posterior probability has decreased compared to

the prior (Table B.3). The SW for x4 in this analysis is 0.14, having changed from its SW of 0.25 using

the whole candidate set (Table B.4). There does not appear to be an accepted threshold over which the SW

for a variable indicates it should be included in a model, thus it seems practitioners choose a threshold on a

per-case basis [1]. As such, it is difficult to assess what a change in SW from 0.25 to 0.14 means when using

only a subset of the data – as noted, however, this is not an appropriate use for SWs anyway [24].

Model log(L) AICc ∆i wi

rank,
post.
prob

rank,
AICc

ln(Z)
ln(Z)
error
(+/-)

Prior
prob.

Post.
prob.

y = x1 + x2 +β -48.764 103.78 0 0.357 0 0 -57.280 0.048 0.083 0.459
y = x1 +β -51.362 106.85 3.070 0.077 1 4 -58.028 0.043 0.083 0.217
y = x1 + x2 + x3 +β -47.728 103.88 0.099 0.340 2 1 -58.250 0.054 0.083 0.174
y = x1 + x3 +β -50.264 106.78 3.001 0.080 3 3 -58.936 0.049 0.083 0.088
y = x1 + x2 + x4 +β -48.776 105.97 2.195 0.119 4 2 -59.751 0.055 0.083 0.039
y = x1 + x4 +β -51.299 108.85 5.069 0.028 5 5 -60.243 0.050 0.083 0.024
y = x2 +β -96.251 196.63 92.85 10−21 6 6 -102.989 0.044 0.083 10−21

y = β -100.00 202.04 98.26 10−22 7 9 -104.787 0.038 0.083 10−21

y = x2 + x3 +β -96.061 198.37 94.59 10−21 8 7 -104.864 0.050 0.083 10−21

y = x2 + x4 +β -96.255 198.76 94.98 10−22 9 8 -105.643 0.051 0.083 10−21

y = x3 +β -99.787 203.70 99.92 10−23 10 10 -106.782 0.045 0.083 10−21

y = x4 +β -99.991 204.11 100.3 10−23 11 11 -107.266 0.046 0.083 10−21

Table B.3: Summary of AICc and nested sampling model selection results using a partial candidate set.
Candidate models are ranked by posterior probability (“post. prob.”). Ranking in this Bayesian analysis can be
compared to ranking via AICc (“rank, post. prob.”, vs. “rank, AICc”). Both AICc-related calculations (second
through fifth column) and Bayesian calculations (eight through final column) are shown for the partial candidate
set results. log(L), maximum log-likelihood; AICc, AIC “corrected” for small sample size; ∆i, AICc−min(AICc)
per model; wi, Akaike weight; ln(Z), the natural log of the Bayesian evidence/marginal likelihood (Z); ln(Z) error,
the error returned by PyMultinest; prior prob., the prior probability that a model is the “correct” model; post. prob.,
posterior probability that the model is “correct”, calculated as Zi∗Pr(i)

∑ j Z j∗Pr( j) .

For our Bayesian analysis, the posterior probability that the inclusion of x4 is supported by the data is

0.09, (Table B.4) and is the same for the full candidate set and for the “prior knowledge excluded” candidate

set. Here, x4 is just as unlikely to be included in the “true” model whether assessing a subset or the full set

of candidate models. Interestingly, the posterior probabilities of all predictor variables x1 − x3 have identical

values when analyzing a subset of the data (Table B.4). While this is a promising result, as it indicates that

using only a subset of the data does not affect the results of Bayesian analysis as it does the SW analysis,

more tests need to be done to determine whether this is generally true or true in only some cases. While

there was no change, had there been one, Bayesian principles dictate that we can assess if this is a significant

change (unlike the SW approach, where it is unclear what a change means). With equal prior probability per

model variable, a posterior probability of 0.75 or more, or probability of 0.25 or less, would be considered

substantial evidence for inclusion or exclusion of that variable, respectively ([178]; see Section 5.6). Thus,
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a change in posterior probability per variable could be measured against that standard, denoting whether the

data informs whether to include a variable in the model or not.

Variable
SW: Galipaud

et al. 2014
SW: this

manuscript
SW: candidate

subset
Prior

probability
Posterior

probability

Posterior
probability:

candidate subset
x1 1 1 1 0.5 1 1
x2 0.94 0.81 0.82 0.5 0.67 0.67
x3 0.37 0.49 0.42 0.5 0.28 0.42
x4 0.37 0.25 0.15 0.5 0.09 0.12

Table B.4: SW and posterior probability calculations for each model variable in both full candidate set and
partial candidate set examples.

Prior probability for a variable is set at 0.5, meaning a variable’s prior probability for can be calculated per candidate
model by dividing 0.5 by the number of models in which the variable appears. Prior probability values only impact
posterior probability scores and not SW calculations.
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Appendix C

Supplemental information: Unified Tumor Growth Mechanisms from Multimodel Inference and

Dataset Integration

C.1 Parameter priors for SCLC mechanistic model of intratumoral heterogeneity.

NCI-H69 cell line (SCLC-A) doubles at 51.1 +/- 3.1 hours, equivalent to 0.469 doublings per day [257].
NCI-H82 (SCLC-N) doubles at 25.5 +/- 4.2 hours, equivalent to 0.783 doublings per day [257].
NCI-H841 (SCLC-Y) doubles at 31.2 +/- 3.6 hours, equivalent to 0.769 doublings per day [257].
DMS53 (SCLC-A2) doubles at ∼ 127 hours, equivalent to 0.1898 doublings per day [258].
Average of apoptotic indices for SCLC cell lines is 0.081, used as 0.081 deaths per day [259].
Little is known about timing of phenotypic transitions so a very permissive range was used in the model,
with values considered uniformly likely from 0.01 transitions per day (1 transition every ∼ 3 months) to
3 transitions per day. We find this to be a reasonable permissive range based on mechanistic modeling
of the epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition in breast cancer cells and stem cell differentiation [260, 261],
as transition rates for SCLC subtypes have not been reported in the literature. In these reports, the EMT
transition was fit to between 10 [260] and 20 [261] days.
Changes in growth rates specifically due to inter-subtype effects have not been recorded. NE viability (lu-
ciferase) and division (EdU incorporation) are increased by NonNE when plated together [10]; NonNE
growth decreases in the presence of NE [179]. We used a 5% increase or decrease of the baseline value
(depending on subtype and interaction) as the parameter prior for each affected rate.

Table C.1: Existing data pertaining to SCLC intratumoral heterogeneity and communication used for rate
parameter priors.

C.2 Simulations using best-fitted parameters, as opposed to randomly-selected parameters from the

prior distributions, replicate subtype proportions at steady state

Each different dataset (different model selection run) differentiated between more likely and less likely mod-

els for that particular dataset. Given that model selection determines Bayesian evidence scores by balancing

model complexity with goodness of fit, we expected that the subtype proportions at steady state in the highest

scoring models would replicate cell subtype proportions in the data.

Simulating all fitted models, using parameters selected only from the prior marginal distributions, the

subtype proportions at steady state for each subtype tended to fall at 0 (0% of the simulated tumor) or 1

(100% of the simulated tumor), indicating that parameters chosen at random from the prior distributions do

not fit the data (Figure C.3). However, in selecting parameters from the posterior, fitted, distributions –

those representing the highest-scoring parameter sets – the simulations matched the data much more closely.

There still remained simulations where the subtypes fell either at 0% or 100% of the simulated tumor, but the

subtype steady state fell within the probabilistic representation of the data more of the time (Figure C.3).

For the TKO dataset, not taking into account subtype N, for which all simulations both using prior param-
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Figure C.1: Prior probabilities values and schematics.

A Rate of a cell fate (division, death, or phenotypic transition) for x (v f ate) can be calculated as a function
of the population size of the effector cell w (see Figure 6.3) [211].

B Example calculation of division rate parameter prior for H841, representation of subtype Y, (see Ta-
ble C.1) converting doubling times to “per day” units.

C Division prior for subtype Y, (blue dashed line centered at the mean) as well as inter-subtype effect on
division, whose mean is centered 5% lower (red dashed line; see Table C.1) with wider variance to
account for more uncertainty in inter-subtype effects.

D Example calculation and visualization of death rate parameter prior for Y (blue dashed line at mean)
and inter-subtype effect on death (red dashed line at mean, 5% higher).

E Example uniform transition prior, (see Table C.1) here showing N to Y transition; blue dashed line at
baseline transition rate center, red dashed line at inter-subtype effect transition rate center.

F Equilibrium assumption prior, representing KDKeq
x in the equation in (C.1A). Each affected interaction

has a unique KDKeq
x prior, but all such priors have identical values (centered at 1000) before fitting.

G Different model initiation hypotheses, where a model can be initiated by one or more subtypes (thick
black outline) depending on the subtypes present (four-subtype topology shown). With 15 options and
equal prior probabilities, the prior probability for each initiation hypothesis is 6.67%.
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Figure C.2: Parameter prior distributions for all possible reactions in a candidate population dynamics model.
If a candidate model does not contain a reaction, for example a model with the topology A, N, and Y
does not include A2 and thus will not include A2 division, death, or transitions to/from A2, then the rate
parameter priors for A2-related reactions will not be included as a parameter prior for model fitting.
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Figure C.3: Nested sampling’s fitting results in better-fitting simulations than simulations using randomly
selected parameter values.

Data distribution prior predictive distribution, and posterior predictive distribution for each dataset and
all candidate models. Data is fit to a Beta distribution, bounded by zero and one, and used in the likeli-
hood function input for Multinest (see Methods Section 4.2.4). Prior predictive distribution represents
model simulations using parameters randomly drawn from the prior. Posterior predictive is generated
by model simulations using best-fitting parameters returned by Multinest. See Section C.2 for more
detail.
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eters and fitted parameters resulted in a steady state of 0%, on average 23% of the prior predictive density fell

within the 95% confidence interval of the probabilistic representation of the data (Figure C.3, purple). After

parameter fitting and evidence calculation, on average 73% of the posterior predictive density fell within the

95% confidence interval of the data. (Since the data, the prior predictive, and the posterior predictive are all

probabilistic densities, each curve integrates to 1 or 100%.) Investigating these numbers it is clear that the

model selection / parameter fitting process was unable to bring simulated subtype steady states completely

within the 95% confidence interval of the TKO data subtype proportions, though it has brought it closer than

the prior predictive. We would interpret this as the fact that the TKO data used for fitting was not able to

completely outweigh the subtype proportions resulting from simulations using the prior parameters, which is

a known possibility with regard to using Bayes’ Theorem to fit a model’s parameter sets to data [191].

For the RPM dataset, not taking into account subtype A2, for which all simulations both using prior pa-

rameters and fitted parameters resulted in a steady state of 0%, on average 26% of the prior predictive density

fell within the 95% confidence interval of the probabilistic representation of the data. After parameter fitting

and evidence calculation, on average 74% of the posterior predictive density fell within the 95% confidence

interval of the data. Interestingly, the posterior predictive density for the Y subtype was bimodal (Figure C.3,

middle), which we expect is related to the very wide range of the probabilistic representation of Y proportions

in this dataset (Figure 6.2B).

For the SCLC-A clustered cell lines dataset, on average 50% of the prior predictive density fell within the

95% confidence interval of the probabilistic representation of the data. After parameter fitting and evidence

calculation, on average 82% of the posterior predictive density fell within the 95% confidence interval of the

data. In all, simulations using fitted parameters regardless of dataset resulted in a 30-50% better correspon-

dence to subtype proportions in the data, indicating that the process of model selection and model averaging

resulted in models and parameter sets that were able to represent the data at hand to a satisfactory extent.

C.3 All datasets support alteration of phenotypic transition rates in the presence of N or A2 subtypes

The highest likelihood model topologies (Figure 6.5A, blue) for the TKO GEMM data, along with the four-

subtype topology, are compared in Figure 6.5B (left). Three model variables have significantly different

parameter rates across model topologies: (i) the A-to-Y transition, (ii) the Y-to-A transition; and (iii) the

A-to-A2 transition. The A-to-Y transition has a slower rate if A2 is present in the population and the Y-to-A

transition has a faster rate if A2 is present. However, the presence of N along with A2 does not change the

rate of either transition. Similarly, only Y affects the A-to-A2 transition, increasing its rate. N does decrease

the rate of the A2-to-A transition despite no effect from Y. The Y-to-A2 transition rate is an increased in

the presence of A2. These observations have mechanistic implications: A2 may represent an intermediate
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Figure C.4: Rate parameter posterior marginal distributions, after applying modeling averaging based on
candidate model posterior probability.

Rate parameter distributions are plotted based on candidate model initiating subtype, where the subtype
that initiates the tumor in the simulation results in nonidentical posterior distributions for some model
parameters.
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Figure C.5: Transition parameter rates vary in similar ways across datasets.

A Hypothesis assessment of model topologies per dataset, posterior probabilities based on all candidate
models, with no filtering based on initiating subtype (see Figure C.3). Model topologies represented
by images and corresponding numbers along the y-axis.

B Comparison of phenotypic transition parameter posterior marginal distributions, BMA-weighted, per
dataset, separated by topology. In 3- and 4-subtype topologies, distributions are further separated by
hierarchical or non-hierarchical transition status. Bars indicate significance between samples from
BMA parameter distributions at family-wise error rate (FWER) of 0.01, using one-way ANOVA plus
Tukey HSD.

Red bar: comparison noted in the main text.
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subpopulation in the tumor that is longer-lived, and will only slowly transition to Y. In the topology with

A, A2, and Y (Figure 6.5A, structure 2), the A-to-A2 transition takes up more of the flux in the network.

Additionally, the N-to-Y transition is faster relative to the A2-to-Y transition (Figure C.5B), suggesting that

N is a shorter-lived intermediate in the A-to-N-to-Y transition. This result aligns with previous experiments

[11] where N was identified as a short-lived state in the A-to-N-to-Y transition. We therefore predict that A2

and N are involved in regulating the relative abundance of, and flux between, A and Y in the tumor.

We also compared the highest likelihood model topologies (Figure 6.5A, red) for RPM-fitted models,

as well as the four-subtype topology (Figure 6.5B, middle). Five parameter rates are significantly different

across model topologies. These are (i) the A-to-Y transition, (ii) the Y-to-A transition; (iii) the A-to-N

transition; (iv) the N-to-Y transition; and (v) the N division rate. The same transitions affected in the TKO-

fitted models (A-to-Y and Y-to-N transitions) are affected in the RPM models in the same ways, despite the

experimental data being different. We thus predict that N and A2 are modulating the transition between, and

relative abundance of, A and Y. Unlike in the TKO data, when A2 is present the flux through the system

spends more time in the N subtype, with more frequent transitions to N and less frequent transitions to Y;

additionally, the rate of the A2-to-N transition is faster than the N-to-A2 transition (Figure C.5B). We predict

that while N may be a shorter-lived intermediate than A2, A2 regulates the flux from A-to-N-to-Y.

Next, we compared the highest likelihood model topologies (Figure 6.5A, green) for the SCLC-A cell

line data and the four-subtype topology (Figure 6.5B, middle). Six parameter rates are significantly different

across model topologies, five of which recapitulate rate alterations based on the presence or absence of dif-

ferent subtypes in TKO or RPM datasets. The rate alteration unique to the SCLC-A dataset is the A2-to-A

transition, which is less frequent in the four-subtype topology, indicating that the presence of Y decreases this

rate. However, in the TKO dataset, the A2-to-A transition decreases with addition of N.

C.4 Posterior probabilities for SCLC mechanistic model terms.
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Model term Calculated candidate model prior per
hypothesis / summed prior

Hypothesis posterior proba-
bility (model-averaged)

Odds ratio

A to N transition N/A N/A N/A

A to A2 transition
Pr(M | HA−→A2) = 0.0008,
Pr(M | Hno) = 0.0006
/ sum 0.5 vs 0.5

Pr(HA−→A2 | D) = 0.62 1.63

N to Y transition N/A N/A N/A

A2 to Y transition
Pr(M | HA2−→Y ) = 0.0008,
Pr(M | Hno) = 0.004
/ sum 0.5 vs 0.5

Pr(HA2−→Y | D) = 0.51 1.04

A to Y transition
Pr(M | HA−→Y ) = 0.001,
Pr(M | Hno) = 0.003
/ sum 0.5 vs 0.5

Pr(HA−→Y | D) = 0.64 1.78

N to A2 transition N/A N/A N/A
A2 to N transition N/A N/A N/A
N to A transition N/A N/A N/A

A2 to A transition
Pr(M | HA2−→A) = 0.002,
Pr(M | Hno) = 0.001
/ sum 0.5 vs 0.5

Pr(HA2−→A | D) = 0.71 2.45

Y to N transition N/A N/A N/A

Y to A2 transition
Pr(M | HY−→A2) = 0.0015,
Pr(M | Hno) = 0.0013
/ sum 0.5 vs 0.5

Pr(HY−→A2 | D) = 0.68 2.13

Y to A transition
Pr(M | HY−→A) = 0.0018,
Pr(M | Hno) = 0.0011
/ sum 0.5 vs 0.5

Pr(HY−→A | D) = 0.81 4.26

Non-NE affects division,
death

Pr
(
M | Hdive f f

)
= 0.0012,

Pr(M | Hno) = 0.0016
/ sum 0.5 vs 0.5

Pr
(
Hdive f f | D

)
= 0.44 0.78

Y affects division & death
vs A2&Y affect division&
death

Pr
(
M | Hdive f fY

)
= 0.0016,

Pr
(
M | Hdive f fA2Y

)
= 0.0016,

Pr(M | Hno) = 0.0011
/ sum 0.33 vs 0.33 vs 0.33

Pr
(
Hdive f fY | D

)
= 0.28,

Pr
(
Hdive f fA2Y | D

)
= 0.33

0.39, 0.50

Non-NE affects early tran-
sitions (A to N, A to A2)

Pr
(
M | Hearlye f f

)
= 0.0011,

Pr(M | Hno) = 0.0018
/ sum 0.5 vs 0.5

Pr
(
Hearlye f f | D

)
= 0.35 0.54

Y affects early transitions
(A to N, A to A2) vs A2 &
Y affect these

Pr
(
M | Hearlye f fY

)
= 0.0015,

Pr
(
M | Hearlye f fA2Y

)
= 0.0015,

Pr(M | Hno) = 0.0012
/ sum 0.33 vs 0.33 vs 0.33

Pr
(
Hearlye f fY | D

)
= 0.24,

Pr
(
Hearlye f fA2Y | D

)
= 0.28

0.32, 0.39

Non-NE affects late transi-
tions (N to Y, A2 to Y)

Pr
(
M | Hlatee f f

)
= 0.0021,

Pr(M | Hno) = 0.0010
/ sum 0.5 vs 0.5

Pr
(
Hlatee f f | D

)
= 0.29 0.41

Y affects late transitions
(N to Y, A2 to Y) vs A2
& Y affect these

Pr
(
M | Hlatee f fY

)
= 0.0028,

Pr
(
M | Hlatee f fA2Y

)
= 0.0027,

Pr(M | Hno) = 0.0007
/ sum 0.33 vs 0.33 vs 0.33

Pr
(
Hlatee f fY | D

)
= 0.21,

Pr
(
Hlatee f fA2Y | D

)
= 0.24

0.27, 0.32

If Non-NE effect is real, is
it more likely coming from
Y or from A2&Y?

Pr
(
M | He f f f romY

)
= 0.0015,

Pr
(
M | He f f f romA2Y

)
= 0.0015

/ sum 0.5 vs 0.5

Pr
(
He f f f romY | D

)
= 0.47,

Pr
(
He f f f romA2Y | D

)
= 0.53

0.89, 1.13

Table C.2: Model variable posterior probabilities after hypothesis exploration using multimodel inference,
TKO data in high-probability 3-subtype topology.
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Model term Calculated candidate model prior per
hypothesis / summed prior

Hypothesis posterior proba-
bility (model-averaged)

Odds ratio

A to N transition
Pr(M | HA−→N) = 0.0014,
Pr(M | Hno) = 0.0086
/ sum 0.5 vs 0.5

Pr(HA−→N | D) = 0.71 2.45

A to A2 transition N/A N/A N/A

N to Y transition
Pr(M | HN−→Y ) = 0.0015,
Pr(M | Hno) = 0.0068
/ sum 0.5 vs 0.5

Pr(HN−→Y | D) = 0.6 1.50

A2 to Y transition N/A N/A N/A

A to Y transition
Pr(M | HA−→Y ) = 0.0017,
Pr(M | Hno) = 0.0042
/ sum 0.5 vs 0.5

Pr(HA−→Y | D) = 0.71 2.45

N to A2 transition N/A N/A N/A
A2 to N transition N/A N/A N/A

N to A transition
Pr(M | HN−→A) = 0.0027,
Pr(M | Hno) = 0.0022
/ sum 0.5 vs 0.5

Pr(HN−→A | D) = 0.78 3.55

A2 to A transition N/A N/A N/A

Y to N transition
Pr(M | HY−→N) = 0.0028,
Pr(M | Hno) = 0.0022
/ sum 0.5 vs 0.5

Pr(HY−→N | D) = 0.68 2.13

Y to A2 transition N/A N/A N/A

Y to A transition
Pr(M | HY−→A) = 0.0033,
Pr(M | Hno) = 0.0020
/ sum 0.5 vs 0.5

Pr(HY−→A | D) = 0.81 4.26

Non-NE affects division,
death

Pr
(
M | Hdive f f

)
= 0.0025,

Pr(M | Hno) = 0.0024
/ sum 0.5 vs 0.5

Pr
(
Hdive f f | D

)
= 0.46 0.85

Y affects division & death
vs A2&Y affect division&
death

N/A (since A2 as part effect not pos-
sible, calculations are same as Non-NE
affects division, death, above

N/A N/A

Non-NE affects early tran-
sitions (A to N, A to A2)

Pr
(
M | Hearlye f f

)
= 0.0023,

Pr(M | Hno) = 0.0027
/ sum 0.5 vs 0.5

Pr
(
Hearlye f f | D

)
= 0.44 0.79

Y affects early transitions
(A to N, A to A2) vs A2 &
Y affect these

N/A (since A2 as part effect not pos-
sible, calculations are same as Non-NE
affects early transitions, above

N/A N/A

Non-NE affects late transi-
tions (N to Y, A2 to Y)

Pr
(
M | Hlatee f f

)
= 0.0042,

Pr(M | Hno) = 0.0017
/ sum 0.5 vs 0.5

Pr
(
Hlatee f f | D

)
= 0.37 0.59

Y affects late transitions
(N to Y, A2 to Y) vs A2
& Y affect these

N/A (since A2 as part effect not pos-
sible, calculations are same as Non-NE
affects late transitions above

N/A N/A

If Non-NE effect is real, is
it more likely coming from
Y or from A2&Y?

N/A (A2 as part of the Non-NE effect
not possible)

N/A N/A

Table C.3: Model variable posterior probabilities after hypothesis exploration using multimodel inference,
RPM data in high-probability 3-subtype topology.
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Model term Calculated candidate model prior per
hypothesis / summed prior

Hypothesis posterior proba-
bility (model-averaged)

Odds ratio

A to N transition
Pr(M | HA−→N) = 0.0031,
Pr(M | Hno) = 0.011
/ sum 0.5 vs 0.5

Pr(HA−→N | D) = 0.61 1.56

A to A2 transition
Pr(M | HA−→A2) = 0.0031,
Pr(M | Hno) = 0.011
/ sum 0.5 vs 0.5

Pr(HA−→A2 | D) = 0.52 1.10

N to Y transition N/A N/A N/A
A2 to Y transition N/A N/A N/A
A to Y transition N/A N/A N/A

N to A2 transition
Pr(M | HN−→A2) = 0.0038,
Pr(M | Hno) = 0.0064
/ sum 0.5 vs 0.5

Pr(HN−→A2 | D) = 0.66 1.94

A2 to N transition
Pr(M | HA2−→N) = 0.0038,
Pr(M | Hno) = 0.0064
/ sum 0.5 vs 0.5

Pr(HA2−→N | D) = 0.66 1.94

N to A transition
Pr(M | HN−→A) = 0.0058,
Pr(M | Hno) = 0.0041
/ sum 0.5 vs 0.5

Pr(HN−→A | D) = 0.74 2.85

A2 to A transition
Pr(M | HA2−→A) = 0.0058,
Pr(M | Hno) = 0.0041
/ sum 0.5 vs 0.5

Pr(HA2−→A | D) = 0.61 1.56

Y to N transition N/A N/A N/A
Y to A2 transition N/A N/A N/A
Y to A transition N/A N/A N/A

Non-NE affects division,
death

Pr
(
M | Hdive f f

)
= 0.005,

Pr(M | Hno) = 0.0046
/ sum 0.5 vs 0.5

Pr
(
Hdive f f | D

)
= 0.16 0.19

Y affects division & death
vs A2&Y affect division&
death

N/A (since Y effect not possible, calcu-
lations are the same as Non-NE affects
division & death, above)

N/A N/A

Non-NE affects early tran-
sitions (A to N, A to A2)

Pr
(
M | Hearlye f f

)
= 0.0051,

Pr(M | Hno) = 0.0045
/ sum 0.5 vs 0.5

Pr
(
Hearlye f f | D

)
= 0.17 0.21

Y affects early transitions
(A to N, A to A2) vs A2 &
Y affect these

N/A (since Y effect not possible, calcu-
lations are the same as Non-NE affects
early transitions, above)

N/A N/A

Non-NE affects late transi-
tions (N to Y, A2 to Y)

N/A (Y not in this model so no transi-
tions toward it)

N/A N/A

Y affects late transitions
(N to Y, A2 to Y) vs A2
& Y affect these

N/A (Y not in this model so no transi-
tions toward it)

N/A N/A

If Non-NE effect is real, is
it more likely coming from
Y or from A2&Y?

N/A (Y effect not possible) N/A N/A

Table C.4: Model variable posterior probabilities after hypothesis exploration using multimodel inference,
SCLC-A cell line data in high-probability 3-subtype topology.
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Appendix D

Supplemental Figures and Tables: Evaluating small cell lung carcinoma time-course patient-derived

xenografts reveals phenotype switching with treatment and chemotherapy-stable subpopulations.

D.1 Supplemental Figures
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Figure D.1: LU73 MEM results and LX22 and LU73 cluster contour plots.

A A. Marker enrichment modeling (MEM) plot for all LU73 conditions and clusters, with black to yellow hue based
on expression level per marker per cluster. Markers have been clustered based on expression level correlation
between clusters (top dendrogram), and Leiden clusters of the combined dataset have been clustered based on
similarity across markers (left dendrogram).

(D.1B,D.1C) Leiden clustering performed on the high-dimensional graph generated by the UMAP algorithm (see
Figure 7.2A, middle and right). PDX data (all samples and conditions per PDX) shown as a contour plot of the
Leiden clusters (lines in legend), with scatter plotting of the smallest clusters (dots in legend). Cluster number
is based on the size of the cluster (largest cluster is number 0, smallest cluster is the highest number). Clusters
shown here were used to determine proportion of cells in sample/condition occupying each cluster over time
(Figures 7.2B and 7.2C, bottom) and all analyses in Figure 7.3.

B LU73

C LX22
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Per marker:
• Rank clusters by mean

expression
ex:
HES1
Cluster Mean expression
4 3.031454
5 2.493791
7 1.770278
8 1.487234
3 1.444055
11 0.970436
14 0.922695
1 0.879977
2 0.828755
9 0.822070
6 0.807655
15 0.722434
16 0.713565
12 0.606555
13 0.547542
10 0.534579
0 0.321016

Clusters “high”
in HES1:

4, 5, 7

Clusters “low”
in HES1:

0, 10, 13

CyTOF data
GO biol.
process

reactome

KEGG

term
gene list

genera�on of neurons (GO:0048699)
{ADGRL3, ADNP2, …, YAP1}

nega�ve regula�on of transcrip�on from
RNA polymerase II promoter (GO:0000122)

{ACVR2B, AEBPI, …, ZNF831}

angiotensin-ac�vated signaling
pathway (GO:0038166)
{ACTN2, AGTR1, AHCYL1,
CA2, CAMK2A, CAV1, SRC}

…

gen. neurons
{ASCL1, CASP3, CTNNB1, YAP1}

(-) txn reg. at RNAPol II promoter

{ASCL1, STAT3, POU5F1, NXK2-1,
HES1, MYC, SOX2}

angiotensin-ac�vated sig.
{}

…

Filter so each term’s gene list
includes only genes represented in

CyTOF panel

{PTPRC, CASP3,
KRT8, KRT18,
NEUROD1, HES1,
CTNNB1, SYP,
STAT6, ASCL1,
AKT1, SOX1, NKX2-
1, STAT3, S100B,
YAP1, CEACAM5,
BMX, POU5F1, MET,
MKI67, GFAP, ERK,
RPS6, THY1, HLA-
DRA, MYC}

{ASCL1,
STAT3,
POU5F1,
NXK2-1,
HES1,
MYC,
SOX2}

Per cluster:
• Assign “high” and “low” lists
ex:
Cluster 4
High in:

{CD45, c-CASP3, CK8/18,
NEUROD1, HES1, b-cat, SYP, p -
STAT6, ASCL1, p -AKT, SOX1,
TTF1, p-STAT3, S100B, YAP1,
CD66e, BMX, Oct3/4, MET, ki67,
GFAP, p -ERK, p-S6, CD90,
HLA-DR, c-myc}

Low in:
{CD14, PDGFRB}

Overlap: 6 genes

Database:

Hypergeometric test to determine if the
cluster is likely enriched in genes
represen�ng a term

Ex:
Prob. > 6 genes overlap b/w cluster 4 “high”
set and (-) txn regula�on set, given there are
27 genes in “high” set, 7 genes in the (-) txn
regula�on set, and 42 genes represented by
the CyTOF panel
• prob. = 0.03 : cluster 4 is likely enriched

in nega�ve transcrip�onal regula�on

Repeat
for each

term,
then

combine
similar
terms

Cluster 4

High in:
• Nervous system

development
• Apoptosis
• Transcrip�on
• Immune signaling
• Signaling (e.g. JAK-STAT)
• Proteoglycans in cancer

Low in:
• MAPK signaling
• Cytoskeletal regula�on
• Immune markers

A B

C

Figure D.2: Identifying phenotypes per cluster employs marker assignment and comparison to Gene Ontology
(GO), Reactome pathways, and Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) databases

A Assigning markers to clusters. Per marker, clusters were ranked by mean expression of that marker. The 3 highest-
ranked clusters for a marker were denoted as “high” in that marker: for example, as pictured, the three clusters
high in HES1 are clusters 4, 5, and 7. The 3 lowest-ranked clusters for a marker were denoted “low” in that marker:
as pictured, low in HES1 are clusters 0, 10, and 13. This results in each cluster with a list of markers in which it is
high and low, to be compared to database terms to investigate biological categories to be high or low in.

B Preparing databases. 3 databases were searched to match each cluster’s lists of markers, with each cluster’s “high”
marker list searched separately from “low”. Pictured is a subset of the GO biological process library (2018; library
hosted by Enrichr [262, 263, 264]) arranged by GO term (underlined) and gene list. Each GO term list includes
many genes, the set of potential genes to be found being all possible genes in the genome. (Lists from Reactome
and KEGG terms may also include any gene in the genome.) Yet, the CyTOF panel includes only select proteins:
only 42 potential genes to possibly find. Thus, each database library’s gene lists were filtered to include only those
42 genes as the remainder could never be found in the CyTOF data.

C Comparing overlap between markers in each cluster list and database gene list to match biological process terms to
clusters. The number of genes between each cluster list and each term in each database is used for a hypergeometric
test, along with the number of all genes in the cluster list, number of all (filtered) genes in each term list, and all
genes that could be found (42 genes). This calculates whether a cluster’s list (whether high or low) is likely to be
enriched in genes representing a biological process term, or if the overlap found is due to random chance.
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D.2 Supplemental Tables

LU73 clusters 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
Apoptosis
regulation Hi Lo Lo Hi Lo Hi

Autophagy Hi Lo
Axon guidance Hi Hi Lo
Cell adhesion Lo Hi Hi Lo Lo
Cell surface
interactions
Cytokine
signaling Lo

Cytoskeleton
regulation Lo2 Lo

Development Hi Hi Hi Hi6 Lo8

ECM
organization Lo

Immune
signaling

Lo
(INFγ,IL2)

Lo3 Hi

Immune
system

Lo
(adaptive)

Lo
(adaptive)

Hi Hi

Metabolism Lo4

MicroRNAs
in cancer Lo

Migration Lo Hi Lo Hi Lo
Neutrophils Lo Lo Hi
Proliferation Hi Hi
Proteoglycans
in cancer Lo Lo

Signaling Lo1 Hi Hi
(ΔNP63)

Lo Hi Lo5 Hi7 Lo
(MAPK)

Hi9

Stem cell
pluripotency

Lo
(Notch)

Hi

Stem cell
proliferation
Transcription Hi Lo Hi Hi

Table D.1: LU73 cluster phenotypic identity via GO terms
Clusters were distinguished as ‘high’ or ‘low’ in a marker if that cluster was in the top three or lowest three clusters
for mean expression of that marker. Some clusters are high or low in several markers, and some in fewer. Here,
Gene Ontology has been used for the combinations of markers assigned to each cluster. Any additional details from
GO terms per cluster are either included in the table or here as a footnote if the details include a list.
1: FGF, TGF-β, Rac1/MMP2, VEGF, Rap1, BDNF
2: endoderm, endocrine, CNS, “branching morphogenesis of epithelial tube”
3: IL-2, 4, 5; TGF-beta; T cell signaling
4: “central carbon metabolism in cancer” (& metabolism general)
5: PKB, MAPK, PDGF, Jak-STAT, PI3k-Akt, Rap1, Hippo-Merlin, TSLP, VEGF, Wnt, Notch
6: Neuron differentiation, gland development, “branching morphogenesis of epithelial tube”, cardiac progenitor,
endoderm
7: BDNF, Wnt, thyroid hormone
8: gland development, cardiac progenitor, endoderm
9: TGF-β, Jak-STAT, Rac1/MMP2, Wnt
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LX22 clusters 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
Apoptosis
regulation Lo Hi Lo Lo Hi Hi

Autophagy Hi
Axon
guidance Lo Hi Lo

Cell adhesion Lo Lo Hi Hi Lo
Cell surface
interactions Lo Lo Hi Hi Lo

Cytokine
signaling Lo Hi Lo Lo Hi

Cytoskeleton
regulation Lo Lo Lo Hi

Development Lo Hi
(neural)

Lo Hi
(neural)

Lo10

ECM
organization Lo Lo Lo Hi Lo

Immune
signaling Hi1 Lo3 Lo6 Hi

(cytokine)

Lo
(IL-2)

Lo11 Hi13 Lo14

Immune
system

Lo
(adaptive)

Lo Lo Hi Lo Lo12

Metabolism
MicroRNAs
in cancer Lo Hi

Migration Lo
Neutrophils Hi
Proliferation Lo
Proteoglycans
in cancer Hi Lo Hi

Signaling Lo
(ERbb4)

Hi2 Lo4 Lo7 Hi8 Hi
(MAPK)

Hi9 Hi
(PI3K)

Lo
(JAK-STAT)

Stem cell
pluripotency Lo Lo

Stem cell
proliferation Lo

Transcription Lo Hi Lo Hi Lo Lo

Table D.2: LX22 cluster phenotypic identity via GO terms
Clusters were distinguished as ‘high’ or ‘low’ in a marker if that cluster was in the top three or lowest three clusters
for mean expression of that marker. Some clusters are high or low in several markers, and some in fewer. Here,
Gene Ontology has been used for the combinations of markers assigned to each cluster. Any additional details from
GO terms per cluster are included here as a footnote.
1: IL-2, 4; TGFβ
2: Jak-STAT, Rac1/MMP2 pathway, prolactin signaling, TSLP, VEGF
3: BCR; IL-2,5
4: NGF, BDNF, Hippo-Merlin, PI3K-Akt, ERBB4, PDGF, Jak-STAT, CXCR4, MAPK cascade
5: hematopoietic, cardiac progenitor
6: “interleukins”, Fc epsilon receptor signaling
7: PKB, MAPK cascade, Rap1, DAP12, EGFR, FGFR, NGF
8: TSLP, VEGF
9: ERK1, ERK2 cascade; MAPK cascade; Hippo-Merlin
10: skin, gland, CNS, “branching morphogenesis of an epithelial tube”
11: Antigen processing and presentation, T cells
12: IL-2, 4; PD-1; TCR signaling
13: BCR, IL-5
14: T-cell receptor signaling, antigen receptor-mediated signaling pathway
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